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INTRODUCTION 
Remote sensing is the art and science of gathering information from 
a distance. Through interpretation o f imagery collected from aircraft or 
satellites, earth surface features and phenomena can be detect e d, identified, 
delineated and analyzed . These procedures have proven valuable in natural 
r esource planning, environmental impact assessment, and e nginee ring activities. 
This annotated bibliography was prepared as part of a research effort 
dealing with basic and applied aspects of the use of remote sensing tech-
niques in highway corridor selection. Since freshwater wetlands were of 
principal interest in that work, many of the articles chosen for abstracting 
deal with that subject as well as with color infrared photography - - source 
imagery for the research. Publications abstracted were identified through 
extensive manual library and computerized bibliographie searches. 
The bibliography is divided into five sections: 
A. Highways and Remote Sensing Applications (53 abstracts) 
B. Environme ntal Impact of Highways and Corridor Selection 
Methods (23 abstracts) 
C. Wetlands and Remote Sensing Applications (14 abstracts) 
D. Economics of Remote Sensing (11 abstracts) 
E. General Remote Sensing Applications (51 abstracts) 
The complete citation is given for each publication abstracted together with 
details on the prob l em, approach , equipment, results, and conclusions. The 
notation II(Author) 1I follows those fe'>v abstracts which were taken directly 
from the original pub l ication. Finally, each abstract is fo llowed by a list 
of keywords which indicates the subject matter of the publication. 
To facilitate use of the bibliography, an author index, a keyword index, 
and a list of abbreviations and acronyms used are provided . 
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AND 
REM 0 T ESE N S IN G 
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53 Abstracts 
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A-I Arnold , R. H., H. L. FurY, and J . W. Rous e , J r. 
Detection of Concrete DeterioY'at1:on. Remote 
Texas A&M Univ ., College Station, TX. 21 pp . 
1969. Infraped 
Sensing Center, 
The preliminary results of a n experiment t o determine concrete deterioration 
by measuring thermal emissivity are presen t e d . Surface scaling a nd vertical 
crac kin g are easily detected but subsurface delaminations are mor e difficult 
to detect. Acoustic techniques of detecting the t ype and rate of pavement 
deterioration have shown promise , but th ey do not r e adily lend themselves to 
t h e monitoring of extensive areas . The hypothesis t es t ed in this study was 
that heat fluxes are proportional to the homo geneity of th e st ru ctural mate-
ria l (i. e ., during heat transfer to the pavement, d elamina ted areas will h eat 
up more quickly than solid a reas . I n he at transfer from the paveme nt, th ey 
will cool mor e rapidly .). Seven Portland Ceme nt concret e specimens were us ed 
in this experiment; these wer e of diffe rent shape~ size, and age . During the 
testing , the sampl e s we re s ubj ected to varying induced meterological condi-
tions . An in f r a r ed scanner with an indium antimonide de tec tor was u sed to 
measure the t he rmal emissivity of each sample. Temperature resolution of t he 
system was about O.2 ° C. Th e rmographs ~ d e picted by g ray tone variations on a 
CRT, illustrated the relative temperature diffe r ences i n th e conc r e t e speci -
mens in areas of known f ractures or homogene ity. The t es t result s showed the 
exist e n ce of thermal e missivity d i ffe ren ces related to ce rtain types of 
deteriora tion; delaminations we r e observable with the infrared scanner. They 
wer e most evident during ambient cooling pe riod s (heat transfe r f rom the pave-
ment). It is r ecommended that mo r e detailed i nformation b e c o l l ected fo r th e 
entir e h eat exc hange phases . 
the rmal infra r e d scanner 
thermal e missivity 
pavement 
con c r ete 
infrare d 
t hermograph 
A-2 Barr, D. J. and W. P. Adams. 1975. C1:V1:l Engine(?Y'1:ng Applications 
of Remote Sensing . Transportation Engineer ing Journal 101(TE2): 
279-295. 
An overview of possible a pplications of varioll s r emote sensor systems to c i vi l 
engineer i ng pract i ces i s presented . A b r ief compari son is give n of conven-
tional qualitat i ve pho toint e rpretation (image a na ly s is using k eys , visual 
re cognition, and/or deductive r eas oning) and computer o ri e nt ed , quantitative 
analysis (image analysis u s ing the digital s pec tral characteristics of an 
ob j ect ). It was noted that photographs p r ovid e superlor geome tric qualities ~ 
whereas e l ectronic sensors (those providing the djgital da ta) provid e s uperior 
spect r al qual ities. Also, there i s a r ecent trend toward ADP of n o nimage d 
spectral data, thus increasing th e r e peatabi l ity of the analy ses and the 
volume of i n fo rmat ion able to be handle d. Als o presen t e d i s a t ab l e c ross -
r eferencing 1 8 engineer i ng terr a in parameters with fo ur remo te s e nsin g systems, 
with l iteratu re r eferences given (60 in all). Examples of r e mote sensing as 
applied to environmental engineering, wat e r r esourc e planning , transportation 
A- 2 (cont 'd) 
en gineering , and geology and soil mecha nics a r e given. Overal l , CIR photo-
graphy is the bes t s ingle sensor fo r most appl ications , but specific appli -
cati.ons wi ll di c tate which s enso r is most s uitable . ihe authors s tate that 
"aeria l monitor i ng ha s the potent ial for provi ding the c ivil e nginee r with 
a synoptic overview a nd a basic under s tandi ng of the na t ural sys tem . " 
r emote s ensing 
civil e nginee rin g 
aeria l ph o t og r a phy 
co lor photography 
multispectral scanne r 
col or in frared photography 
black- s nd - whi te pho to graphy 
the rmal in frared 
transportati o n 
A-3 Beaumont, T. E. 19 77 . Techniques f or the Interpretation of Remote 
Sensing Imagery for Highway Engineering Purposes . Transport and 
Road Resear c h Laboratory , Dep t. oE th e Env . a nd Dept. of Transport, 
Crowt horne , Berkshire , England. TRRL Rep t . 753. 40 pp. 
Tradi..tionally. the interpreta tion of BW aer i al pho togr a phs, s upported by 
f i e ld inves tiga tions , has heen used for site anal ys i s a nd highway corr ido r 
selec tion . Wit h the development of new and mor e sophis ticate d r emote sensor 
syst ems , highway planne r s have been offered more de t ail e d and quantita tive 
info rmati on for use in mo ~ e eff i c i ent a nd comp r ehensive route loca tion . How-
ev er, t echniques fo r the ana lysis of these new imagery a nd da ta s ource s have 
not kept pace wi th sensor development. In thi s r e por t , an over view i s given 
of available r emote sensin g ima ge ry and the s tat e of the art techniques fo r 
it s analysis . Imagery types discussed include BW, color, CIR , and multispec -
tral photography, multispect ral scanne r data , and microwave r adiome ter imagery . 
Multispectral imagery was r egarde d a s a be s t all-round sens or type i n that th e 
effectiv e dynamic spec t r a l range recorded and t he overa ll s cene con t r ast are 
inc r eased, pe rmit ting analysis a nd presentations of t h e image r y to be t a ilored 
to t he application. A disc ussion of the facto r s a nd l i.mitations i nfluen cing 
image in terp r etat ion is pres ented also. Various techn ique s f or image enhance-
ment and a nalysis us ing comp uters and o the r s peciali zed eq uipment a r e pre -
sented. These techniques i nc lud e densi ty sl icing (both photog raphic and micro-
den s itome tri c ), contra st st retching, image maski ng and combination, ed ge 
enha nceme nt , a nd a ut omated da ta process ing . It was conc luded that " .. . Although 
much can be gained from applying tradit ional -phot ointerpretive t echn iques . in 
ord e r to rea lize t he f ull po tent ia l of these new tool s [sensor systems ], t he 
hi ghway en~inee r and geolog i s t mus t under s t a nd a nd empl oy s ome rathe r special-
.i zed inte r pr e t C:lt ive tec hniques . II 
remote sensing 
hi ~hway planning 
aer ial phot og raphy 
mu l t ispectral sca nne r 
radar 
a u tomated data pr ocessing 
con trast s tre t chin~ 
ed ge enhancement 
LANDSAT 
in te rpretati on 
image a nalysis 
dens ity s licing 
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A- 4 Beaumont , T. E. and P. J. Be a ven. 1977. The Use of SateUite ImageY'y 
fa Y' Highway Engi'l'/eeY'ing in Overseas Count Y'?:es. Tra nsport a nd Road 
Res ea rch Laboratory, De p t. of the Env . and De pt. of Transport, 
Crowthorne . Berkshire , En gland. Suppl. Re pt. 279 . 21 pp. 
LANDSAT image ry was us e d on two r oad i nvestigat ions in t he Sudan to provide 
in f ormation on the four main f ac tors tha t affec t route location. The four 
ma jor f a c tors outlined were soil strengt h, earthworks , draina ge and riv er 
c ros s ings , and s ources fo r con s t ruct ion mat e rials . Int e r pr e tation t echniques 
i nc luded the produc tion and enhancemen t of f als e color compos it es in a pur-
pos e - built add itive vi ewer whic h was also used f or e xamininr, pho tographica lly 
prepa red den s ity slices of infra r ed Band 7 o f the MS S imagery . The work i n 
the Sudan, toge thpr with a rev i ew outlining th e advanta ge s ga ined by repea ted 
observations of th e ea rth from space , was us e d to de fin e th e main techniques 
that cou ld be employe d and to ident ify t he maj or areas wher e sate lli te 
image ry coul d a ssist the highway e ngineer. It was co nc luded t ha t the presen t 
generation o f i mage r y is most s uit ed f or th e pl a nnin g and feasibil i t y stages 
of en ginee ring survey for road pro ject s . s uch a s the preparation o f r eg ional 
ma ps a nd inventori es of t e rrain charact eristics o r r econnaissa nce studies 
involv i ng de c isions on rout e location. Oth e r pla tfo rms a nd sensors dis cus sed 
brief ly include LANDSAT-C MSS a nd r e turn beam vidi con (RBV); Sky1ab erR 
photography ; the Heat Capa c i t. y Map ping Hission sa t e ll i t e I s ther mal infrare d 
s canne r; a nd the European-built Spa celab . 
highwa y locat i on 
hi ghway e nginee r ing 
satellite 
LANDSAT 
color additive v i e wer 
mu l tispec tral scanner imagery 
construc tion 
soils 
Suda n 
A- S Becker, R. E. and e . W. La ncas ter. 1966. AeY'ial In fY'ared Surveys : 
A Highway Research Tool . in PhotogY'ammetY'Y and AeY'i al SUY'veys. 
National Res . Coun ., Hwy. Res . Board, Hwy. Res . Rec . No . 142 : 55- 63 . 
The purpose o f this paper is t o present some of t he basic phys i cal a t tri butes 
of t he rmal infrare d (IR) scann e r s ystems and the i r possible appli cations to 
t e rra in ana l ys is . The range o f the IR portion o f the ele c t r omagne tic spec-
trum is from 0 .9 t o about 1000 urn ; most terrestrial obj ec ts have their peak 
emissions i n the 8.6 t o 12 . 4 urn the rmal IR band. De tect ed therma l IR radia -
tion dif fe rs f rom vis i ble light in that it is no t r ef l ec ted f rom an objec t' s 
s urface , but r a the r it i s e nergy (i n the form of hea t) emitte d f rom its s ur-
face. Th e St efan-Bolt zman Law states that the magnitud e o f thi s " spec tra l 
radiant emitta nc e " i s proportional t o t he four th degree of the a bsolute 
t emp e rature of the obj ect a nd to its emissivity. Since emiss ivity measure-
ment s of aerial scenes a r e extreme l y diffi cult to ma ke, it is a ss umed tha t 
a ll t e rres tria l objects have s urf ace emi ssivities of unity ; t hus , ene rgy f lux 
di f fe r enceH ca ll be in te r pr eted in te rms of r adiation t emp eratLlr E'~ . An I R 
scanne r i s an e l ec tro- optical device in whi c h a s emiconductor de t ecto r i s 
excite d to a deg r ee depe nd ent on the inc ident ene r gy . The e l ectrica l signal 
gene r a ted is amplifi e d and conve rt ed into a vi s ible ligh t s i gna l to whi c h 
A- S (cant ' d) 
standard photograph f ilm can b e e xp osed to c reate an image of th e thermal IR 
sc e ne . Coole r objects appea r darker while wa rmer obj ec ts app ear l igh t e r on 
IR i mager y . In hydrologi c s t udies ~ wa t er ca n be del i n ea t ed quit e precise l y 
be cause of the dramatic contra s ts in emi ssivity be twee n wat e r and adjacent 
terrain . Al so, the nature of certain subs urface fe a tures no t revea led by 
conventional pho togr a phy could be s hown in thermal IR imagery . Th is image r y 
is useful in bo th vegetation a nd land us e s t udies ; diffe ren t species a nd 
various land use t ypes of t e n possess char acterist i c lR rad i a nt traits en-
abling the i r rapid i de nti f i cat i on and acc ura t e de lineation. The rmal I R 
image ry. in conjunction with conve ntional ae ria l photography , could provide 
in fo rmation givi ng a new dimensi.on to terrain ana l ys i s . 
thermal in f rar ed 
ae rial photography 
infra red i magery 
infrared sca nne r 
t e rrain ana lys is 
geo logy 
v i s i ble ba nd 
A-6 Br icker, C. D. 1972. Exper iments in Aerial Remote Sensing for 
Highway Engineering . in PY'oe . 1st Canadian Syrrrp . Remote Sensing, 
2 : 713-715. OttawA, Ontari o , Ca na da . 
The Albe rta Department of Highways and Tran s port evaluated various remote 
sensing me thods for appl ica ti on to h ighw.qy e nginee rin g;. with emphasis on high-
way route l ocation. Remot e sens ing f l ights we r e made ove r three test a r eas : 
Edmont on- East a nd De von flown in Au gus t 1970 (sca le , 1 : 21,120) a nd Ed son-Eas t 
flown in Septembe r 1971 (scale, 1 :1 2,000) . Al l si t es, s elec ted t o contain a 
diversjty of cultural and natu ra l features, were thor oughly invest igated on 
the ground . Semi-cont r olled mosaics were construc ted o f eac h area . Colo r 
photogr aphy was pr e f e r r ed fo r interpre tat ion ove r BW. Combinations of BW, 
colo r and CI R, a l though time cons uming to interpret , supplie d th e grea tes t 
amount of in forma t ion . Color inf rar ed more clea r l y def ined wet and dr y area s 
and tree t ypes ove r o t her imagery f o r drainage pat tern s and muskeg studies . 
Sand and gravel are more c l early defined on small scale color and , in ce rta in 
instances , on CrR than on BW . Therma l in fra red imagery r eq llire s mor e exper tise 
in procurement a nd inter p r e tation but ha s potent i a l va l ue in specific a r eas of 
h ighway engineering . 
r.emote sensin ?-
h i ghway 
highway co rridor se l ec tion 
aeria l photogr aphy 
black-and- wh i t e photog raphy 
infrared imagery 
r.o l o r photog r 4phv 
co lor inf r ar ed photography 
the r mal i nfrared 
rhotomosaic 
Alberta 
Ca n;:}da 
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A-7 Chaves, J . R. an d R. L. Schus t er . 19 64 . Use of Aepia l Coln~ photo-
gmphy in Materials Su ~vey s . in Color A£I' Photos, Soil Propert1:es 
and Tests . National Res . Coun ., Hwy. Res . Board , Bwy . Res . Rec. 
No . 63 :1- 9 . 
Mor e than 400 flight stri p miles of aer ial color transparencies , scale 
1: 6 , 000 , wer e taken in the summers of 1961 and 1 962 along th e major r oad sys-
t em a nd othe r se l ected loca tions in Yellowsto ne Nat i onal Park, Wi . Selected 
segments totaling ab ou t 100 linea r mi. were taken with panchromatic B\.J film 
at t he same time. A mirror stereoscope was used to examine the transparen -
cies. Po t entia l cons truction materia l sources de lineated on the imagery were 
verified by ground ins pect ion and soi l samples were t ake n for laboratory 
t esting. It was concl uded that color photography has many advan tages over 
BW photography fo r use in ma t erials s urveys . Disadvant ages inc l ude higher 
cost. di ffic ulty in ob taining proper f ilm exposu re and ad verse effects of 
haze. Summar i es of se lected aerial color f i lm data a nd characterist i cs , of 
the cost of aerial colo r photography and of se l ec ted aspects of color film 
proces sing a nd printing are given . Th e r elationship between quality of 
color r e produ c tion and photogr aph i c inte rpreta tion i s given. Finally . 
research needed to faci l itate the use of aerial color photographs fo r inter -
pretive purposes is described . 
A-8 
aerial photograph y 
black-and-white photogLaphy 
color photography 
Ch aves , J . R. a nd R. L. Schust er. 
Engineering . Photogrammetric 
highway 
photointerpretation 
\.Jyoming 
1968 . Colop Photos fo~ Highway 
Engi neering, 34(4) : 374- 379. 
Results of t he use of aerial co lo r trans parencies a nd prin ts in engineering 
mat e rial s su r veys by the Fede r al Hi ghway Projects Office . Reg i on 9 , U. S . 
Bureau o f Public Roads , show that they have many a dvantages over BW photo-
graphs . A photograph scale of 1 : 6 . 000 seems to provide optimum results fo r 
ma t erials s urveys . Pre lim -Lna r y investigations ~f e r R pho t ographs s how that 
they do have some advantages over conventional color photographs fo r engineer-
ing interpLetation and are best emp l oyed as a supplement to colo r film . Some 
of the advantages noted inc lud e : (1) CIR s hows grea t e r color con trasts among 
natural features or cultural objects ; (2) CIR has increased ability t o pene-
trate haze ; (3) erR e nables a mOLe positive diffe rentia tion of conife r ous 
from deci duous trees ; (4) erR recor ds a reas of wate r seepa ge a nd boggy ground 
more pos itively; and (5) hyd ro logica l features such as streams and lakes can 
be more r eadil y detected a nd delineated on CIR than with conventional co lor . 
The devel opment of the St e r eo i mage Al te rna tor system, a n inst rument which has 
t he op tion of mapping with e ith e r BW o r color aerial photographs ~ a nd tech -
nol og i cal adva nces made by t he film industry make i t poss ible to use color 
photog raph s for interpr etation as well as f or t opograpllic mapp ing with doubl e 
projection anagylphic plotting instrumen t s . 
A-8 (cont'd) 
aerial photography 
color photography 
highway engineering 
highway 
anaglyph 
color infrared photography 
topographic mappi ng 
materials survey 
pi"lOtogrammetry 
A-9 DeLoach, W. C. 1973 . Remote Sensing Applications to Enviponmental 
Analysis . in PhotogY'ammetric Analysis of Ur>ban and Rural Environ-
ments . National Res. Coun. , HHY. Res . Board, Hwy. Res. Rec. No . 
452:29-39. 
To provide data to highway planners for the preparation of environmental 
impact statements , photointerpretation and thermal infrared scanning were 
used by the Florida DOT for surface wat e r tempe r ature and underground void 
detection. To study the location of 1-75 east of Tampa , B\.-.' aPorial photographs 
(scale 1 :12,000) were taken of a corridor 4 mi. wide by 40 mi. long and a 
photomosaic map was prepared . A use classification system was devised con-
taining 12 major divisions and 84 subsets . Of these, 51 were used in this 
study to prepare key features maps . Drainage and engineerjng soils maps of 
the t est area also were prepar ed by photointerpretation . Property maps hased 
on information extracted from tax maps of the area were delineated on the 
photomosaic. The r emote sens i ng unit produced 65 map sheets in 13 weeks using 
240 man-hours. In Harch 1971 six thermal IR scans (alti tudes: 500 ft . and 
1000 ft .) were made during a 24 hour per iod at Tallahassee , FL to study the 
distribution effect of the thermal eff lue nt into the St. Harks River from an 
electric generating facility . Concurrent absolute temperatur e readings also 
were made along the flight lines using a radiometer. The therma l plume was 
identified and the maximum temperature increase in surface water was 4°C. 
Thermal imagery (8 - 14 wm bandwith) was taken Nov. 16, 1971 at altitude of 
1,000 f t . of a portion o f US-19 north of Chiefland, FL. Ground cond i t ions 
associated with surface anomalies on the imagery were established by a boring 
program. Base d on 16 borings . an apparent correlation b etween thermal anoma-
lies and subsurface cavities or deep fissures was found with a reliabil i ty of 
75% . It was concluded that bas i c photointerpretation from BW photograp hy and 
therma l IR scanning contributed significant information ne eded in answering 
many environmental problems in highway planning . 
remote sensing 
black-and-white photogra phy 
photo interpretation 
highway planning 
thermal infrared 
radiometer 
river 
sinkho l e 
environmental impact statement 
wat e r t empe rature 
land use 
soil mapping 
drainage 
soU s 
Florida 
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A- 10 Edwards , R. J . G. 1973. Some UB es of Ail" Photography .for Road 
Design in t he UK and Abroad. Jou rnal Instit1Jte of Highway 
Enginee r s . August :9-14. 
The use o f aerial photograrhy by highway e ngineers has been gene r a lly ca t e -
gorize d as photog r ammetric studies , gene r a l interpre tive studies , and speci-
fic interpretive studi e s. Ph o t og rammetr y i s defined as " t h e study of the 
geometrical r elationship betwee n two or more points vis ib l e on a ste reo-
graphi c modell!. Of a n extreme ly quanti tat ive na ture , photog r ammet ric app l i -
cations i nvo l ve ac tivities such as p r e pa r a tion of topographic maps , develop-
ment o f c ross sections and profi les , and the precise location of t errestrial 
featur es . Inte rpr e tation is tIl e "objective deduction of the meaning and 
significance of th e shape , size , pattern , color , ton e , and t exture of the 
various par t s of th e photogr aphic or ste r eog r aphic mode l ima ge of the ground 
s u rface . " General interpre t ive s tudies , commonly re fe rre d t o as " t e rra i.n 
evaluation", us e ae rial photographic in fo rma t i on to provide t he hlghway 
e nginee r with dat a , usually in map form , s uf ficiently acc urate to assess 
existing ground conditions , identify and analyze r>Tobl ern areas . and plan 
highway corridors . Specific inte rpretive studies are l ess objec tive , in-
vo l ving an e l ement of subjectiVity i n desc ribing problems of r egiona l and 
l oca l character a nd correlation of th e req uired enginee ring parameters. 
Terralu analysi s s hould be t he methodical procedu re o f (1) the d clineatin~ 
boundaries of landscape types , (2) the i dentification and isol ation of land-
forms within these landscapes and (3) th e def inition of t he unit s making up 
the l a nd f orms. Correla tion i s ca rr i ed out to de t ermine th e spec ific relation-
s hip s betwee n g r ou nd conditi ons and their res pect ive photo i mage r ep r esenta -
tion. Aside from th e three afo r ementione d categories of aerial photo analy-
sis , more specific appl ications include hydrologic studi~s , s ervice line map 
preparation , acc.es s , land u~ e , archeological , and pollution studies , and con-
struc t i on problem area assessment . Factors influenc ing the a cc ura cy and pre-
c ision of ae r ial pho to analys i s inc l ude th e (1) sca l e of the photograph y . 
(2) its r esolu tion, (3) th e came r a system, (4 ) the expert i se of t he inter-
preter/ana l yst a nd (5) i magery t ype . 
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Fedorov, V. I . 
CY'os sings . 
Russian 1. 
197 5 . Aeria ~ SUY'veys of lIi ghway Routes 
I zdated' stvo Tran s po rt. Moscow . Russi a . 
and Bridge 
200 pp . [ I n 
As desc ribed by t he Na tional Aeronautics and Space Administrati on (NASA) 
this i s a handbook of modern t echniques and eq uipment in aerial s urvey work 
aidin ~ design , tracing , and siting of highways and brid ge crossin~s . Spec i a 1 
me thods in aeria l photog.raphi c s urveys, photoint erpre tation , and computer 
modeling ot highway co r ridor loc ~tion are di sc.ussed. Illustrations and co lor 
plat es (including ste reopairs ) a r e presente d as situation exampl es . Topics 
discussed include : ae rial photo graphi c materials, ste reocompa r ato rs and 
A-ll ( co nt ' d) 
stereome t e rs ; t e rrain ana l ysis .; hi ghwa y analytic layout us i.ng mathema tical 
mod e l s ; three dime ns iona l pho t ogrammetri c applicati.ons in h ighway planning ; 
aerohydrome teorology ; and roadbe d assessme nt f rom aerial s urve ys . 
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Rus sia 
Fischer , H. A. 1969 . Examples of Remote Sensing Appliaations to 
Engineel'ing . in Remote Sensing and It .~ Application t o Hig llliJay 
EngineeT'ing . Nati onal Res . Coun., H\vy. Re s . Board , Spec . Rept . 
No . 102:13- 2). 
Brie f di scussions on three aspects of T!=ffiote sensing : (1) spe c tral com-
ponent s , (2) spatial c~mp on ent s , and (3) t ~mporal components are presented . 
About one paragraph ea c h i s used to expla in the following r emote sensor sys-
tems : BW, col or . eIR, and mul ti s pect ral pho tograph y , ultraviole t, radar , and 
infrared image ry . A brief sec tion on radi.ometry is a lso given . While the 
paper does not make direct r e f e r ence t o s peci fic uses of remo te sens i ng in 
engineering , the reade r is pr ovided with e nough sc ope information to permit 
him to i nv estigat e the possib ilities elsewh e re. 
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Gamble, J . 1976. Remote Identifi cati on of Geologic Ma t el'ials by 
Mul t ispec t ml Techniques : An Evaluation of Applicabi l ity to 
HigllliJay Planning in Cal7:foY'nia . Cali f. Dept . of Transp ., Div . 
of Structures and Eng r g . Serv., Transp . Lab, Research Rep t., 
Final Rep t. FHHA-CA- TL- 2117-76-S7 . 34 pp. 
Thi s report analyz~s two publi ca tions by the Environmental Resea rch Ins titute 
of Mic hi gan (ERI N) on t he re su l ts ob t ain e d a t a California test s ite or stu -
dies t o develop te ch niques for au tomat -i cally identi fyi ng terrain f e atures and 
natural material s by remot e ly sensed mult i s pectral ima gery. Multispectral 
data we r e co llected by ERIN over the Hall o ran , CA 2 by 6 mi. test site at 
3000 f t. a nd 6000 ft . i n t he fall of 1972 . Twel ve spec tral bands in the UV , 
vi s ible and IR regions were recorded. A de tai l ed geol ogic map to prov id e 
accurate g round trut h was pre pare d. ERIN used three sys tems to process t he . 
MSS data : Euclidian dista.n ce us ing in-scene t raining se ts . comput e r analysis 
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based on labo r atory ratio values or on in-scene traloLog sets~ and color 
composite photographs. Ave rage rock classification accuracies were 37 .0%, 
43 .9 % and 77.9%, respectively. De nse vegetat ion was found to mask identifi-
cation of rock composition. It was concluded that remotely sensed MSS data 
cannot , at its present stage of development, differentiate the various rock 
types or delineate their areas of outcrop or deposition with sufficient 
accuracy to enable planning and engineering personnel to make highway route 
selections. 
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Cal ifornia 
Haa ck, B. N. 
Planning : 
RANN Rept. 
1975. Remote Sensing and H1:ghbJay Transportation 
An AnnoT-ated Bibliography . ERIM, Ann Arbor, MI. 
408-392. 73 pp. 
This annotated bibliography contains 94 entries related to remote sensing 
a nd highway planning. The citations an d accompanying annotations are in-
tended to provide background information for individuals in the transporta-
tion fiel d. The abstracts are typically those prepared by the authors of 
the publications; most of these are followed by comments offered by Haack . 
The bibliography is organized in to .s ix maj or sec t ions: 1 . Remote Sens ing 
in Regional Transportation Pla nning (17 refs.); 2 . Remote Sensing in the 
Corridor Selection and Design of Highways (24 r efs .); 3. Remote Sensing 
Detectinn of Materials Pertinent to Highway Engineering (19 refs.); 4. 
Remote Se ns ing for Environmental Impact of HighwAYs (7 refs .); 5. Economic 
and Social I mpacts of High"\vays (13 r e fs.); and 6. Sources (of further infor-
mation, 14 refs.). An author index for th e citations is provided . There is 
no keyword index. 
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Hawkes, T. W. and D. A. Brown. 1973 . Application of Aeria l Mapping to 
Development of Hl:ghh'OYS. in PhotogY'amrnetpic Analysis of ij"ban and 
Ru~al Enviponments . National Res. Coun., Hwy. Res. B0ard, Hwy. Re s. 
Rec. No. 452:10-18. 
Aerial photography can effectively be applied to the development of prelimi-
nary engineering plans, environmental analysis, community impact studies , and 
f inancial feasibililty studies for limited access highways. New methodology 
and techniques provide an excellent tool for rapidly and inexpensively devel-
oping preliminary data r e quired for technical and s ci.entific investi\Sations. 
A-iS (cont'd) 
The At lan ta Tollway Pro ject i s a $200 million sys t em composed of 35 mi . of 
limi ted access highwa ys and 10 mi l es of high speed rapid tran si t tn the 
median. Most of t he aerial mapping techniques di sc u s~ed in this pap e r we re 
used in the developmen t of the finan cial feasi bility , t he environmental , and 
the community impac t s tudies for th~t p r o j e c t. (Authors) 
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Georg ia 
Henderson , F . a nd D. S . S i mon e tt. 1970. Space 
Tool i n Delimiting Tr anspor t a t i on Networ ks . 
AssociaMon Geographe ~s, 2 : 71- 73 . 
Photograph~ as a 
in Proc . Amer ican 
It has been s uggested that photo,?raphy from space may be used to update maps 
of trans portat i on networks, and that photographR o f t he quali ty and r eso lu-
tion obtained on Gemini a nd Apollo mi ss ions should be tested for s uc h pur-
poses . Thi s study documents the cons i s t ency of col or pho to graphy with 300 
ft . g r o und r esolu t ion t o de t ect r oad ne tworks from other tnmsportatio n 
a r te ries and linear features. While 100% of the divided highway!'; we re 
visible on one photograph , onl y 30% to 35% o f the r.om~ l ete road network was 
vis ible . In addition , a substantial number of other linear features were 
i n correctly identi f i.ed as road s . Attempts wer e made to improve detec tio n and 
decr ease error by combining photographs and by examining only lines visible 
on multiple photogr a phs . The r e~ulr s of each method proved t he inadequacy 
of s pace photog r a phy o f t h i s r esol ut ion fOT r oad detection. Finally , a com-
par i son between 300 a nd 125 f t . g r ound resolution co lor photogr a ph s \ \la 5 made. 
The results of this comparison ind i cate t ha t 125 ft. is the mi nimum thr eshold 
ground re s olution for pho t ography from space if it is to be a viable tool in 
road net\olork a na lys i s . 
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Hi ggs , R. W. 1963. 
?roc . Seminar> on 
Can.ada . Ottawa, 
spa tia l resolution 
r oad 
col or photogr aphy 
Photo In t eY'pY'eta t i on i n lIigJu,Jay Engi neeY'i ng . in 
Ail' l?ho l;o Inte ppre tati on in the Development of 
On t ario, Canada . 11 pp. 
The Canad i a n Depa rtment o f Public \.Jorks s urveyed t he ten provinc ial highway 
de pa rtment s to determine thei r invol vemen t with ae r ial pho t ography in highway 
pl a nning . I t was fo und t hat e i gh t of t he t en provinces made extens i ve use 
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of photointerpretation and only oue used aetial photography for studies other 
than corridor location . BW photography had been used exclusively and analyses 
were commonly conducted using conventional pocket or mirror stereoscopes . 
Airphoto interpretation in the reconnaissance and preliminary location stages 
can provide the highway planner with information such as gene-ral foundation 
suitability, proximity of borrow areas, hazard areas, slope and curvature 
characteristics, and eventually cast estimates . The author noted that there 
are many other possible applications of aerial photo analysis other than 
highway route location. These include: street location (avoiding swampy 
areas, old drainage channels, and existing drainage patterns which may be 
too smal l or insignificant to be inc luded on topographic maps), traffic in-
formation, property acquisition~ and construction programming and monitoring. 
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Jordan, S. G. and T. R. West. 1975. Highway Route Location Utilizing 
Remote Sensing Techniques, Fort Wayne, Indiana . Laboratory for 
Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN. 
lARS Info. Note 122475. 18 pp. 
In cooperation with the Indiana Highway Commission (IHC), researchers at LARS 
analyzed Skylab and LANDSAT multispectral scanner (MSS) data for the purpose 
of siting a dual lane, by pass highway around the northeast of Fort Wayne, 
IN . Beginning and end points for this proposed corridor were supplied by IHC. 
Data analyzed in this study included: Skylab IV imagery taken on Jan. 25, 
1974 and LANDSAT imagery of June 8, 1973. Supportive ground truth was pro-
vided by BW aerial photographs from April 29, 1975 [ scale not given], engi-
neering soils maps, and USGS topographic quandrangles. A nonsupervised 
classification technique (cluster analysis) was applied to both the Sky lab 
and LANDSAT MSS data. Because the Skylab imagery was from the winter season, 
and acquir ed during a period of heavy rains, the presence of ice obscured 
much of the ground surface. Therefore, results from Sky lab data processing 
were not very useful for land analysis. The LANDSAT data, however, proved to 
be more suitable for the analysis. Fifteen separate classes of material were 
identified on the grayscale printout of the MSS data cluster analysis. These 
15 categories were later classified with the aid of the BW aerial photographs. 
Througb the examination, the growth pattern and the degree of suburban devel-
opment became evident. Also, two areas of poorly draine d soil suspected of 
having high organic matter contents were detected and delineated. The high-
way corridor was sited around these poorly drained areas and other salient 
environmental features . It was concluded that LANDSAT MSS imagery could be 
used in remote or underdeveloped areas where data gaps exist. It was noted 
that, for detailed studies for highway engineering, lower altitude aircraft 
NSS imagery could be used. 
A-18 (cont'd) 
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LANDSAT 
I ndiana 
State Highway Commission of Kansas . 1974. CCFf'Y'i doY' Ana l ys 1.',s f oY' 
FPOjectB 54- 8- 75 - 038- 4( 28) and 77- 8- 2.5-055- 2 (4), Butler Count y. 
Remote Sensing Sec., Location and Design Concepts Dept., Topeka, 
KS . 9 pp. 
The purpose of this study was to provide preliminary data, including cultural, 
environmental, and natural features, that would influence the selection of 
an alignment for two proposed highway projec ts in Butler County, KS. Black-
and-white aerial photos, taken on June 20, 1973 and at a scale of 1:24,000. 
served as the primary information and mapping base. Data we re derived from 
the aerial photos for soil mantle types (alluv ium , floodp lain, r esidual), 
geologic formations (supported by geologic maps), drainage divides, utilities, 
and land usage (houses, forest, rangeland, cropland). Terrain was evaluated 
from the USGS 7 1/211 El Do rado Quandrangle map. Acetate overlays were pre-
pared for the above features . Suggestions were made as to how the data could 
be used in actual corridor selection . 
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Kansas Department of Transportation. 1977. Corridor AnaZysis for 
Pr oj ect 5.9 - 44 F 06 7- 311 6 . Env. Support Sec. , Engrg . Servo Dept., 
Topeka, KS. 11 pp. 
This paper reports on the identification and evaluation of cultural, environ-
mental , and natural features that would influence the selection of an align-
ment for US-59 in Jefferson County, KS from U5-24 near Williamstown, KS north 
to Oskalossa. KS. Analyses were conducted primarily using BW aerial photo-
graphs at a scale of 1:36,000 and taken on March 9, 1977. Collateral infor-
mation concerning the study area was supplied by the Soils, Geology and 
Environmemntal Support Sections of Kansas DOT. Photointerpretation of this 
illlagery, along with the s upporting data, was used to evaluate and prepare 
ove rlays for geologic and soil conditions , land use . and cultural features. 
Further studie s addressed archeological , air, and noise parameters. In 
a s sessing wildlife habitat, it \-las concluded that minimal land clearing and 
channelization would be required if the ex i sting US-59 alignment were 
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followed . Recommendations for a new route se l ection were made in orde r to 
maintain areas of high quality ha bitat . In relation to groundwate r qualit y , 
ponds, undrained bo rrow are as, and wetlands ,.,;rere c i t ed a s b e ing b e ne ficial 
in removing trans portation relat e d pollutants , but their location and 
delineation (by means of photoint e rpr.etation) wa s not pres ented . 
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Kans as 
Kennard, W. C. , M. tv . Le f o r, and D. L . Civc o. 1978. Fa l s e- ColoY' 
In{I'aY'ed Aer ial Pho t ogY'aphy As an Aid in Eva l uating Envi Y'oYlf11ental 
I mpacts on I n land We tlands by PY'opos ed HighhJays i n Connecti cu t : 
A Feasibi li ty St udy. Dept. of Civil Engrg ., Univ. of Conn ., Stor rs , 
CT. Re port .JHR-78-120. 74 pp. 
Using fre s hwat e r inland wetland s a s an e xample th e feasibility of using l ow-
al titude (6,000 feet AMT) CIR a e rial photography in highwa y planning studies 
was inves tigated . Spe c ific obj ec tives we r e to: 1) compare the appli cabilit y 
of a vailable r e mote sens ing information i n eva luating highway corrido r impac t 
on fre shwater inland we tlands. Sources inc luded e IR and BW panchromatic 
aerial photography, and soils maps ; 2) de ve lop baseline information which 
will provide the basis for a bene fit-co s t analys i s of the us e of CrR aerial 
photogra phy ve r s us BW panchromatic aerial photog r aphy in s ite selec tion and 
impact o f hi ghway construc tion; 3) deve l o p a comprehensive data bank o f exis t -
ing , available r emote sen s ing imagery of t he state of Connec ticut; and 4) pr e-
pare an annotate d bibliography of publicat ions on remote sens ing and trans por-
tation eng inee r i ng , planning, and t he use of remote sens ing information in 
e nv ironmental impact a s s e s sment . The s tud y area c hosen f or researc h cons i s t e d 
of the four alt ernate highway corridors proposed by the Connecti c ut Department 
of Tran s portation (ConoDOT) in 1970 bet\ve en 1-84 and the University of 
Connec ticut, located in Man s field . Exi s ting BW and CIR a e rial photograph s , 
both at 1 :12~OOO s cale, \-lere inte r pret ed a nd inla nd wetlands and s urface 
hydrologi c features were de lineate d . Similarly, t hese r esources wer e ide n-
tified and delinea ted on a USDA Soil Conservation Service s oils map . Point 
samples ~ identi fy ing various wetla nd categories , we r e derived fro m field 
s tudies . Comparisons o f the three sets o f wetla nd delinea tions demonstra t ed 
that CrR aerial photographs provide d th e highest a ccuracy ( 85% ove r a ll), 
f ollowe d by the SCS map (70%). and then the BW aerial pho tographs (68%) . 
Additionally, f ewer incorrect we tla nd id entifications were made with eIR 
(3%); BW provide d 13% incorrect we tland ide nti f i cation. Stream and s urfac e 
water de tail was better with erR als o. Overall, CrR wa s rate d a s a n excelle nt 
tool f o r the id entifi cation, de lineation. and class ification of we tl a nds and 
s urface hydrology, whil e BW was go od. and the ses map wa s f air. I n s tudying 
the economics of a lternate remote senso r sys tems , cost ef fec tivene s s (C-E) 
A-21 (cont'd) 
analysi s was chosen over benefit-cost analysis. Twenty- seven parameters and 
s ubparameters were outlined for inc lusion in a future C-E analy s is. A com-
prehensive inventory of available remote sensing imagery products r evealed 
that there are many sources for this imagery of Connecticut and that, pre-
viously, there wa s no single source of information documenting the coverage , 
characteristics, and availability of the photography. These data were com-
piled and organized in another publication. A standardized format for 
abstracting publications was adopted. At the time of thi s publication, the 
authors' annotated bibliography cons isted of mo re than 150 publications. 
Also , s ince relevant c itations were retrieved from eight different automated 
information storage and retrieval sys tems , the author s evaluated the re-
s ponses . The re s ult s of this s tudy are presented. 
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Connec ticut 
Kiefer, R. W. 1972. Sequential AePial Photography and Imagery for 
Soil Studies . in Remote Sensing for Highway EngineePing . Na tional 
Res. Coun ., Hwy. Res. Board, Hwy. Res . Rec. No . 421 : 85-92. 
Color infrared photographs [alt itude not given] collected on six dates be-
tween July 1969 and June 1970 and thermal images (2000 ft . above terra in) 
from four times during a 19.5 hr. period are illustrated and di scussed . 
The 0 . 5 by 0.67 mi. t es t site i s west of Hadison, t.J'I . Changes related to soil 
type, moisture content, and vigor of vegetation occur on photographs taken on 
different dates . Contrast between the silty lake bed s oils and a s mall beach 
ridge can be detected clearl y. The optimum time of the year for aerial 
photography fo r soil s tudies in southern Wi sconsin is about May I to June 
15. It was concluded that th ermal image r y has great potential for s oils 
mapping but optimum times of year and of day could not be determined from 
these s tudies . 
aerial photography 
the rmal infrared imager y 
color infrared pho tography 
remote sensing 
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Wisconsin 
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A-23 Ha ine Department of Trans portation. 1972. Wi scasset By- Pass CO PY'idoY' 
Location Analysis and Envi Y'onmental ReV1:elJ U. S . Route 1 . Bureau of 
Hwys. , Location and Surv. Div " Augusta, ME , 83 pp. 
The purpose of t hi s s tud y was t o e valuate three alte rnative corridor s for 
e xis ting U5-1 in the coastal town s of Wiscasset a nd Edgecomb , ME. The 
s tudy a r ea compri s ed a bou t 31, 360 a. Bla ck-aod-white aeria l photogra phs 
[ s cale of image r y not g ive nl was used in c oordina tion with SOils, t opographi c , 
e ngineering , and geologi c informa tion to e valuate e nginee ring and e nviron-
me nta l f a c tors in s iting t he b y pass . Pho tomaps presented in thi s r e port 
were at the s c a l e of 1: 31,680. Some of th e photomaps pre pa red inc luded topo-
graphy, geology , soils, s urfac e wa t e r, fo r es ted a reas, non-forest ed areas, 
upland we tland s , a nd tidal wetl a nd s . Upl a nd wetla nd s wer e c lass ified into 
three gr oups, fresh mar s h a nd meadow, s hrub swamp, and wooded swamp, and 
mapp e d from photointerpre tation o f BW pho t ography . With a minimum mapping 
unit of two a . it was dete rmined that the r e were 230 a . of wetlands in the 
s tudy area . All three corridor s would cross tidal wetlands , which a re 
defined by plant s pecies , but it i s not s tated whe ther the s e area s were de-
lineated by photo interpr e tation or field analysis . Sixteen large scale 
oblique and near vertica l aerial photos were taken of selec t areas to depi c t 
further the na ture of the affec t e d terra in; thirteen of the se were of marine 
and tida l we tla nd environme nt s . It was conclude d that one a lternative corri-
dor ha d greate r impac t upon inla nd wetla nd s than t he othe r two, bo th of whic h 
had equ a l impa c t. The f irst corr i dor would also r equire f illing two-thirds 
of a cove whi ch would invo lve displacing about 1.25 a. of highly productive 
marsh and filling s ome c lam flat s . Anothe r corr i dor wa s f ound to have the 
most adve r s e impac t upon tidal we tlands , a nd would result · in the f illing in 
s ome seve n to e i ght acres of mar s h . Are a e stimates of we t l a nd loss were not 
given f or the third corridor . 
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Miles, R. H. , H. T. Rib, a nd M. C. Tanguay . 1970 . Remote Sensing and 
Development o f Annotated Aer ial Photographs as Mas ter Soil Plans 
for P~oposed Hi ghways . Purdue Vniv ., La f ayette, I N. Joint Hwy . 
Re s . Pro j . 15 , Bur . Publ. Rd s . 63 pp. 
Various r e mote sens ing tec hniques for developing annotated aerial photographs as 
mas ter soils pla ns for highway planning, design , a nd cons truc tion we r e inves-
tigated . Remote s ensing imager y f rom 1965-1967 ana l y zed by scientis ts at 
Purdue Unive r s it y inc lude d BW, black-and-white IR, color a nd erR a e rial photo-
graphs a s well as multispec tra l, infrared, a nd s i de-looking a irborne radar 
i mager y . Scales o f some of th e p r oduct s ranged from 1:4, 000 to 1:100,000. 
Automat e d data pr ocess ing and c l ass ification were applied t o the multispec tral 
data while the other image r y wa s interpre ted conve ntionally . It was found 
A-24 (cont'd) 
that in areas with relief of 300 ft. or less, co nventional color aerial 
photomos aics provided an excellent base for engineering soils annotations. 
The advantage of conve ntional color over the other typ"'es is that it presents 
the natural color of the soil rather than in shades of gray as in BW or fal se-
- co lor rendi tioDS s uch as in eIR. However 1 erR aerial photographs proved 
most useful in providing in fo rmation on soil drainage conditions in wet or 
mo ist zones . Annotated BW aerial photomosaics did no t contain as much infor-
mat ion as color for describing the e nvironment. Descriptions of different 
soils as they ap pear on some of t he imagery t ypes are given . Characteristics 
and costs of the aerial photographic films studies ar e also presented. 
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Mintzer, O. W. and D. 
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Mini - format Remot e Sensing fo~ 
Engineering Journal, 104(TE6): 
In certain ins tances , mini-format sys tem remote s ensing not only can provide 
info rmat ion rivalling that de rived from more conventional aerial surveys, but 
also may be more cost effective . The mini-format remote sensing system des-
cribed is used to gather both color a nd eIR photographs for site condition 
identificAtion and interpretation us ing two hand- held 35 mm. cameras (50 mm. 
lenses) mount e d with a mechanism to trip the camera shutters simultaneously. 
Photographs are taken from an open door or window of a s ingle engine aircraft 
a t an alt itude of 500-1,000 ft. Interpretation may be accomplished by pro-
jec ting the color and eIR slides , side by s ide, on two screens or us ing an 8x 
magnifier and viewing the s lides on a light table; thus observations and 
anal yses are made of vegetation vigor , disease or stress , drainage problems , 
slope, s tabilit y , lands lide s uscep tible terrain, reclaimed land progress , 
locations of abandoned mines and field tile, pavement deterioration, water 
quality, and wetland and natural resources classifications . The cost of 
flight time for re gular 23 cm . and 35 mm. ae rial photography is nearly the 
same, abou t $30/ hour (1977). Howeve r, savings in film, processing, and 
printing can be considerable. Calculations demons trat e d that 35 mm. frames 
of both color and crR fi l m cos t l ess than $0.75 each on the ave rage, including 
f light cos t s . The same coverage in 23 em. format was about $6 .08, excluding 
f light costs. The cost of the miniformat photographs i s about 12% of that of 
larger aerIal pllotogl-aphs. 
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A- 26 H~t t l ebach, F. G. a nd H. 1. Schneider. 1970. Remote Sensing : lVith 
Specia l Re f erence to Urban and Regior~ l Transpor tation Management . 
Schoo l of Architec ture a nd Reg i onal Plann ing , Univ. o f Cali f ., 
Los An gele s, CA . Re p t . T3 . 28 pp. 
Remote sens ing i n t rans porta ti on pla nning and management i s dis cus sed , pre -
ceded b y an overview o f r emote sensing and some of i ts gene ral a pplica tions. 
Th e a uthor s s tat e that " remo t e sens ors are appa rentl y c apa ble of collec ting 
da ta wi t h g r ea t e r eas e , more r e liability a nd rapidly, and with l e s s c os t a nd 
ma npowe r r equirements tha n ca n c onve ntiona l me t hod s . In addi t ion, remot e 
s e nsing appea rs to ha ve many prac tica l and po t ential a pplications in tran s-
porta t i o n planning. II Severa l example s of r esearch applications o f remote 
sens i ng to tra ns portation planning a re pre s ent e d . In providing data inputs 
f o r trans porta tion rela t ed planning activities , fo ur maj or categori e s a r e 
id entified: (1) inventory of exist i ng tra ns po rtation f acilities ; ( 2) inven-
tory o f ma s s transit f a c ilities ; (3) inventory o f travel behavior; a nd (4) 
inventor y of land us e and l a nd u se ca pabilities In e va lua ting a nd analy zing 
exist ing trans po rtat i on networks , r emote s ens ing i mager y ca n be used to iden-
ti fy, l oca t e , and mea s ure s t r ee t widths and c apa cities , ri ght s - oE- wa y , and 
roa dwa y t ypes and thei r s ur f a ce conditions . Further, r e gular, periodi c 
r e mot e sens ing i ma ge r y c a n be used to moni t or t raff i c de ns ities a nd behavior-
pat t e rns which ar e ne ce ssary f o r both hig h\vay and mass trans it planning a nd 
ma nagement. A key conc lus i on au t hors was tha t in orde r to jus ti fy the use of 
r e mote s en s ing in a ny phase o f tr a ns porta t ion planning t he c os t- eff e ctivene s s 
o f the s ens or sys t em ( a cqui s ition, inte rp"r e t a ti on, and r esult s ) must be com-
pa red with tha t of al te rnat i ve approache s (e . g . , conventional ground bas ed 
s tudie s ) . 
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Hodlin, D. G. a nd D. Ri e t s chier . 197 3 . A St udy of t he Potent ia l of 
Remote Sensors i n Urban Transportati on Planni ng. De pt . o f Civil 
Engrg., Louisiana Sta t e Univ., Baton Rouge , LA. 158 pp. 
The da t a r e quir eme nts fo r comprehe ns ive trans porta tion s tudi e s a c co r ding to 
the U.S. De partmen t o f Trans po rta tion (Nov. 1969) i nc lude : (1) e conomic fac-
t ors ; ( 2 ) popula tion; ( 3 ) l a nd use ; (4) trans portation facil i ties ; (5) trave l 
pa tt e rns ; (6) t e rminal a nd tr a ns fe r f a c il ities ; (7) traf f ic control; (8 ) land 
control s ; (9) financi a l r eso ur c e s ; a nd (10) s oc ial va lue f actors . In inte r-
pre ting a e ria l photogra phs, the r e are thr e e leve l s of corre lation be t ween 
image a nalys i S a nd data extrac ti on . The f irs t orde r is one in whi c h the 
inte rpre t e r can make obj e ctive dete rminat i on s , s uc h as wid th s of right s - of-
wa y o r inte r section charac t eri s tics. The s econd orde r invo lve s gross deter -
minations whic h c a nnot be ac curate l y measured s uch a s the a rea s o f land lis e 
t ype s . The third orde r o f cor rela tion inc ludes sub j ec tive observations s uch 
a s hous i n g qua lity asses sment. Further, data c a n be divid ed into t wo cate -
gories : Type 1, which i s a cquir e d from a e r i a l ima gery a t a s ingle t ime ; and 
Type I I , which i s s equentia l ima ger y that allows evaluation of c hanging s patial 
and t empora l relationships . The a uthor s conc luded t ha t r emote sens ing , a nd, 
A-27 (cont'd) 
in part icular aerial photography, seems to be the most ~appropriat e (cost 
effective, accurate , effic ient) method of data collec t ion for transportation 
p lanning . An introduc tory ove rview of th e various remot e sensor t ypes a nd 
t he e l ec tromagne tic spect rum is prese nt ed , as are rather detailed descript ions . 
of mathemati ca l models f or trip generati on, trip distribu t ion, traffic assign-
men t, and travel forecasting. 
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The Role of Pho togpaphie Interpretati on i n 
Site Sur~eys . in Ppoc . 61st Annual Meeti ng 
of Su~)eying . Edmonton, Albe rta, Canada . 19 pp. 
The procedures fo r us ing aeria l photographs in route and s ite s urveys in 
northern Canada a r e di s c ussed . Factors e valua ted in l ocat ing co rridor s for 
road s , pipe lines , and powe rlines a re described for various regions of Canada. 
These fa ctors were de s igned primar ily to evalaute engineer ing s u i t ab ility . 
A twelve point program for siting a northern corridor from aerial photogra phs 
is s uggested . Generally, it involves the (1) collection a nd study of existing 
r esource information from maps a nd r eports; ( 2) identi fi ca tion of a ll poten-
tial routes ; (3) transfer of these possibili ties to small scale aer ial photo-
graphs (type no t give n); (4) stereoscopic int erpre tation of these photographs 
to determine most de s ira ble route; (5) preparation of alt e rnative cost infor-
mation; (6) field checking in critical a r eas; ( 7 ) revis ion of alternate corri-
dors and transfer to l arge sca l e aerial photog raphy ; and (8) sel ec tion of the 
final route . Photogrammetric practices would then be implemented to car ry out 
the engineering design. The a uthor notes that photointerpretation and field 
survey methods of ob taining t e rra in info r ma tion s hould be interde pendent. 
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Noble, O. F. 1972 . Utili zation of Remote Sens ing in t he FPeli minary 
Aerial Survey- Highway Planm:ng Stage in ViY'gini a . in Remote Sensing 
f aT' flighuJay engineering . National Res. Coun., Hwy_ Rp. s . Board, Hwy . 
Res . Rec. No . 421 :41-49 . 
The purpose of the study was to determi ne whethe r in f rar ed (IR) technology 
could be us ed to delinea te soils with high moi s tur e content . Located in 
Augusta County, Virginia, the study a rea is mapped geologically, topographi-
cally , a nd pedologically a nd is heavily fa rmed a nd 80% non fores t ed. Data 
1. 9 
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were collected with a mu ltisensor arra y of came ras a nd multispec tral sensors . 
The spectrum was sensed from th e viole t through the far infrared. Ground 
tru th in the form of r ad iometer and thermometer readings and color photo-
gr a phs was taken at the time of the fl i ght s . The 8 . 0 to 13.5 ~m band wa s 
se nsed both at day and night and was interprete d for in f ormation on moisture 
con tent. Corre lat ion of t his information with that obtaine d from the various 
t ypes of photographs was attempt e d. I t was concluded that nighttime th e rmal 
IR imager y in the 8 . 0 to 13. 5 ~m band was the bes t for the de tection of s ur-
face water, and that a combination of daytime and nightt ime thermal imagery 
can be used t o detec t and delineate s oil areas with high soil mois ture con-
tent . Coupl ed with ae rial photographs , thermal IR imagery may provide clues 
to the locat i on of s ubsurface cavities . 
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Ontario Minis try of Transportation and Communicat ion. 1977. 
Survei~~ance of the Environmenta~ Effects of a Highway Faci~ity 
by Remote Sensing: A State of the Art . Res . and Dev . Di v. Rept. 
RR209 . 74 pp. 
This report doc ument s the state of the art r emote sensing techniques as they 
may be appli ed to the detection a nd monitoring of changes in the environment 
ca used by the construction and use of a highway . The report was compile d 
by comprehens ively reviewing the most r ecent and relevant literature and by 
conduc ting in ter views with user s a nd r esearcher s throu ghout the United States 
a nd Canada. The a pproache s to e nvir onmental impact a ssessment a r e reviewed 
as are t he possible e nv ironmen t al effec t s of a highway . A dis cuss ion o f 
remote sens ing sys t ems and the de t ec tability of e nvironmental phenomena by 
remote sens ing techniques is given . The ef fects are categorized by the major 
c l asses of hydrology , erosion~ wate r chemistry , vege tation, wildli fe , and 
miscellany. The report also contains a suggested program to inventory 
r esources, monitor construct i on activities, and projec t the long t e rm ef fects 
of a highway . Further~ a compre hensive review of the literature and a n ex-
tens ive bibliography a re presented. 
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A-3l Parker, D. and V. Prentice. 1969. Progr es s in Remote Sens1>ag and Its 
Application to Highway Engineering and Resear ch. in Remote Sensing 
and Its Applicati on to Highway Engi neering . National Res. Coun., 
Hwy. Res. Board Spec. Rept. No. 102:38-48. 
A general discussion of the characteristics and uses o"'f imaging and noo-
imaging, passive and active remote sensors is presented. This paper is pri-
marily a review of state of the art remote sensing literature \Vith little 
direct reference to highway engineering. In a section addressing the eco-
nomics of airborne sensors, the authors point out that savings as high as 
75% were possible for cases where aerial photographic surveys were used for 
developing plans for highway construction. Most o f the savings reported by 
10 state highway departments involved the photogrammetric rather than the 
interpretive attributes of aerial photographs. One highway department noted 
that it was becoming increasingly difficult to find people to conduct ground 
surveys and that the cost of these studies was also increasing. The authors 
conc luded that t hose costs might result in more widespread use of r ~mote 
sensing in highway engineering and research. 
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A-32 Remeijn, J. M. 1978 . Fopes t Road Planning from Aepial Photographs. 
ITe Journal 3:429-444. 
Aerial photographs of a region to be opened up by roads contain much infor-
mation about landforms, soil, land use and vegetation types. Through inter-
pretation of medium scale (about 1 : 30 ,000) aerial photographs it is possible 
to i ndicate the most suitable locations for new roads. The actual route 
layout is usually planned using large scale (1:10,000 - 1:15,000) topographic 
maps or orthophoto maps with contours . The expensive and time-consuming 
t e chnique of contour plotting can be avoided, however, by determining the 
t e rrain slopes and road gradients directly on the aerial photograph stereo-
scopic model through parallax measurements and radial triangulation. The 
mathematical principles and procedures for assessing road gradient and deter-
mining the profile of the traverse are presented. 
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A- 33 Rib, H. T. 1966. Utilization of Photo TnteFjDretation in the Highway 
Field . in Photogrammetry and Aerial Surveys . Nat i onal Res . 
Coun., Hwy. Res . Board , Hwy . Res . Re c . No . 109 :1 8-26 . 
The ex tent to which photointerpre t at i on is be i ng used in t he highway field 
was de t e rmine d by surveying the highway departmen ts of the 50 states , the 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico , and the Bureau of Public Roads . Pr ior to 
enactment of the Fed e r a l Aid Highway Act o f 1956 only a limited number of 
highway or ganizations were using photoin ter pr e t ation extensi vel y . In 1955-56 
it was determined that 33 highway organizations us e d photointe r p r e tation but 
only 10 did so ex t ensively . I n this study it was found that 50 of the 53 
organizat ions use photoint e rpretat ion , with 22 us ing it extensive l y . It \.Jas 
conc luded t hat the gr ea test val ue of this procedure i s in the earl y s tages 
of highway locat ion (highway planning, Leconna i ssance s urvey of areas , a nd 
preliminar~ sur vey of alternate routes ). The app lication of photointerpre-
tation to traffic surveys , const ruction s urveys , condit ion and inventory 
s urveys , and maintenance su r veys is v ery limited . The need f or more t Lained 
photoint e Lpreters i s s tressed. Resear ch unde rway in seve ral sta t es and t he 
Bureau of Public Roads is di scussed . 
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A- 34 . Rib , H. T. 1968. Remote Sensing Applications to Highway Enginee~ing . 
Pub l ic Roads , 35(2): 725-733 . 
The sta te of the art of Lemot e sens ing in highway engineering i s discus sed . 
The s ix maj or s tages of highway engineering inc l ude : (1) highway planning ; 
( 2) condition and inventory SULveys ; ( 3) traf fic s urveys ; (4) highway l oca-
tion s urve ys ; (5) cons true tion s urveys ; and (6) mainte na nce surveys . Ac tual 
and possible ap plications of remote sensors such as BW, co lor, eIR, and multi-
spectral aerial photography , and multi s pec tral scanner and Ladar imagery a re 
presente d. I t was concluded t hat while s ome remote sens ing sys t ems pe r form 
bet t e r t han other s in detec ting certain features , maximum information might 
be a cquired from aer ial missions using two or more dif ferent senso r packages . 
I n order to promote r esearch into the use of remote sens ing in highway 
engineering , t he U. S . Bur e a u of Public Roads deve loped a r esearch program in 
this a Lea . A synops i s of some of t he ac t ivities under this program is pre-
sented . 
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A-35 Rib , H. T. and R. D. Hiles . 1969 . MuUisensor Analysis fa Y' Soils 
Mapping . in Remote Sensing and Its Application to Highway 
Engineering . Nat i onal Res . Coun ., Hwy. Res. Boar d Spec . Rep t . 
No. 102:22-37. 
The poten tia l of available r emo t e sensing sys tems for ~evaluation of soils and 
soil condi tions was s tudied and an optimum combination of sens ors for a na l yz-
ing soils was sought. To investigate the various s ensors , nine flight cover-
ages were ob t a i ned over three cont roll ed te s t s ites during a 13 month per iod . 
Coverage was obtained with various aerial films ( color posi tive, color nega-
tive , BW panchromat i c , and black-aod-white IR) , a multiband camera (9 l e ns ), 
radar sensor s (K-band), infrared sensors (far infrared), and a multichannel 
sensor (ultraViolet through far infrared). Not al l combi nations were ob-
tained in a nyone flight program; however , s ever al combinations were obtained 
during each f light. The major conclusion was that the optimum system fo r 
delineat ing a nd mapping soils was a multichanne l senso r f lown simu l ~aneous ly 
with an aerial mapping camera taking natura l colo r photography . Of the aerial 
fi lm types investigated, na t ural co lor was the most useful single film t ype . 
(Au t hor) 
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Rib , H. T. 1973. Remote Sensing Programs in the Highway Field. in 
Proc. Symp . on Management and Utilization Remote Sensing Data, 
117-129 . Sioux Falls , SD. 
The Federa l Highway Administration (FHA) init iated a cooperative federal-
contract- s t a t e r esearch program in 1967 to invest i ga t e t he application of 
various r emo t e sens ing systems in identify ing and evaluating natural materia l s . 
Indiana, Pe nnsylvania, Ka ns a s , Virginia. a nd California cooperated in the 
s tudy. Pr e liminary effort s wer e als o initiate d in Haine , Massachusetts, 
New Hamps hi r e, a nd New York, but these s t a t es did not continue t heir partici-
pa tion because in-s t a t e test sites we re never chosen. In a ll the test sites , 
BW , color, a nd CrR ae rial photograph s were t aken. MSS data were collected 
in each of the five s tates as well . Other sensor t ypes used by one or more 
of the states include d multiband aerial photography , i nfrared imagery, a nd 
microwave radiometer data. The Indiana s t ud y focused on determining the 
optimum sensor comb i na t ions for performing engineering soi l mapping. This 
work was perfo rmed Jan. 1967 to June 1969 using a 70 mile highway projec t as 
a test s ite . It was concluded that 1) natura l co lor photography was the best 
singl e sensor for eng ineering soil mapping, 2) MSS imagery was a supplement 
to color aerial photography, and 3) computer analyses of MSS data could prove 
to be a powerf ul tool in automat i c terrain analysis . I n Pennsylvania, both 
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analog and digital computer processing of the MSS data for a 24 mile s e ction 
of the 48 mile f light line were conducted. In identifying agricultural soil 
types via ADP, it was shown that "NSS image ry collected f rom aircraft shows 
promise for reducing preparation time and increasing the accuracy of soil 
survey maps". In Kansas, items evaluated f rom the remote sensing information 
included landform, soils, depth to bedrock, and depth to groundwater table. 
It was found that normal color aerial photographs at 1:10,000 were the best 
single source of soil information. Low altitude color (1:2,000) had a scale 
too large for effective soil mapping. The combined use of color aerial 
photos and high altitude nighttime thermal IR scanner imagery (8 to 14 ~m) 
provided the best evidence in de tecting, evaluating, and mapping engineering 
soils . Further, in Virginia, it was shown that nighttime thermal IR imagery 
(8 to 13.5 ~m) was the best band for detecting water and its interface with 
land. Also, the combined information from photographs and night- and day-
time thermal IR imagery could be used as an indicator of subsurface cavities . 
The mo s t recent of the studies, in California, had reported no significant 
findings at the time of this publication. 
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Rib, H. T. 1977 . The Role of Remote Sensing in t he Building of the 
I nterstate Highway System. in Fr oc . 11th Symp. on Remote Sensing 
of Enviranment~ ERIM, Ann Arbor, MI. 1:379-383. 
It is reported that the use of remote sensing by highway organizations has 
grown significantly in the past 20 years: in 1956, 33 of 53 highway organ-
izations reported using remote sensing, 10 extensively; by 1974 , all were 
using remote sensing , 23 extensively. Growth in the use of remote sensing 
in the highway field can be attributed to: (1) the development of new film 
types and sensor technology; (2) acceleration of the inters tate highway pro-
gram; and (3) broader applications including more advanced preliminary survey 
techniques , environmental impact assessment, and computer-assisted corridor 
location. In the early 1960 ' s, aerial photography was most widely used in 
route location, soils investigations, drainage studies, and loca t ion of con-
struction materials . Further, during this period, stride s were made in the 
use of remote sensor systems for planning studies, traffic surveys, condi-
tion and inventory surveys, and construction and maintenance surveys. By the 
late 1960's, more advanced remote sensor systems were being used in highway 
engineering . These included multiband photography, multispectral and 
A-37 (cant'd) 
infrared s canners, and microwave instruments. A signifi cant conclusion 
r e ached in this decade was that conventional color aerial photography was the 
best single sensor system for highway engineering app1ications. Hith the 
enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. remote sensing 
became an important tool in the preparation of impact statements. Dozens of 
such applications have been documented and include d wetland and wildlife 
habitat description , noise impact and soil erosion potential, and detailed 
t errain and cultural feature analysis. In a 1974 survey of highway organ-
izations it was found that remot e sensing has shifted from the more conven-
tional applications to ones s uch as traffic surveys, right-of-way appraisal , 
and preparation of environmental impact statements . 'i\1ith nearly 90% of the 
I nterstate Highway System already completed , and almost 9% under construction 
or sited, the future of remote sensing in highway engineering will be pri-
marily in condition and maintenance surveys or in photologging , a terrestrial 
sequential photographic process. 
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Simonett, D. S ., F. M. Henderson, and D. D. Egbert . 1970. On the Use 
of Space Pho t ography foY' I dentifying T.ranspoY't ation Routes: A 
Summa~y of Pr ob lems . Dept . of Geography , Kansas State Univ., 
Lawrence, KS . 25 pp . 
The potential of color photographs taken from space in detecting and to a 
le s ser degree identifying existing road networks in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
area is discussed. Color separation plates and a 6X enlar gement of an Apollo 
VI photograph (April 13, 1968) were produced, and all visible roads delineated 
on an overlay for study . In addition, a four county sample area was selected 
for more detailed analysis in comparing the actual transportation network 
with those roads detected and other linear elements mistaken for roads. 
At t empts were made to discover to what degree road width, surface type, topo-
graphy , land use, and linearity af f ect road detectability from color photo-
graphs from space . Major roads and roads under construction were the most 
visible while narrower roads and those in urban areas were not clearly defined 
in the photographs. Road width and type were found to be the major deter-
minants in visibility, varying from 100% for divided highways to 15% for 
bladed earth roads. In the sample area. four percent of the linear elements 
delineated as roads were misclassified; this con fusion occurred with other 
linear f eatures such as stre ams , pipelines, telephone lines, field edges, 
railroads, lakeshores, trails, and unknown elements. It was concluded that 
s pace photographs of this resolution (300 ft .) proved to be di f ficult to 
use f or accurate road delineation. Major highways in rural areas with sub -
s tantial road width were completely detectable. Lower class roads were 
confused with other linear elements or were simply not visible. It is 
recommended that in orde r to identify and delineate all but the smallest 
of roads reliably, a resolution cell size o f about 50 ft . should be used. 
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Smith. W. B. R. 1977 . CoLour AeriaL Phot ogr aphy In Higlv,;ay 
Engineeroing . Remot e Sen s ing As soc i a tion of Australia Semin a r, 
Sydney, Au s tral i a . 6 pp . 
The Department of Main Roads (DMR) , New Sou t h Wale s , Austra lia, ha s been 
making increased us e o f col or aerial photogra phy in i ts hi ghway a pplicat i on s . 
Reason s for this include the g r ea t e r information of co l o r over B\.J, t he deve l-
opment of a utomatic colo r process ing devices , and the diminishing cos t dif fer -
ential between color and BW. In a ssessing the volume of earthwork involved 
in road cons truction, t he photogrammetrist may have to contend with s hadows 
on t he aerial photos that mi gh t influe nce his calculations . Color prints 
f rom color negatives prov i de t he bes t reso l ution in shadow a reas a nd BW pr in ts 
made from co lor ne ga tives ar e better than prints from panch romatic BW a e rial 
photo negatives . Further , pbotog r ammetrists at DMR have produced more reli-
able contour maps from color aeria l photography than from BW . In ge neral, 
DHR used 1 : 20 ,000 to 1:30 ,000 scale photos for highway f eas ibili ty s tudies and 
pre liminary location. 1: 2 ,000 scale is used where g r ea t detail i s imperative 
and the e nd product may be a s l a r ge as 1:500. In rural area s , 1: 5 , 000 s cale 
a e rial photograph s are used for the final des i gn of highway facili t ie s or for 
earthwork volume a ssessment. For updating ae rial coverage of highway s , 
1:8,000 scale is often used at 5 to 10 year intervals . It is the DMR philo-
so phy that "unl ess the photography i s to b e used only fo r a particula r pur-
pose whe r e co lor may be a d i sadvantage , fo r i nstance in ort hopho to production, 
the add itional d imens ion of ' color ' ha s s uch po ten t i a l value to justify th e 
prov i sion fo r production of color prints , diapos itives , and enlargements. 11 
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A-40 Smith, W. B. R. J P. G. Sandwi t h , and C. A. i..J'oodham . 1977. Further 
Progress in Photogrammet pic Research and Development f op Highway 
Purposes in New South flales . in Proc . 8th Conf. Australian Road 
Research Board. 9 pp. 
The status of various r emo te sens ing a ctivities of the Department of Main 
Roads (DHR), Hew Sout h Wales, Australia, i s dis cussed. Aside from the in-
creasing use of color aerial photography, new dev e lopments include: route 
location via computer program ; use of digital photogrammettic da ta; cadastral 
s urveys via photogrammet r y ; and the expl oration of orthophoto techniques. A 
computer program package named OPT LOX (optimal loca tion) uses leas t cost 
criteria , in a series of repetitive operations, in selecting the most cost 
effective highway route. As a result of applying this program to a specific 
s ituation , the concept of producing cost con tour maps of potential routes '.Jas 
developed . A sophisticated inte ractive computer sys tem, using Digital Ground 
Hodel data for highway location and design., was developed. This system has 
been employed in the past for strip triangulation and will be used in the 
f uture for earthwork volume estimates and poss i ble cadas tral su rvery. Tra-
ditionally, highway planning projects have been illustrate d with maps , aerial 
pho tos, or model s . Map s may be quite accurate but lack the detail of the 
aerial photograph. which, however, has inherent geome triC distortion; scale 
models can be const ruct ed but are usually both too lar ge a nd expensive . DHR 
is there fore exploring the possible use of or tho photographs i n highway loca-
tion and design. 
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Stallard, A. H. and R. Biege , Jr. 1966. Evaluation of Color Aerial 
Photography in Some Aspects of Highway Engineering . in Photo-
gr amme t ry and Aerial Su rveys . Nat ional Res. Coun ., Hwy . Res . 
Board, Hwy. Re s . Reo. No. 109:27-38. 
The pape r reports on th e evaluation of color aerial photography in eng ineer-
ing applications, specifically r oad condition surveys and material s inven-
tories fo r highway cons truction . The test areas for condition surveys were 
a strip of highway in northeast Kansas and two s trips near Topeka, KS. Kodak 
r eversal Ektachrome and Agfaco lor negative aerial photography was conducted 
over these areas at 1:1. 200 sca l e . Color transparencies were obtained from 
the Ektachrome and color prints and BW prints (matte and glossy ) were obtaine d 
f rom the Agfacolor . It was found that color prints from Agfacolor were best 
ad apt e d fo r identif ying and evaluating initial and advanced s tage pavement 
stains. Black-a nd -white glossy print s with better r esolut ion than the matte 
prints sufficed fo r pav ement sections with only advanced sta ins . Test areas 
in three Kansas counties (Ellis, Mitchell, and Brown) were se lected for 
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materials inventory studies. Various color and BW photographs at s cales of 
1:12,000 or 1: 24,000 were evaluated for relative capabilities in det ec ting, 
mapping, and describing construction material source beds . In general, "colo r 
photography did not s ignificantly add to the materials inventory inves tig ation 
except in isola t ed cases . Areas whe r e the use of colo r photograph y i s mos t 
be neficial were char ac terized by inc ons istent and err atic geology a s in s outh-
ea s t Kansa s or by thick overburden cons isting of heterogeneou s material as in 
glac ial terrain in northeast Kansas, l! 
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Stallard, A. H. 1972. Use of Remote Sensors in Righway Engineering 
1:n Kansas . in Remote SenS1:ng f oY' Hi ghway Engineering . National 
Res. Coun., Hwy. Res. Board, Hwy . Res. Rec. No . 421:50-57. 
Hany papers hav e been written conce rning the domest i c use of various types of 
remote sensors ; however , few describe specific applications of remote s e nso r s 
to highway eng ineering problems. The purpose of thi s paper is to describe 
the r e mote sens ing program conducted b y the State Hig hway Commiss ion of, 
Kans as in cooperation with t he Federal Highway Admini s tration and to present 
the results of vi sual interpretation of the data collected. Descriptions 
are given of methods of collection a nd types of data , i ncluding frequency and 
type of ground ob servation data. Data collected on magnetic tape, to be re-
duced and analyzed by computer , are desc ribed; however, no f indings are pre-
sented. Result s of visual inte rpre tation of data i ndicate that the combined 
us e of color a e rial photography and infrared image ry (8 to 13 ~m, nightt ime, 
high altitude) r e nder s the most di s tinctive evide nc e for detection, evalua-
tion, and mapping of e ngineering s oil g roup s . (Au thor) 
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A-4 3 Stallard, A. H., and L . D. Meyer s . 19 72 . Soi l Identi fi cation by 
Remote Sens ing Techniques in Kansas : Part I . Kan s a s State HWy · 
Commn., To pe ka . KS. 1 09 pp. 
The Kan s a s St a te Highwa y Commis s ion (SHe) engaged t he se rvice s o f Remote 
Sen s ing , Inc . o f Hous t on, TX t o ass i s t in the e va l uation o f aerial photo-
gr a phy a nd infrare d imagery in de t e cting a nd mapping e ngineerin g soils 
group s . Remote Sensing . Inc. Ll sed the fo llowing instr ume nt s in th e collec-
t ion of remot e sensing data ov e r a 27 by 1 mi. te s t strip in J eff e r s on 
Cou n ty , KS : (1) Wild RC- 8 ae ria l c ame r a ; (2) dua l channel (3-5 . 5 ~m and 
R-14 ~m) the r mal i nf r a r e d s canne r; (3) 1 3.3 GH sca t t erome t e r; (4) 13 . 7 GH 
microwa ve radiome ter; a nd (5) a f our c luster 70 mm Hasse lblad camera. Seve r a l 
o t he r f irms a nd agenc ies parti cipated in the da t a collection , r e du c tion, and 
analys i s , inc luding fi e ld s tudies of s pec tral r ef l ec tance tra its to prepare 
s pe c t ral albedo curve s necessary t o se l ec t prope r f ilm f ilte r combination s . 
Early i n 1969, BW aeria l photog r a phy a t 1 : 18,000 wa s c ollec ted t o a s sis t in 
f ur t he r remot e s ensing mi ssions . Lat e r in that year , 1:1,000 and 1:2 ,000 
s cal e co lor and CIR ae ria l photographi c mi s sions were condu c ted to assist 
i n the initial v egeta t i on and l a ndform a na l yses . In Har ch 19 70, the major 
por tion of the r emot e sens ing data was collecte d i nc lud i ng daytime a nd nigh t-
t ime in f rared s canner imagery acquired at altitudes of 1,000 and 5 ,000 f t . 
These miss i ons we re preceded by gr ound t ruth s tud i e s a t 100 s ta tions . Da t a 
inc lude d soil color, grain s i ze , plas tic ity indices , parent mat e rial , and 
gr ound reflectance . Enginee ring s oils ma ps we r e pre pared by vis ual inter-
pretation of the various imag e r y types a nd were evaluat ed by the use of Soil 
Cons erva tion Se r v i ce soils map s a nd the ground t ruth information . It wa s 
found t ha t the combine d use of color aerial photog raphy a nd i nfra r e d imager y 
(h i gh a ltitude , nightt ime 8 t o 14 ~m) provided the mos t us eful information 
fo r the det ec tion , eva luation, a nd mapping of engineering soil groups . Color 
photog raphy proved t o be the best s ingl e s ource of informa tion and was par-
ticula r ly usef ul in a r e as cha r ac terized by g l acia l drift a nd l oess . Color 
infra r e d pho tography was not f ully evalua t e d becaus e of the poor quality of 
t he photographs which r esult e d from improper filt e ring . Daytime thermal 
i nfrared imagery provided little information othe r than the locations of 
sp rings and we t zones . Furthe r, low al t itude r emote sens ing data were use-
f ul in de termining detail in small target areas but was ine ff ec tive in de ter-
mining t he broad relationships be tween soils group s ; analys is wa s more s uc-
cessful with the highe r alt i tude imagery because of its wider instantaneous 
f ield of view. The t echnique s tes ted we r e so promising that the Kans as SHC 
is r ou t inely us ing col o r a nd CIR aerial photographs in corridor analyse s for 
hi ghway location s tudies . 
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A-44 Stoeckler , E. G. 1968. Us e of Co~or Aeria~ Photogr aphy for Pavement 
Eva lua t i on Studies i n .Mai ne . Maine State Hwy. Camm., Haterials 
and Res. Div., Tech. Paper 68-6R. 62 pp. 
Many interlocking factors contribute to the amount of information on pave-
ment distress features that can be gleaned from aerial photographs. Twenty-
two different airphoto coverages of a short section of the Interstate near 
Bangor, Maine were taken over a one year p eriod using three types of color 
film and two types of black and white film at photoscales varying from 
1" = lOa' to 111 = 1,000. Other variables to content Hith included the 
(1) appearance of pavement, (2) background of the observer, (3) sky condi-
tions , (4) resolution characteristics of the type of paper print or trans-
parency, and (5) the type of viewing equipment . A tec hnique for comparing 
the r elative amount of detail discernable on the different photo coverages 
was developed. Based on the comparisons of several hundred crack pattern 
records made by three different observers, it was concluded that the maximum 
amount of information on pavement distress features can be extracted from 
Ektachrome Infrared Aero transparencies. For extensive general pavement 
performance studies requiring less detailed information, panchromatic glossy 
prints are adequate. The minimum photo scale requirement is contingent on 
(1) pavement conditions , principally whether the cracks are sealed or un-
sealed and (2) the type of information required for both intensive and exten-
sive pavement evaluation studies. Generally, for reconnaissance surveys a 
photo scale of 1" = 500' is adequate and for more detail e d studies photo-
graphy having a scale of I" = 200' or larger is suggested . For both types 
of studies, stereo coverage is highly recommended. (Author) 
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Sullivan, M. C. 1975. The Us e of Remote Sensing in Transmi ssion Li ne 
Selection. in Pr oc . 41s t Annua l Meeti ng AmeJ'ican Society of 
Pho togrammetry. ASP, Falls Church, VA, 308-321. 
Staff members from Commonwealth Associates Inc . of Jackson HI used various 
types of remote sen sing imagery and related information to select a power 
transmission corridor from eastern Wyoming to eastern South Dakota through 
northern Nebraska. Interpretation of ERTS (now LANDSAT ) BW film positives 
(band not g iven) was conducted to delineate land use and population density. 
Land use classification consisted of eight categories: urban areas, forest, 
water, intensive agriculture, extensive agriculture, pivot irrigated agri-
culture, grazing, and barren land. These generali zed maps were photographi-
cally adjusted to 1:1,000,000 on sepia film. These in turn were overlaid on 
existing maps of physiography, bedrock geology, hydrology, soils, vegetation, 
and designated areas (constraint areas). Using these 1:1,000,000 maps, a 
multidisciplinary team conducted the general study to select optimal corridors 
A-45 (cont'd) 
between the two termini within the 20 mile wide study area. Interac tive 
analyses continued until s everal five mile wide corridors were established 
within this 20 mile wide strip. Detailed analysis involved the use of 
1:31,500 eIR aer ial photographs which were used for detailed studies s uch 
as vegetation cover t yping and vigor determination. Although the erR photo-
graphs both were acquired in the wrong season for vegetation studies (October) 
and were not of the highest quality, the team found them adequate to select 
the transmission route. Two techniques were used : 1) location based upon 
land use delineations made using a modified USGS Land Use Classification 
System and 2) location based upon avoiding particular natural or cultural 
features. The latter method proved to be more useful in the western portion 
of the study area due to the diversity of land use. The team again narrowed 
the corridor and selec ted the optimal route. Field work was carried out to 
verify the determination; slight modifications in the route selected resulted 
from the findings of an archeologist, hi s toric preservationist, and a paleon-
tologist. The author concluded that while the techniques used were not new, 
the application was, the key aspect being that maximum use was made of remot e 
sens ing imagery during the route selection process . 
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Tam, L. T. H. 1971. The Effect of Photo Interpretation on Highway 
Programs . l~ster of Engrg. Thesis, Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. 
of Toronto, Ontario, Canada . 380 pp. 
Route location, the process of siting a highway corridor between two estab-
lished termini, consists of progressively more detailed, specific, and costly 
stages. The role of photointerpretation in highway route location is discussed 
as are the basic characteristics of photographic sensor systems . Ten projects 
in Ontario betwee n 1965 and 1971 in which aerial photography was used to assist 
in solving highway related problems are doc umented. Each project represent s 
one or more of the four stages of a highway program: planning, design, con-
struction, and maintenance. The author makes liberal use of figures, line 
and symbol maps, and BW aerial photographs (including dual stereo plates and 
triplet stereo plates) in demonstrating the role of photoanalysis in highway 
programs. Also provided are cost data for applications aerial photography 
including photo acquisition, interpretation, and map preparation. It was noted 
that the cost of activities related to aerial photography is small compared to 
the ove r all cost of the highway program. The author also made the following 
observations on the cost effectiveness of photointerpretation procedures: 
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1) the time r e quire d for a photoin te rpretation project i s propor tional to 
the s ize of the s tudy area; 2) the time required is a l so a function of the 
character i stics of the photoanalyst; 3) labor in photointerpretation con-
stitute s a major port ion of a e rial photo application s ; 4) drafting and other 
a uxilla r y tasks account for only a s mall percentage of t he time and money 
s pe nt on such a projec t; and 5) the economic feas ibili ty of photointe rpreta-
tion pro j ects depends on the multip l e us e potentia l o f the aerial photogr aphs . 
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Tanguay , M. G. and R. D. Miles. 1970. MuLtispectml Data I nter'pretation 
foY' Engineering Soils Mapp,:ng . in Applicat?:on of Aerial Surveys 
and PhotogY'ammetry . National Res . Coun., Hwy . Res. Board, Hwy. 
Res . Rec . No . 319 :58-77. 
The applica tion of various remote sens ing techniques t o engineering soils 
mapping was inves tigated along a 70 mil e sec tion of a proposed highway from 
India na polis to Bedford, I N. The imager y collec t e d for this si te in April-
May 1967 included : BW, b lack-and-white IR, color , eIR , and 15 channels of 
multi s pectra l scanne r data . Altitudes over which the aircraft conducte d mis-
s i ons varied from 1 , 600 ft . to 6,700 ft . and resultant imagery scales from 
1 : 6 ,000 to 1:28 , 800. A numb er of engineering s oil s ma ps were prepared f rom 
the conventional in terpretation of t he four t ypes of photographs . When com-
pa ring the maps produced f rom BW a nd color photographs , differences in soil 
bounda r y location were found -- co lor providing mo r e prec i s e and accu r ate 
results . Al so , a greater number of soil featu res s uc h as s ilt mounds a nd 
exposed subsoils we r e distinguis ha bl e on color. The main advantage of eIR 
over BW and color was the accura te l oca tion of vegetation and bare soil/rock 
areas. Further, CIR diapositives, while seemingly more difficult to interpret 
b ecause of the Il fa l se colors" , provided more information on surface hydro logy 
than did BW or color . Cost data (1967) are present ed for three scales of BW 
prints and for one scale each of col or and CrR diapo s itives . In general, 
while the film a nd process ing for BW was less co s tly than for eithe r o f the 
othe r two, both the photointerpre tation and fie ld c hecking \"ere mor e expensive, 
ca us ing t he tota l unit cost for maps made from BW to be higher than fo r e ither 
CI R or color . As far as the photog raphy is concerned , the authors concluded 
that 1 : 12,000 color i s t he best s ingle sourc e of information for engineering 
soils mapping . Th e best combination of two films i s erR and color . Multi-
spec tral scanner data were analyzed by visual method s , by densitome t ry, and 
by computer a ss i s ted processing . It was found that the best method of ex-
am ining MSS i mager y i s by automated data processing a nd classifi cation. 
A- 47 ( cont'd) 
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Thompson , F. J. and A. N. Se llman. 1975. Remote Sensing Impact on 
Coppidop Selection and Placement . in P~oc . NASA Earth Resources 
Su~vey Symp ., I - C:1729- l745 . Houston, TX . 
The Environmental Research Ins titute of Michigan in cooperation with t he 
Michi gan Department of State Highways studied LANDSAT fa l se color composites 
for land cover information to up grade statewide highway corridor selec tion 
and placement. Highway pla nning in Michigan occurs in three phases : 
(1) r econnaissance s t udy to determine need for a new highway a nd the areas 
it is to serve , (2) examination of each alternative and selection of a final 
corridor, and (3) detailed e ngineer ing study of the pl acement of the road 
within the selec ted corridor. Remote sensing te chnology can i mpact al l three 
phases . LAND SAT i magery was evaluated for use in the reconnaissance planning 
of a hypothetical highway corridor in the Upper Penins ula of Michigan. An 
e i gh t ca tegory recognition tape was prepa red using the following clas ses: 
urba n, open, hardwood fares t , water, conifer f orest -- Jack pine, marsh , 
coni fer for est -- ffilite pine , and managed hardwood fores t. Geomet rically 
corrected LANDSAT data were aggregated yielding a grid s ize of 140. 8 a. for 
each gr id cell a nd present ed in map format. An optimal corridor location was 
determined u s ing land cover c lasses of water and urban. The model can be 
used with different se ts of relative weights to generate several alternative 
corridor s . It was concluded that land cover information from LANDSAT data 
can be very useful in reconnaissance corridor studies . 
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A-49 Thomas , R. L . , C. A. ~vhitehurst , and J. A. Hante. 1974 . Remot e 
Sensing as an A1:d t o Route Evalua"tion f o)" Relocated Louisiana 
Highway 1 . Div. Engrg. Res ., Louis i ana Sta t e Univ ., Baton 
Rouge, LA . 25 pp . 
NASA generated color and eIR transparenc i es we r e used to evaluat e the rou te 
propos ed for reloca t ed Louisiana Highway 1 betwee n La Rose a nd Golden Headow 
in s Qut herfl Loui s iana. Limited field studies were condu cted. Maps showing 
five major vegetation types (forest, s hrub, pas tu re, cropland, and marsh) 
were prepared d irect l y from t he erR aerial photographs. Soil conditions 
were a nalyzed using color transparencies . Three di s tinct old channe l s of 
Bayou Lafource were det ec ted. Based on these limite d studies it was con-
c l uded that col or a nd erR photographs wer e us eful for mapping vegetation , 
for land use det e rminations , and for s oil classifi ca tion when s upplement e d 
by conventional soil borings . Such imager y was bette r for those purposes 
than BW pho tographs alone . 
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Trimble , R. C. 1974 . Hig hway Des ign fr>om Co lor Photogmphy . in 
Pmc . of t he 40th Annual Meeting J1merican Society of PhotogY'ClJn-
metry . Falls Church, VA . pp. 573-580 . 
Aerial photographs wer e coll ected by the Divis ion of Photogrammet ry of the 
Kentucky Department of Transportation to be used in the preparation of a 
pla nimetric map, wi th 2 foo t con tour s in areas in which drainage s truc tures 
were planned, for the des ign of a n 8 mile sec tion of Highway KY 80 between 
Somerset and London . Initially , Kodak Plus X BW f ilm was used at a scale 
of I : 3 .000. Howeve r , because of t he rugged terrain and t he f ac t t hat the 
dense cover of cedar, pines , and mountain l au rel obscur ed the cente r line 
targe ts used as ground control, only a bout 30% of the photos taken were of 
a ny use. No t wa nting to resort to extensive gr ound s urveys , t he planners 
decided to f l y t he miss ion at a l ater da t e . The second time , smoke bomb s 
were used to guide the pilot alo ng the proposed h ighway cen ter line. This 
t echniqu e wo r ked well~ but severe shadows (Feb . 19, 19 72) limited the utilit y 
of t he photogra phs . Final l y, on March 8 , 1972, when the s un a ng l e wa s 
greater~ a s uccessf ul ove rfligh t was made using both Kodak Aerocolor Negative 
2445 film and Pl us X BW. It wa·s found that the us e of the color di apositives 
wo uld permit photogrammetr i c a na l ysiS of about 90% of t he st ud y area . The 
r emaining 10% would be covered by fie ld s urveys . 
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A-51 \ieeden, H. A. and J . W. Harman, Jr. 19 70 . Manual of Higmvay- Problem-
OY'iented photo InteI'pr'etati on Using Panohl"omatic, Normal Color , and 
I nfrared Co lor Air Photos. Penn . Transp. and Traffic Safety Cotr. 
Rept . TTSC 7020, The Penn. State Univ .! University Park, PA . 129 pp. 
This comprehe nsive manual was prepared as a guide fo r the use of aerial 
photographs in the solution of Ilspot " problems in relation to highway design 
and construction . The various types of aer ial photo films. including BW, 
b lack-aod-white TR, color, and GIR, are described. The facto r s in planning 
a photographic miss ion, s uch as film choice , control and coordinated ground 
s tudies , are presented. A modifie d Munsell color notation sys t em was 
developed by the authors to standardize color designations . Also. a table 
corre l ating image col ors on CIR photos with their real world colors is shown. 
Part III, Current Analytical Pract i ce . pre s ents the prospective photoanalys t 
with the requirements necessary to conduct reliabl e i nterpreta tion in several 
disciplines in such broad categories as meteorology , culture, and geomorpho-
logy . Further. the methods and materials fo r successful photoanalysis are 
desc ribed. Part IV, Operational Problem Anal ysis for Unconsolidated Materials, 
describes s pecific a pplica tions of photointerpretation in s uch areas as r oad-
way foundat ions , st ruc tur e foundation, s lopes, subg rades , and excavation. 
Detailed a nalys is of a cer tain parameter (e . g ., swamps, bog s , marshes, soils, 
lake bed s ilts) is s upport ed with descriptions of the f eature ' s traits of land 
form, drainage, erosion, vegetation, and color, tone , and t ex ture. Film r e-
s ponse i s described with photographic examples presented in many instances . 
Finally, an actual sample application of r e d using photographic and supple-
mental data i s presented fo r Erie County. Pennsylvania. 
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Weeden, H. A. and L. H. La ttman. 1971. Air' Photo Analysis of Infra-
red Color Photography . Penn. Transp. and Traffic Safety Cntr. 
Rept. TTSC 7101, The Penn . State Uoiv., University Park, PA . 74 pp. 
Analysis of aerial erR photographs is contrasted with BW panchromatic and 
normal co lor photographs as a means for a ssess ing the phys ical properties 
of soils and bed rock for highway design, construction, and maintenance . l~o 
method s of mapping wer e explored . The first method is problem oriented and 
is de s cribed in a manual entitled "Manual of Highway-Problem-Oriented Photo 
I nterpre tation Us ing Panchromatic , Normal Co lor, and Infrared Color Air 
~hotos " which supplements the report (see A-51). The second mapping method 
~s called "reconnaissance mapping" and results in map unit s with a five part 
symbol : (1) land form, (2) soil texture , (3) surface slope, (4) water slope, 
(4) water table pos ition, and (5) depth of soil to bedrock. Special symbols 
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are added for coo rdinating exploratory drilling. The map is interpretive , 
containing information limited to a route corridor. A s tatistical approach 
was used to det ermine the success with which interpreters could observe and 
evaluate engineering and resource parameters and rank them in group s ame n-
able to analys i s . These parameters were t hen used to compare th e capabili-
ties of the three film types. With respect to d rainage pattern delineation, 
eIR photography provided the most information, fo llowed by normal co lor, 
then B\-l. In separating rock types, eIR and color were equally su perior to 
BW. One disadvantage , however , of using color films was the noticeable 
falloff in quality away from the principal point of each photograph, hence 
reliable photo analysis must be done by wDrking with the photo ' s effective 
area . Color photography (normal and eIR) costs about 50% more to procure 
than does BW, but sav ings i n in terpretation for mapping purposes proved to 
be 12% in favor of using color aerial photography . The problem oriented 
t ype of mapping was recommended . Reconnaissance mapping i s successful in 
Pe nnsylvania excepting those areas of compl ex igneous and metamorphic rocks 
in the southeast . 
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Williamson , D. T. and B. Gilbertson . 1973 . Application of ERTS 
Imagery in Estimating the Environmental Impact of a Freeway Through 
the Knysna Area of South Africa . in Proc . Thi rd ERTS- l $ymp., 
Vol. 2:1569-1573. 
In April 1973 it was announced that a large freeway was to be built in the 
Knysa area, one of coas tal South Africa ' s most valuable recreational re-
sources , rich in natural lakes , lagoons , and estuaries . A study was under-
taken to determine if ERTS [now called LANDSAT] MSS imagery could be used to 
identify natural features that could potentially be impacted by the highway, 
a nd to provide a quantitative estimate of predicted damage to the montane 
forest there. A false co l or composite of an ERTS scene was produced at the 
scale of 1 : 500 ,000. A Planvariograph was used to trace the planned route on 
the ERTS imagery. Interpretation of this imagery revealed that : 1) fo ur 
estuarine features lie within the corridor ; 2) two areas of indigeno us forest 
would be crossed ; and 3) dense vegetation covering coastal dunes \vould be 
traversed. The advantages of llsing ERTS imagery rather than maps or low 
altitude aerial photographs in proposed high~vay impact prediction were: 1) 
satellite imagery i s a more nearly contemporaneous record of existing condi-
tions t han maps a re; and 2) the volume of imagery is substantially l ess than 
with low altitude aerial photographs, t hus reducing the interpretation time 
A-53 (cant' d) 
and making the imagery phys ically and conceptually easier to handle. It was 
concluded t hat ERTS imagery provided a perspective whjch facilitated the in-
vestigation of t he type of e nvironmental hazard inherent in the Knysna free-
~"ay developme nt. 
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B- 1 Baker, W. W. and J . D. Gruend1er. 1973. Case Study of the Milwaukee -
Green Bay Inte Y's tate Corridor Location . in Environmental Conside r-
ations in Planning , Design :> and ConstPlA.ction. National Res . Coun., 
Hwy. Res. Board Spec. Rept. No. 138:51-54. 
In 1969, the Wisconsin Division of Highways contracted the Environmental 
Awareness Center of the University of Wisconsin's Department of Landscape 
Architecture to develop a computer program to be used in corridor analysis 
for a proposed highway between Milwaukee and Green Bay. The work was pre-
dicated upon a program developed by Steinitz Rodgers Associates in coopera-
tion with Harvard University. The program is based upon a data bank of 
existing and future resources recorded in 1 krn. sq. cells and georefer enced 
by the Universal Transverse Mercator projection system. Natural and cul-
tural resource information was manually extracted from maps and aerial photo-
graphs and transforme d into a computer compatible format. Nine corridor 
determinants were initially selected, but one~ Projected Traffic Generation, 
was discarded because of insufficient data. Variables within these factors 
were weig_hted . The overlay of factors for each cell resulted in a corridor 
suitability measure fo r that cell and a computer-generated grey scale suita-
bility map was produced. It was shown that in highway corridor analysis a 
computer-based storage and retrieval system is essential for handling the 
many data items involved and that the application of the computer also pro-
vides the capability of simultaneously considering many variables. The 
authors recommended that research be conducted into both highway-resource 
interactions and efficient means of data collection via remote sensor 
systems. 
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B-2 Center for Geographic Analysis. 1975. Da"ta Needs and Da"ta Gathering 
for A1"eas of Critical Environmental ConceY'n. Part 3 : Executive 
Statement . lnst. for Env . Studies, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI. IES Rept. 55. 23 pp. 
"Areas of critical envirorunental concern 11 have been defined as those areas 
where natural resource values playa key role in determining the suitability 
and capability of various land types such as floodplains, wetlands, coastal 
zones, shore lands , erosion areas , scenic areas, agricultural lands, and other 
areas of special or scientific interest. "Suitability" means accessibility of 
areas to use rs, sensitivity or areas, development pressures, etc . The authors 
state that there is a need for a structured program for data gathering to meet 
statewide r equirements for the definition and management of areas of critical 
environmental concern. Some of the key elements to be considered when design-
ing such a program include: (1) blanket data and case by case data gathering 
using aerial, fie ld, and other surveys; (2) critical area data extraction 
techniques; and (3) a ge oreferenced information system with the appropriate 
B-2 (cont'd) 
scale and resolution. A comprehensive discussion of 27 recommendations for 
critical area data gathering procedures is presented. Some of these are: 
(1) gather data to meet implementation needs; (2) inv"olve several l evel s of 
government in data gathering; (3) make the most use of existing data be fore 
acquiring new information; (4) shift a portion of data gathering burden to 
the developers; (5) continue the emphasis upon map products and statistical 
information and computer.ized data banks where appropriate; a nd (6) increase 
university participation in research in order to improve criteria, tech-
nique s , and products. Finally, a four phase program for critical area data 
gathering and management is s uggested : (1) adopt enabling legislation ; (2) 
identify and map critical areas; (3) adopt land use contro l standards , and 
(4) enforce regulations . 
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B-3 Davis, P . B. and C. R. Humphrys. 1977 . Ecological Effects of Hi ghway 
ConstY'uction Upon Michigan Woodl ots and Wetlands : Summary of 
Study Fi ndi ngs--Phase I Repor t . Agr . Exp. Sta., Mich. State Univ., 
East Lansing, MI . Journal Ar t icl e No . 8208 . 63 pp. 
To determine the ecological effects of highway construction and use upon 
Michigan woodlots and ~"etlands, ten s i tes located along a 45 mile segment of 
1-7 5 be tween Roscommon and West Branch were studied . These sites were ex-
amined in respect to several natural science parameters: soils , hydrology, 
wate r quality, for e s t ry, and wildlife . The study provided an evaluation of 
t he e nvironmental impact of highway construction and use on the parameters 
mea s ured by each research discipline. Several models for determining 
op t imum highway location we re also evaluated including the University of 
Geor gia Model , which was modified and tested for use by the Michigan Depart-
ment of State Highways and Transportation. This summary consists of extracts 
of a brief and pertine nt nature from the individual reports written by the 
i nves tigating team for each r e search discipline . Methodologies utilized, 
s ite descriptions, environmental impact s , conclusions and r ecommendat i ons are 
de t a i led. (Author) 
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B-4 Giles, R. H., A. B. Jones, and C. W. Smart. 1976. PO~!ER: A Compute r 
Sys tem f or Corridor Location. Dept. of Fisheries and Wildlife 
Scie nces , Virginia Polytechnic lnst. and State Univ., Blacksburg , 
VA. Res. Div . Bull. ll7. 30 pp. 
POWER is a computer program designed to assist in siting high voltage pO\..rer 
transmission corridors . The program can also be used to aid in highway cor-
ridor planning. FOHER uses geographically referenced, grid cell information 
and data to select the best corridor. Its operation is influenced by con-
ditions of the study area, policies of the decision makers, and object ives 
of the corridor project. The cell size to be used is discussed. Input data 
are weighted resulting in an index of probable environmental, aesthetic, and 
eco nomic impact for each ce ll in the study are a. The c omputer program, 
written for an IBM 370, generates numerical descriptions of all pOSSible 
orthogonal paths between pairs of neighboring cells. A path analysis 
algorithm i s used to identify the best corridor, which is the one with the 
lowest impact. It is stated that nonorthogonal, or diagonal, path analysis 
would be more su itable in corridor selection . In applications in Virginia, 
POWER was used to analyze 41 different physical, economic and social factors 
to evaluate the corridor possibilities for a 70 mile wid e 765 kv power 
transmission line. 
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B-5 Gwilliam, K. M. 1972. Economics~ Transport PZanning and the Environ-
ment . International Journal of Environmental Studies , 3:187-192. 
Environmental quality is recognized as a proper objective of transport plan-
ning but one which presents extremely difficult technical problems . The 
matter is an economic one of husbanding resources. The need to identify, 
measure, forecast, and evaluate environmental aspects for inclusion in a cost-
benefit analysis is discussed . While there are logical and practical limita-
tions to this approach, quantification of traffic characteristics and economic 
evaluations can complement design procedures . 
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B- 6 Hausmanis, I. 
Locati ons 
Dept. of 
1971. Compute r-ai ded AnalYBis of Alterna#ve Route 
~ithin the Guelph-Dundas Te s t Ar ea . Masters The sis, 
Civil Engrg., Univ. of Toronto, Canada. 86 pp. 
In r e sponse to the increased consideration of factors~ such as social, 
economic, environmental, and aesthe tic requirements in the transportation 
planning process, this study was undertaken to (1) evaluate the possible 
roles of the computer in highway route selection, (2) to evaluat e the appli-
cability of readily qvailable information as measures of route location 
f actors, and (3) to develop numerical data banks that could be llsed in such 
a highway selection procedure. T\\lO types o f highway location factors were 
id e nti f ied -- route independent and route dependent. The former group in-
c ludes factors such as topography, soils, geology, land use, etc., while the 
l a tter involves items such as costs, aesthetics, noise, social disruption, 
etc. Route independent factors can be studied without reference to any pre-
se lected alternative, while route dependent factors are directly associated 
wi th specific alternatives . A discussion o f and comparison between four high-
way planning techniques is give n; thes e include (1) graphical route selection 
methods, (2) computer aided graphical methods, (3) probabilistic and statis-
t i cal methods, and (4) computer aided route selection methods . The advan-
t ages of the fourth method over the others mentione d include flexibility and 
numerical orientation. Computer aided selection methods are discussed using 
t he General Computer Aided Route Selection (GCARS) system , developed at Purdue 
University , as an example . Seven route independent factors were selected in 
modeling highway corridor selection for a test area in the Guelph-Dundas 
r e gion of Ontario. Examples of the maps us e d in the preparation of these data 
b a s es are presented. Two classes of calculations, numerical surface analysis 
and minimum pa.th analysis, were llsed to select single and multiple factor 
corridor a l ternatives . 
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B-7 Howell, T. 1978. An Automated Mapping Sys tem f or Transport at i on Appli -
cations . Workshop on Computer Graphics, Naval Underwater Systems 
Center, U.S. Dept. Navy , New London, CT. 13 pp. 
The Division of Automation of the Texas State Department of Highways and Public 
Transportation has developed computer assisted mapping techniques, for use in 
transpor ta tion planning. Th rough d i gi tizing, sof tware manipulation, and 
in t eractive graphics system display, the information derived from aerial photo-
gr a phs or existing maps is placed into a georeferenced data management file 
available for use in multidisciplinary engineering, management, and environ-
mental applications. Stereoplotter operators initially extract and encode the 
s patial data which is later edited by a c artographer or other professional. 
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Maps tha t can be produced by t he automat ed mapping system include planimet r ic, 
topographic, land use , and deSign, among others . Speciali zed computer routines 
are available for c hanging sca l e, displaying sel ec ted variables , or i solating 
a particular area of interest in the geographic data base. Hard copy graphics 
output i s obtained from e ithe r a precis ion flatbed plotter with a n optical ex-
posure head or a faster but l ess precise drum plotter . Interactive graphics 
operations are possible with a cathode ray tub e di s play and a data entry key-
board . The automated mapping system permit s engineers and managers to access, 
edit , a nd upd a te spatial data to be used in t.ransportation planning. 
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B-8 Kraus kopf, T. H. and D. C. Bunde. 1972 Evaluatian af Envi1'Onmental 
Impact Thraugh a Camputer Madel ling Pracess . in R. B. Ditton and 
T. L. Goodale, Eds., Enviranmenta l Impact Analysis : Philasaphyand 
Methods . Sea Gran t Pub!. Office , Univ . of Wisconsin, Madison, WI. 
pp . 107-125. 
The Regional Environmental Management Allo cation Process (REMAP), developed 
by researchers at the Environmental Awareness Center of the University of 
Wisconsin, i s di scussed . REMAP is a comp uter- based envir.onmental modeling 
process consisting of four phases: (1) data bank develop~ent , (2) deter-
minant (factor) establishment, (3) alternative representation, and (4) alter-
native a nalysis and selection. Data are re co rded for variables selected as 
being important considerations by a multidisciplinary team . These data are 
cell-encoded using UTI1 coordinates. Data are grouped into components (e. g., 
slopes , agricultural glands , etc.) and in turn are organized into deter-
minants (sets of factors) which influence location of the highway under s tudy . 
Ten s uc h de t e rminants were listed in defining area suitability for highway 
corridor alternatives for proposed I-57 between Nilwaukee and Green Bay, WI . 
The computer representation of a target area facilitates the combination o f 
we i ghted determinants to generate corrido r alternatives . Pat h analysiS pro-
gramming ca n be applied to these mathematical s urfaces to find the routes of 
least c o s t or leas t adverse environmental impac t. It \.Jas found that the 
routes suggested by the Hisconsin Division of Highways were p l anned primarily 
on the criterion of minimizing costs of ri ght-oE-way acquisition and construc-
tion. 
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B- 9 Kr esge, D. T. a nd P . O. Robe rt s . 1971. Sys terns Analys,:s and Si mu la-
ti on models . Vol. 2 of Technique s of TY'ans poY't Planning , J ohn R. 
Meyer, Ed ., Th e Brooking s In s titution, Wa s hington , D.C. 228 pp. 
A s e ri es of large sca l e computer ma c roeconomic trans portation simulation 
mode l s wa s developed a nd te s ted. The t rans port network o f the country i s 
conce i ved as an in te rde pe nd e nt entity in which the impac t of new transport 
pr o j ect s i s evaluate d in relations hip to the e x i s ting ne twork a nd to othe r 
new projects . Att empt s are made to me a s ure the impact of new transport 
l inkages on the gr owt h of the nati onal product , the divis ion of the produc t 
be tween its major co ns tituent compone nt s , the regional di s pe rsion of economic 
growth, the industrial c omposition of g rowth, etc . . The mode l s provide a 
s ys temat i c procedure for generating e s timate.s by extra polations or inte r -
polations to fill gap s in the data. Variations of the ba s ic model can be 
used fo r a var i et y of purpos es r a nging from general ma c r oeconomic policy 
pl a nning to specific tra ns port planning . The model s we r e us ed to e va lua t e 
a l te rna tive strategi es for deve loping th e Colombian economy a nd t rans porta-
tion sys t em . 
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McHarg , 1. 1968 . A Compre hensive HighlVay Route Selection Me t hod. in 
Roadside Deve Zopment . National Res . Coun . , Hwy . Res . Board, Hwy. 
Res . Rec. No . 246 :1-15. 
Res ea r ch was direc t ed toward developing a comprehens ive highway route s e lec-
tion me thod f or propos ed 1-95 between the Delaware and Raritan Rivers in south-
we s te rn New Jersey. A balance shee t lis ting most of the component s of benefit 
and cos t was prepared to s how alignment s having the maximum social benefit at 
th e l eas t social cos t . Transparent over l ays vlere prepared for each of the 
fol l owin g paramete r s : topography , l a nd values, urbanization. residential 
quality , historic va lue , agricultural values , recreational values, wildli f e 
va lue , water values , and susceptibility to erosion. In addition , each para-
me t er was given t hr ee values: dark tone representing th e greatest physical 
a nd e ng ineering ob s tru c tion to highway location, light tone being an inte r-
media t e value , a nd full y transparen t be ing the lowes t cate gory . When a ll 
para mete r s are ove rla id on the ba se map , the maximum darkness repre s ent s the 
g r ea t est aggregate . phys iographic and socia l value ob s truction. In contras t, 
ligh t areas represent the least phys iographi c obstruction and least s oc ial 
value a nd, hence. of fe r prospective corr.idors for consid e ration. In addition 
t o t he 10 se l ected parameters , maps we r e prepared s howi.ng three leve l s of 
sc e ni c values . Finally, the role o f a highway as a conscious device to locate 
new and productive l a nd uses is di sc ussed. It was conc luded that while this 
~s not ye t a precis e method for hi ghway route selec tion. it enlarges and 
1mpr oves ex isting methods . Using the c rit e ria described~ the route of leas t 
soc i a l cos t and l e a s t phys iographic o bs truction was delineated . 
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Mille r , A. H. t B. J . Niemann, D. C. Bunde, T. M. Krauskopf , and B. E. 
Fraz i er. 1975 . The Appl ication of Compu te p Technology to Highway 
Location Dynamios : Phase II . Dept . of Land scape Arch. and the Env. 
Awarenes s Cntr., Univ. of I.Jis co n s in, Hadi son , tH o 195 pp. 
The work described was pred i ca ted on earlie r effor t s in computer aided high-
wa y corridor location (see B-14) . In t he mor e recent study, certa in develop-
ments were made to improve the ex i s ting processes . The study area was 
dec r eased from 4,500 to 4 76 mi. 2 , and was se l e cted because of int e r es t i n the 
cor r idor in that area . Also , the data cell size wa s r educed fr om 1 to 1/9 
km. 2 , r ef ining the data matrices a nd p l acing the highwa y wit hin a corridor 
1000 ft. wide as opposed to 3000 ft. as b efore . The data for natura l and c ul-
t ural variables were mo re comprehensive. Former l y, USGS topographic maps were 
the prima r y source of information . In the upgraded system, a photomosaic of 
prin ts of BW aerial photogr aphs (1 : 24 , 000) served a s the primary data base . 
This was s upported by m.;r stereo ae rial pho to prints (1:19,200), l ow altitude 
color and CrR aerial oblique 35 mm. s l ides , topographic maps, and other data . 
A complete list of the variable s and the sources of those data is given in the 
Appendices . The procedure of manually inputting data was replaced with an 
Op t ical Card Reader (OCR ) scanne r, which eliminated keypunching. The OCR 
scanned the raw data s heets , r ead the characters , and a utomatica lly punched 
the data. This system had the advantage of saving time and money i n data 
i nput (about 1/2 of manual methods), but had the di sadvantage of incre ased 
data entry e rror s due to the mis r eckoning of poor l y printed characters . 
Add i tional ly , a program, LINE FINDER , was deve loped which used dynamic pro-
gramming to evaluate the effective cost of all corridors for any given plan 
by connec ting any two adjacent candidate points and then printing the corridor 
of lowest e ffective cost . Thi s t echni que used the numerical information for 
each cell. Formerly , corridors were manuall y se l ected by connecting t he com-
puter generated map s . Further? the manual process . conside red only the indivi-
dual cells wherea s the computer method analyzed the entire optimal route . De-
tailed explanations of t he concept s a nd th e operation of the pro grams are 
given . 
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B-12 Mongan, T . R. and R. S. Nielsen. 1973. Eva'[!A.ating the Env1:Y'onmentaZ 
Impact of TY'ansportat ion plans. Ekistics, 35(211) :356-360. 
The selection of transportation alternatives based upo~ forecasts o f environ-
mental impacts is discussed . Types of pollution from transportation systems 
were identified as: air, noise, solid waste. and water. Techniques for both 
the estimation of the magnitudes of the impacts from pollution sources and 
the relative ranking of alternatives are suggested. Similar approaches are 
presented for social disruption factors, such as accidents, disturbance, and 
relocation resulting from transportation systems . It is emphasized that when 
assessing the detrimental effects of transportation systems , all environmental 
consequences must be evaluated. 
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Newkirk, R . T . 1979. EnviY'onmental Planning fo~ Utility CorY'ido~s. 
Ann Arbor Science Publishers , Inc., Ann Arbor, MI. 199 pp. 
This text is a detailed study of the theory and practice of computer assisted 
corridor selection . A review of existing impact assessment procedures is 
given. The nine major techniques reviewed include "expert committee" assess-
ment, checklists, matrices, benefit-cost analysis, descriptive land unit 
analysis, input-output analysis, cartographic overlays (both manual and com-
puter assisted), information system transformation, and mathematical surface 
approximation. A detailed mathematical treatment is given to quantitative 
methods of route determination. Least cost (least adverse environmental 
impact) algorithms discussed include the Transshipment Model, linear program-
ming solutions, the Dantzig Algorithm, the Dijkstra Algorithm, and the Lee 
Path-Connection Algorithm. Additionally, several ad hoc route selection 
methods are described. A computer assisted corridor optimization model con-
s i s ting of four phases: (1) analYSis definition and structuring (problem 
description and impact and factor definition); (2) general impact evaluation; 
(3) composite impact evaluation; and (4) route development and analysis is 
given. An elaborate discussion of study area data base development is given 
and the techniques and rationale to impact factor weighting are documented. 
The author has developed a new Cascade Algorithm for formulating composite 
impacts to high impact ratings. Route location is actually a modified 
Dijkstra Algorithm applied to a "contracted dual graph" of t he study area. 
Such a graph is simply a reduction of the number of cell vertices and edges 
base d upon homogeneity in data composition, thus enabling more e ff icient path 
searching. A route straightening algorithm, which essentially smooths the 
irregulari ties of the computer generated solution, is al s o discussed. Finally, 
a sample application of the entire model is presented. The particular case 
study involved the siting of a 500 kv power transmission line in Ontario, 
Canada. 
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Niemann, B. J. and A. H. Hiller. 1970. The Applicat1:on of Computer 
l'echnology to Highway Location Dynamics : Phase I . Dept. of Land-
scape Architecture and Env. Awarene s s Cutr., Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Hadison, WI. 243 pp. 
A four phase process fo r computer processing of data related to highway cor-
ridor location was developed. Phase I involved the development of a data 
bank for 132 variables in the 4,500 mi. 2 study area between Green Bay and 
Milwaukee. WI. These variables included data on natur a l, cultural, socio-
economic, and political resources. The data were derived from USGS topo-
graphic maps and 1967 aerial photographs at 1:24,OOO~ along with other infor-
mation sources and were recorded in 1 km. sq. cells . Approximately 6,200 
man hours were required to encod e the data for the resulting 9,304 cells . 
Phase II involved the identification of those facto rs which influence corridor 
siting . Ten individuals in highway planning were asked to list the factors 
which should determine the location of an interstate highway corridor two 
miles wide. Nine such factors were agreed upon. Phase III involved various 
combinations and differential weighting of the determinants for evaluating 
the effects on corridor location. Finally, Phase IV involved the analysis of 
several alternate corridors, using visual inspection of computer generated 
maps to choose the suitable corridors . Path analysis was used to select the 
final highway corridor. 
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B-15 Niemann, B. J. and A. 
Alignment Process . 
H. Miller. 1973. EDAP: Environmental Decisl:on 
Landscapes Limited, Madison, WI. 246 pp. 
The Environmental Decision Alignment Process (EDAP), a computer assisted 
analytical procedure for determining social and environmental costs of con-
struction activities, was developed by Landscapes Limited in coordination 
with the staff of Wisconsin PO\.Jer & Light and Madison Gas & Electric. De-
signed to assist in the complicated task of planning future energy trans-
mission corridors, EOAP uses the fo llowing seven levels of information for 
route selection: (1) determinants; (2) components; (3) variables; (4) data; 
(5) policy or corridor selection; (6) right-of-way selection; and (7) manage-
ment. The use of low altitude CIR aerial photography is suggested in the 
right - of -way selection and management phases. EDAP was applied in the siting 
of four 345 kv transmission systems of approximately 110 miles employing a 
criterion of minimal environmental damage. The study area of 1~237,375 acres 
was divided into five subareas of similar physiography. This also aided 
machine processing of the data. These areas were further subdivided into 
cells of about 62 acres for which 11 9 data items were collected . A list of 
data types and the procedure for their encoding is presented. Computer analy-
sis of the data resulted in graphic line printer grayscale printouts. These 
lImaps ", georeferenced using the Universal Transverse Mercator system, were used 
in the selection of the four transmission corridors. 
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Odum, E., G. A. Bramlett , A. Ike , J . R. Champlin, J. C. Zieman, and 
H. H. Shugart. 1975. Totalit y I ndexes for Evaluating Environmental 
Impacts of Highway Al ternat ives. lnst. of Ecology, Univ. of Georgia , 
Athens, GA. 11 pp. 
I n 1971, the Institute of Ecology at the University of Georgia was requested 
by Georgia DOT to make a summary evaluation of the environmental impact 
assessment reports submitted by 15 federal, state , and citizen agencies for 
an uncompleted section of 1-75 north of Atlanta. Several techniques of analy-
sis were considered. The technique of overlaying maps graphically depicting 
environmental, cultural, socioeconomic, and other factors , was found to be 
unsatisfac tory because of its insensitivity in simultaneously analyzing and 
s e lecting from several alternate corridors. Another method, the matrix 
approach, was not used because data \vere collected from a variety of sources 
and subjective value judgements varied. Therefore, linear vector analysis 
involving the linear combination of observable or consensus factors was used 
to develop a totality index for each of eight alternate corridors. Using 56 
factors influencing highway corridor planning and selection (which could be 
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broadly categorize d as (1) economic and engineering a s pects, (2) environ-
mental and land us e cons iderations , (3) recreational factors, and (4) s oc ial 
a nd human cons iderations, a mathematical index wa s developed to eva lua te the 
overall impact of each alternate . Scaling and weighting of the fa c t o r s was 
pe r f ormed to norma lize the data t ypes and to place a s ignificance va lue upon 
t he factor. Als o, both immediat e and projected futur e impact s were cons idered . 
Further, a random number generator was placed in the equations to account f or 
t he possible e rro r in attribute a sse ssment. A c omputer program , writt e n in 
CPS PL/l , was developed for use on an IBM 360/65. Th e analysis re sult ed in a 
sharp separation o f th e alternates into two group s of four each. The result-
ing indices wer e r e lative values and were us ed as indicators of impac t magni -
tud e . To inve s tigate further the role of immediate vs . future impac t s , the 
future attributes we r e omitt ed from a s econd analysis . The result s s howed a 
definite increas e in the degre e of impact as well a s a reordering of s ome of 
t he alternates in terms of impac t rank. The recommenda tions gene ra ted f rom 
t h i s study were followed by Georgia DOT in its final route se l ection. 
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Peterson, C. L., R. 
of Envir onmental 
scale P1'oj e c ts . 
S . Gemmell , and J . L. Schofer. 19 74 . 
Impacts : Multi - disciplinar'Y Judgements 
Ekistic s, 218 (1):2 3-30 . 
Assessment 
of w rge-
A s ubjective technique for social and environmental impact i s pre s sented using 
the evaluations of members of a multidisciplinary team to predict the magni-
tude of i mpact of various alternative projects. Af ter identifying cons truction 
related factors, members rate these elements in terms of potential e nvironmen-
tal impacts . Th e r esulting e nvironmenta l impact indices are used to pred i ct 
poss ible social impac ts . This process is repeated several times, r edesigning 
and improving al t ernatives at teac h iteration. In app l ying this impact assess-
ment approach to a U. S. Army Corps of Engineer s regional wastewater management 
project near Chicago , IL , it was found that three factors , economic ac tivity , 
s oc ioecological a c tivity , and food production , contributed significantly t o 
social wellbeing. The was t ewat e r project was designed with consideration given 
to t hese three soc ial fac t ors . 
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B-18 Sullivan, J. B. and P. A. Montgomery. 1972. Surveying Highway Impact . 
Environment , 14(9) :1 2-20 . 
The authors s urveyed 76 final environmental impact s ta~ement ~ (required under 
Sec . 102 of the National Environmental Policy Act) filed by s tates through 
June 1972 for proposed highway projec ts within cities of more than 50 , 000 
population. Each of the sta tements was c hecked against a list of 45 items 
r equired under t e rms of the l egis l ation. Re s ponse was varied. Some s tate-
me nts did not mention t he probl em ar e a or denied that the proposed highway 
would have any effect on it. Some problem areas were ne glected on a s igni-
f icant numbe r of statement s . ~l ile each s tat ement s hould be tailored to the 
s pec ific highway s ituation, the survey uncovered the r epet i tion of identical 
phras e s , paragraphs~ and even pages in stateme nt s for different hi ghway 
i mp act s . Questionable assert i ons also were found . It was concluded tha t 
citizens , a s individuals or in groups , s hould take action to induce trans-
portation pl anners to develop t he commitment neces s ary to supply realis tic 
en vironmental analyses . 
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Turner, A. K. and I. Hau smani s . 1973 . Computer'-ai ded Transpor t at i on 
Corri dor SeLection in t he GueLph- Dundas Area of Ontario. in 
Envir onment al Consider'ation in Planning~ Des1:gnJ and Cons tructi on . 
National Re s . Coun . , Hwy. Res . Board Spec . Rept. No. 138 :55-70 . 
Th e purpose of this study was to apply and evaluate a compu ter-aided cor ridor 
se l ection sys tem for the Guelph- Dundas area of Ontario. The computer program , 
the Gene ralized Compu ter Aided Route Selection System (GCARS) was developed 
at Purdue University between 1966 and 1969 . It uses compute r overlaying of 
weigh t e d socioeconomic and/or environmental factor s digitized in a matrix. 
The re s ult i s a numerical, three dimensional model upon which path analysis 
ca n be pe rformed to se l ect the route of minimal impact based upon the wei ghted 
fac tor s , either singly or in predetermined combinations. The factor s 
sel ected for t he Guelph-Dundas s tud y were earthwork cos t s , foundation costs , 
righ t-of -wa y acquisition, recreation potential, and upl and bird potential. 
Da t a for thes e variables were collected from : topographic, geologic , and 
ag ricultura l soils maps; aerial photographs [type a nd scal e not given1; and 
in f ormat ion from the Canada Land Inven tory . This information was digitized 
manually from 1: 25, 000 map s comp iled for eac h factor. The cell s ize was 
1/ 16 mi. 2 Path analysis was applied to both the single factor models as well 
a s 14 multiple factor models (both two and three variab l e combinations) . The 
r esulting corr idor sel ec tions and conclusions realized by GeARS analyses 
agreed c losely with the manual ana l yses . Further, the computer app r oach re-
quired one quarter the time a nd cost a bout the same . Al s o, GeARS provided 
the bas i s f or conducting more objective~ quantifiable analys es . Anothe r ad-
vantage to computer aided analysis i s that the "ove r lays " are more eas ily 
upd a t ed a s new da t a become available. 
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Turner , A. K. 1978. A Decade of Exper ience in Computer Aided Route 
Selection . Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sens ing. 
44(12) :1561-1576. 
The h i s torical deve lopment and application of GeARS (Generali zed Computer 
Aided Rou te Selection), a computer assis ted h i ghway s iting technique, i s 
dis cussed (see B- 6, B-19). The de s i gn goals of the original ver s ion of GeARS, 
developed in 1968, as well as the most recent ve r sion, include: (1) machine 
i ndependence of the system , (2) economy of system use , (3) efficient and 
under s tandab l e man-machine communication, (4 ) flexibility , (5) sensitivity 
to permit various ranking techniques , a nd (6) general compatibility with 
a lready existing and de tailed highway rout e design systems . GCARS-I employed 
an orthogo nal minimum path analysis algo rithm which would search for the 
l east "cos t" route based upo n di gital (cel l ular) data inputs and use r supplied 
fac t or weight s . Cost is not necessarily expressed in monetary uni ts but can 
be exp ressed on a r elative ba s i s . Two teaching vers ions , GeARS-II and EASY-
CCARS, developed in 1969 and 1970 , resp e ctively, are de scribed . The deve lop-
ment of the l a tes t ver s ion of t his computer assisted corr~dor selection t ech-
ni que began in 1973 and i s named G~~PS-GCARS . This new system i s ac tually a 
hybrid of a compos ite computer mapping t echnique (digital over l aying ) and a 
more eff i cien t min i mum path analys i s t echnique (10 to 20 times faster tha n 
earlie r) and capable of searching nonorthogonally (i . e ., dia gonally). In 
19 75-76, G~~PS-GCARS sys t ems were us ed to aid in the environmental impact 
assessment of about 100 mi. of a four l ane h i ghway in extreme wes tern New York 
and Pennsylvania, near Lake Er ie . Information f rom 22 basel ine maps, includ-
ing a variety of environmental, cultural , engineering , and economic factors, 
was converted to cellula r digital data having a resolution of about 7 . 8 a.; 
nearly 180 ,000 cells were required to cover th e study area. CMAPS routines 
were used to produce a s er i es of de riva tive (lowes t level) , dete rminant 
( i ntermediat e leve l), and compo s it e (highest l eve l) models . GeARS programs 
wer e us ed to gene r a t e a series of corridor a lternatives . The computer 
derived co rridor was refined us ing mor e establis hed, conventional trans porta-
t ion planning prac tices . The us e of CHAPS-GeARS expedited the comple tion and 
ap proval of draft a nd final environmenta l impac t statements fo r the project 
(between 6 an 18 months were saved). It wa s conc luded t hat, while highway 
construction a ppea rs to be on the de cline, demands fo r new utility lines and 
right s -of- way continue to rise and that sys tems s uch as GMAPS-GCARS a re well 
s uit ed for their Sit ing as well . 
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R. D. et al . 1978. Ecological Eff ects of IHghway Cons t 1'uction 
Michigan Woodlots and Wetlands : Final Resea1'ch Report--Phas e 
Agr. Ex p . Sta., Mich. State Univ . ~ Eas t Lans ing , HI, 254 pp. 
Methods for ob jectively measuring a nd evaluating natural s cience parameters 
and their interrelationships as they aid in understanding environmenta l im-
pacts resulting from highway ac tivities we r e s tudied. Recent lite rature 
per tinent to this s tud y was reviewed, re s ulting in an updated anno t ated 
bibliography . A method based on ecologica l princ iples for o r gani z ing i n for-
ma tion to a id in evaluating interre l a tionship s among natura l r esource factor s 
as they re l ate to environmental impacts res ulting from highway activities was 
developed. An Environment-Highway I nteraction Matrix was assembled to serve 
as a tool to identify potential impac ts of 28 highway r elated activities on 
soils , water , f lora, and fauna . The Michigan Land Cove r / Use Classification 
Sys tem was mod i f ied and incorporated into a n ecologica l approach f or highway 
s iting . A gu ide for highway planne r s , des i gne r s and decision makers was t hen 
deve loped to evaluate objec tively e nvironmental impacts of highways . Field 
examination of sensitive s ites provided informat ion which aided in const ruc-
t ing tht mode l . In addition, a study was performed to determine winter use 
of high'vay r i ght s -of-way and s urrounding areas by s nmv s hoe ha re a nd white-
tailed deer. The in format ion in this report p rov ides a ba s i s for incorpor-
at ing na tura l resource fac tors in the route l oca tion process . The p rocedure s 
desc ribed can be used by transportation pla nning personne l in comparing alter-
nat ive highway route s in a more analytical way prior to route cons truc tion. 
Also included in thi s report i s a glos sary of ecologica l terms and an ex ten-
s ive a nnotat ed b i bliography of publicat ions related to highway planning and 
eco logica l a nalys i s . 
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Michigan 
B- 22 Youn t , D. E . and D. B. Stafford. 1972. Location of a South Capolina 
Highway 11 - Blue Ridge PapkhJay Connecting Highway . Dept. of Civil 
Engrg ., Clemson Univ., Cl emson, SC , 66 pp. 
lois study examined alternate locations for a scenic connecting highway be-
tween SC 11 a nd a proposed extension of the Blue Ridge Pa rkway in North 
Carol ina. Aer ial photograph inte rpr e tation techniques wer e the primary tool s 
us ed in sel ec ting the ~oute. Photographic index s heet s , contact print black-
and-white aerial photographs at 1 :15 ,840 and 1:20 ,000 and USGS topographic 
maps of the s tudy area together with Soil Conse~vation Service soil survey 
r eports and various highway maps and geologie references were used to s tudy 
the topography, drainage c onditions , soil conditi ons , l and use , and exi s ting 
transportation faciliti es of the s t udy area. From the pre liminary examination 
of the pho tographic index s heets and topogr aphic maps , two corridors were 
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selected for s tudy with contact prints. By examining these two co rridor s 
using the larger scale contac t prints, it was determined tha t a combination 
of the two was better than either corridor alone. Using the contac t BW pr ints 
a stereoscopic examination of the cor ridor was per formed to sel ect several 
possible routes for the connecting highway. This examination included exten-
sive study of the topography of the corrid or in an attempt to eliminate exces-
s ive cuts and fills and to e n s ur e tha t the hi ghway alignment blended \.Jith t he 
ex i sting land scape. Drainage c onditions were studied to d e termine the loca-
tion of major culver ts and bridge st ruc tures. Soil conditions and land use 
wer e exa mined fo r po ssible pro bl em areas . Several alte rnate alignment s were 
studied and compared on the basis of how each met the basic route selection 
criteria . The s e included the mos t direct route betwee n the t wo terminal 
poin t s , the l eas t cost route which utiliz es several existing hi g ln.'ays and the 
most scenic route. The a lignment which best satisf ied all of the s tudy 
criteria was a combinat ion of sec tions from the different alternates . It was 
found that the scal e of the aeria l photograph s has an influence on the capa-
bility to which the location can be fitted to the existing topography . The 
smaller scale (1 : 20,000) ASCS photographs, as opposed to the 1 : 15,480 Forest 
Service photographs. are appropriate fo r selecting route corridors and deter-
mining adverse topographic and s o il conditions. However, larger scale photo-
gr aphs on the order of 1:6,000 a re better for making the fi nal route selection . 
Another consideration in the use of aerial photographs for highway location 
is the time of year the photographs are taken . In this study the existing 
pho tograph s were t aken in either s ummer or winter months. Photographs taken 
during t he winter months provide the loca tion e ngineer with more information 
on topography and soil conditions . In heavily fores ted and undeveloped 
moun tainous terrain , sur face features are often obscured in aerial photographs 
taken during summer months . 
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Zieman, J. , H. H. Shugart, G. A. Bramlet, A. Ike, J . R. Champ l in. and 
E. P. Odum. 1971. Optimum Pathway Matpix Analysis Apppoach to t he 
Envi'Y'onmenta ~ Deoision Making Process -- Testcase : Re lat ive Impact 
of PToposed Highway Alternat es . Inst . of Ecology, Univ. of Georgia , 
Athens, GA. 31 pp. 
A te chniq ue for evaluating proposed alternate highway corridors with a 
" totality impact index ," is discussed us i .ng uncomple t ed 1-75, north of Atlanta, 
GA a s the t est s ite. The intent of th e t echnique was to selec~, from among 
eight alternates, the route with the l eas t environmental impa c t. The method 
involved a linear combination of values multiplied by weighting factors de-
rived from profess ional attitudes. Values were scaled so that a mean impac t 
index was calculated for each of the e i ght r outes. A PL/l computer program 
[the source code i s presented in the paper] was written to calcul ate these 
totality indices. Comparison of the relative impact s permitted the sel ection 
of the route of leas t adverse impact -- one that was different from the 
or i ginal corridor proposed by the Georgia Stat e Highway Department . 
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C-1 Anderson , R. R. and F . J. Wobb er. 19 72. wetlands Mapping in New 
Jersey . Photogramme tr ic Engineering , 39(4 ): 353-358 . 
The New Jer sey Department of Environmen tal Pr o t ec tion under took a pil ot wet -
l a nd s map p ing pro j ec t to aid in f ulfi ll i ng r e qui remen ts of t he Ne\y Jer sey 
We tlands Act of 1970 . A prime r equ i r ement was t hat map products have valid-
ity in the face of litigation. Co l or and e I R photographs a t a scal e of 
1:12 , 000 wer e ob ta ined over two s ites : Hanning ton Meadows , a fresh to 
brackish marsh land in Salem Co unt y , a nd Tucke r to n , a sal ine mars h i n Ocea n 
County . Vege t a t ion types wer e used as indicators of wetl a nd conditions wi th 
a five ac r e minimum mapp ing un it. Image inte rpr e t at i o n t ec hniq ues a re dis -
cussed . Biulog i cal techniques f or high t ide bounda r y de t e rmination of s al i ne 
wet lands , fo ~ hi gh tide bounda r y de t e r mina tion o f fresh to b~a c kish wet l ands , 
and for upper wetl a nds bo unda r y de t e r minat i on a r e described . In a 105 day 
per iod wetland maps we r e pre pa r ed a t 1: 2 , 4 00 a nd 1: 6 ,000 s ca l es s howing (a) 
the uppe r we tlands boundar y , (b ) t he line o f mea n high water to es t abl i s h 
stat e ~ iparian l ands , and (c ) delineat ion of major plant s pec i es assoc ia tions 
of f i ve acres or larger i n size . The map s were f ound t o meet nat ional map 
acc ura cy s t andard s of t he Na tional Ocea n Survey . Based on t he pilo t s t udy i t 
was conc luded that state wid e wetlands mapping us i ng bi ologi cal di scrimination 
techniques can be ac compl i she d us i ng aerial s ur ve y met hods . 
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C- 2 Bes t, R. G. , D. C. Hoare , and W. C. Brewster. 1976 . Color Infr>ared 
Aipcraft Photography to Identify and Classi fy Wetlands in the Lake 
Dakota Plain of Eas tern South Dakota . Remo t e Sens ing I nst ., SDSU, 
Brooki ngs , SD . 15 pp . 
A jo int e ff ort between t he U. S . Fis h and Wildli fe Service (USFWS) a nd the 
Sou th Dakota Sta t e Univer s i t y Remote Sens ing I ns t itute was conduc t ed to define 
we tland types of t he La ke Da ko ta Plain of easte rn So uth Dakota a nd to doc ument 
i nterpre tation t echniques us i ng aerial pho tog r a ph s . Wetla nd s were cl ass i f i ed 
accord i ng to thei r \.,rate r r egime and usefulness t o wa t e r fow l based on t he 
Martin (USFWS. 1953 ) wetland s c lass i f ica t ion sys tem . Four o f th e 20 types 
deve l ope d by Hart i n we r e f ound i n the La ke Dako ta Plain. These we r e sea son a l l y 
f l ooded bas ins or fl a t s (Martin Type 1), i nland shallow f ~esh ma r s hes (Ma r t in 
Type 3) , inla nd deep f r esh ma r shes (Ma r tin Type 4) , a nd shallow prair i e l a k es 
a nd r ese r voir s (Mar t in Type 5). Type 1 wetlands , t he most abundant i n the 
reg ion, contain wa ter only f or short pe r i ods a nd are cha rac t eri zed by t he 
presence of smartweeds (Polygonum s pp . ) and wild barle y (Hordewn juba tum ) . 
C-2 ( cont'd) 
Typ e 3 \vetlancls, the second most abundant t ype . are usually waterlogged during 
the growing season and often covered by 6 in . or mor~ of water. They are 
charac teri zed by the presence of giant bur reed (Sparganium sp.). s pike rushes 
(EleoohaY'is spp.), bulrushes (Soir pus s pp.). a nd other aqua t ics. Type 4 wet-
lands are diff i cult to differentiate fr om Type 3 ; however, there i s usually a 
greater percentage o f open "vater occurri ng in the central portion of the 
basin. Type 5 wetlands have standing \va ter genera l ly less than 3 m in depth 
and are characterized by eme rgent vegeta tion along the f ringe . A NASA RB-S7 
aircra f t at 18 ,000 m \vas used to collect eIR aerial photogra phs on J une 27, 
1975. The photographs used for study were at the scale o f 1:8,000. Ground 
leve l photos were taken on the same day to depic.t the wetland types . It was 
fo und that interpretation of these eIR aer ial photos could be used reliably 
to identify a nd classify the wetland types described above. Type 1 wetl ands 
in uncultiva t ed land s were quickly identif ied because of the vegetation' s 
hi gher I R r eflecta nce tha n that of s urrounding vegetation. In fallow fi elds, 
Type 1 ba s ins were de lineated by their da rker tones ( low IR reflectance) and 
smooth texture of t he standing water . Type 3 wetland s were readily identi-
f ied on th e photos by t he p resence of wa ter and the a bundance of mar s h vege-
tati on in the bas in. Type 4 wetlands we r e distinguished from Type 3 by the 
greater percentage of wate r in the central p ortion of the bas in . Type 5 
wetlands wer e di s tingui s hed from both Types 3 and 4 because of their large 
s ize a nd the absence of emergent plants except along the wetland edges . 
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C-3 Carte r, V. a nd W. Stewart. 197 5 . Seasona l Color-Infrared Photo-
g~aphs fo~ Mapping In land Wetlands on u.s . Geologioal Survey 
7 . 5-I~nute Quandrang les . in Proo. 5t h 'Bi ennial Workshop on 
Color Aer ia l Photography in the Plant Sciences and Related 
Fields .} American Society of Photogrammetry, Falls Church , VA. 
pp. 143-161. 
The United States Geologi cal Survey (USGS ) has begun research on inland we t-
land del ineation and development of new techniques for wetland r epresentation 
on 7.S-minute quadrangl e maps. Presently, only s uperficial treatment i s give n 
to wet land de lineation on these maps because of previous lack of public demand 
for more deta iled info rma tion. However, rece nt environm~ntal awareness and 
wetlands legislation has caused USGS to take a new approach in mapping Het-
land s . One of the objectives of this study was to t est th e fea s ibility of 
mapping and possibly class ifying inland wetlands on USGS 7.5 minut e quadrangle s 
in more detail than is presently available . Using multiseas onal eIR aerial 
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photogra phs , wetlands were identified, delineated, and c l assified us ing modi-
f ication s of three different wetla nd s class ification sys tems. Tes t s ites 
included the Auburndale, Florida ; Corapeake, Virginia-North Carolina; and 
Little Ball Club Lake, Minnesota quadrangles. Scale s of the eIR imagery for 
these three sites range d from 1 : 20,000 to 1:1.30,000 . Conventional photo-
interpretation method s were used to delinea t e the wetlands en acetate over-
lays while e ither a s tereoscopic Kelsh plotter- or monosc opic transfer instru-· 
men t was u£ed f or map compilation . Prelimina r y result s indicated tha t to 
adequately map and c l &ss ify all types of wetlands, data from & minimum of two 
seasons are required . Further, it was found that it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to separate wooded wetland from forest using summertime photo-
graphs. The authors a l so noted that groune truth surveys will be necessary 
to verify wetland conditions particularly if there a r e parameter s not directl y 
obs~rvable en the aerial photographs . 
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C-4 Civco, D. L., W. C. Kennard, and M. W. Lefor. 1978 . A Technique for 
Evaluating Inland foletland Phctointerpretation: . The Cell Analytical 
Method (CAM) . Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing , 
44(8 ): 1045- 1052 . 
A pr ocedure for objectivel y analyzing the inland we t land photointerpretat i on 
of several investigato r s is discussed. Compa risons are made between wetl and 
phctointerpretations, soils mappings, and gIour:.d truth . The t echnique, which 
per mits mathematical treatments of cell encoded wetlands delineations , was 
developed to test ir:.land wetland map~ ing methods . Us ing sample 1:12,000 scale 
CIR aerial photographs of t he 45 mi . town of Hansfie ld, CT scientis ts from 
several disc ipl ines de lineated in l and ~yetlands on image r y from both Sep tember 
1974 and Apri l 1975 . Digi t a l wetland "m::tps" were al so prepar ed from detailed 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) maps using the legal criter i a o f we tlands 
def inition by soil types . Extens ive field studies wer e conducted of these 
s ame areas to provide the gound truth necessary for mapping accuracy de t er-
mination. In applying tbe Cell Analytical Method to CIR photographs and t he 
SCS mappi ngs , at the 0 . 23 acre (0.09 ha) mapp ing l evel, it was found that 
cverall the photointerpre t ers' delineations had an agreemen t with ground 
truth of 85.6% . The SCS map provided only a 78 . 6% ac c uracy . Based upon the 
background of the participants and their relative agreement with ground t r uth , 
it was noted that qualities de.sirable in a photo interpre ter engaged in we t-
lands mapping should include 1) a substantial degree of experience with the 
remo t e sensing image r y t ype , 2) a wor king knowl edge of the image feat ure 
rel ationship, and J) some familiarity with the study a r ea . I n ccmparing the 
accuracies achieved with the imagery from the two diff e rent seasons, it was 
C-4 (cont'd) 
concl uded t hat absolute \.]et land boundary d e tection shoul d be deter-tnine d from 
a combinat ion of delineations made from eIR aerial photographs so that the 
t e mpor al variations character izing these wetland s andirelated hydrologic 
sys tems can be observed. 
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Connecticut 
c-s Eitel , O. F . 1972. An Overview of Remote Sensing f or fie Hands 
Inves t i gations . in Remote Sensing of Eart h Resources , 1:179-192. 
Conf. on Earth Resoure . Ob s erv . and Info. AnalysiS Syst ., Univ. 
of Te nn. Space Inst., Tullahoma, TN. 
Twenty-five publications and papers on t he use of various remote sensing 
techniques for detecting and deJ.ineating both saline and freshwa t e r wet-
l a nds are reviewed. It wa s conc lude d that it is improbable that an optimum 
s e ns or can be fo und which will record all wetland ecological variables, bu t 
t hre e s pe cific types (BW, color, and CIR) appear useful. Black-and-white 
i nfrared aerial photographs (scale 1:12,000) appear to be ideal fo r delimit-
ing wetland boundaries due to its extreme sensitivity to mois ture content 
variations . However, species identification r e quires e ither color or CIR 
(sca le 1:12,000) photography . Co l or photog raphs require a strong haze 
f ilter to allow green tones to s eparate . Co lor infrar.ed photography using 
a t.Jratt en 15-G f il ter gives excellent res ults a s do the Wratten 2S-A , 
l S- G and 61 filter s . Color infrared, due to its "false color ll is less under-
standable to inexperienced analys t s . Thermal infrared imagery at present i s 
not competitive with the other types of sens ing for wet lands studies . It 
was note d that gr ound truth is essential for project planning and periodic 
val idations. In addition. rapid and accurate techniques f or \oJ'etland s ensing 
a r e being established: color additive viewing , density sliCing, microdensi-
t ome try and color coded isodens itometry . Imagery from various satellites 
al s o should prove use f ul but until these s ys tems are proven and become econom-
i call y f easible. aircraft s urvey s must be utilized and evaluated. 
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C-6 Eyre, L. A. 1971. High- a lti t ude Co l O!' Photos. Photogr ammetric 
Engineering, 37(11): 1149-1153 . 
Preliminary studies of the then recently declassified (October 1969) high 
al ti tude (16 km) NASA RB-S7 aerial photographs demonstrated the possible 
applications in land use change detection in South Florida. Color and CIR 
duplicate film pos itives , at 1 : 60 , 000 , were examined on a r ear v i ew screen 
on a modified Bessler Overhead Projector. Using photographs [type and scale 
not gi ven ] and ground data from the 1956 USGS r egional analysis of the study 
area, research was conducted to determine the (1) l oss of southeas t Florida 
wetlands, (2) the expans ion of agriculture, a nd (3) the growth of urbanized 
areas over this 13- year period . It was found that 2600 km. 2 of \vetlands had 
been drained and that 1770 km. 2 of these had gone into agricultural production, 
41 km. 2 into sand and gravel quarries. 153 km . 2 into urban expansion , and 
22 km. 2 into military, recreation , and utilities occupation, l eaving s ome 
614 km. 2 unused or unidentified. Total urban expansion in the tri-county 
s tudy area over the 13 year period amounted to some 1032 km. 2 It was also 
noted that detailed analyses of the Florida Flood Cont rol District could be 
conducted with eIR . Fea tures identified from the high alt i tude air photos 
included \vater hyacinth infestations, excessive algal gr ow ths , and several 
major pollutant locations in Lake Okeechobee. Silt transportation and deposi-
tion was observed in certain locations. It was concluded that high altitude 
photography has advantages over that from lower platforms because it was pos -
sible to de lineate and identi f y major patterns over extensive s tudy areas ver y 
rapidly. 
aerial photography 
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C-7 J ackson, R. D., R. J . Reginato , and S . B. Idso . 1976 . Timing of 
Cl'ound TI'uth Acquisition DuI'ing Remote Assessment of soa [vater 
Content . Remote Sensing of Environment, 4:249-255 . 
Studies were conducted in Arizona to determine diurnal, s easonal, and spatial 
variat ions in soil wa t er content. This information i s needed to evaluate 
microwave radiometer data used in remote senSing water content. Volumetric 
water content data were collected at various increments (0-0.5 em ., 0-1 . 0 em ., 
0-2.0 cm. , and 0-4.0 em.) in an Avondale Loam (32% sand, 46% silt, and 22% 
clay) . These data wer e gathered from July 19 70 to March 1971 and in May, 
October, and December 1973 . The ampl i t ude of change in diurnal water content 
was fo und to be greatest in the upper soil l ayer , progressively becoming 
smaller as depth increased in the spring a nd summer ; the differences among 
these l aye r s was small er in the winter. It was observed that water content 
maxima occurred between 0300 a nd 0500 hrs. and minima between 1400 and 1500 
hrs . Average daily water content occurred between 1100 and 1200 hr s . This 
24 hr. average can be estimated from minimum and maximum values. Maximum 
and minimum t emperatures are well correlated with water content s , and tempera-
ture is ideally s uit ed to radiometric r emote sens ing . Howeve r, data s hould 
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C-9 (cont'd) 
swamp , stand i ng water , and natural levees) . SY~~P , a computer mapping uro-
gram developed at Harvard University ~ was used to produce line printer 
charac ter maps of t he classes under study for each of the four filters . 
Visua l comparison of the comp ut er generat ed c l assification maps with SCS 
maps showed marked di screpancies . The bes t fi t came from the map oroduced 
from t he data using the red (l~ 92) filte r . The lack of precise colori-
metric s tandards accoun ted for much of the error in the a utomat ed c lassi-
f i ca tion (betwee n 27 a nd 93% of the r a \"" data values were outside of the 
decisio n boundaries) . The a uthor conclud ed that, based upon thi s experi-
mental design , we tla nd soils can not be computer mapped accurately due to 
the lack of calibration, the inability to correct for numerous sources 
of var iance , and the possibilities th~t : (1) vegetat ion cannot be used as 
a surrogate f or so il (2) co lor values a lone are not eno ugh fo r discrimina -
tion a nd (3) diag nostic color values do not exist i n a , ... e tland e nviro nment. 
C-10 
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Louisiana 
Parry , J. T. 
Analysis. 
and H. Turner . 1971 . Infrared Photo6 for Drainage 
Photogrammetric Eng ineering . 37(10):1031-1038 . 
Color infrared aerial photographs (Kodak Infrared Aerographic 542 . 4) were 
t aken in the summer and fall 1962 at 1:16,868 in the Gagetown area of New 
Brunswick, Canada, as wer e 1:17,367 BW aer i a l photos (Kodak Plus X Aero-
graphic 2401) in October-November 1962 , f or the purpose of comparing the 
relative ability of each imagery type i n revealing drainage networks. Cer -
tain experimental design parameters placed cons traint s on the analyses . 
These included different ground resolution size (0.53 m. for t he eIR and 
0 .43 m. for the nW), differences in illumination resul ting from the asyn-
chronous flight s , and differences in ground conditions at the time of each 
f ligh t . Samp l e areas (108 by 56 mm. ) wer e monos copically interpreted in 
the center of each of 20 photographs in both fl i ghts ; caution ... "as exer c i sed 
in "reg i s tering " the a r eas. Details of drainage net,,,orks were marked on 
Herculon polyester overlays . The B\.J' was anal yzed before the erR to eliminate 
bias results . Using Strahler' s system of s tr eam ordering , it was found that 
the erR photos were superior in imaging drainage sys t ems in 19 of 20 samples . 
The mean increase in channel lengths (1s t to 4th order) of the CIR air photos 
over the BW was fo und to be 37% in t he Gagetown area . Much of thi s differ-
ence can be attributed to the higher contrast ratio between water bodies 
and vege tation in the IR por tion of the electromagnetic spec trum. The authors 
f urthe r concluded that the maxi mum benefit from CIR aeria l photos is experi-
enced for 2nd and 3rd order c ha nnels wi th progressively less adva ntage fo r 
C- l O (cont'd) 
larger channels. Also, eIR photos had the additional asset of reveal ing 
s hallow channels and permitting the differentiation of fluvial depos its. 
C- u 
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Roller, N. E . G. 1977. 
of Mich., Ann Arbor, 
black-and-white photography 
terrain analysis 
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New Brunswick 
Canada 
Remote Sensing of Wetlands . 
MI. Rept . No. 193400- 14-T. 
Env. Res . Inst . 
156 pp. 
The uses of remot e sensing for wetland inventories and the related topics 
of inventory design and data collec tion are discussed. The result s of studies 
conducted by other researchers, as well as some by the author, are presented 
t o illustrate the usefulness of various remote sensor sys t ems in both inland 
and coas tal wetland s investigations. The mat erial presented shows that con-
vent iona l aerial photography is the sensor t ype providing the greatest amount 
o f wetland s information. For extensive, general purpose wetland inventories , 
however, LAND SAT multispec tral scanner imagery may be more cost effective . 
Data a r e provided on accuracy, resolution, and representative costs of remote 
sensing imager y a cquis ition and interpretation. Appendices provide informa-
t ion on imagery int erpreta tion, sensor se leetion, film and filter combinations 
f or specific tasks, a nd a brief list of organizations engaged in imagery 
acquisit ion. 
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C-12 Seher, .1 . S . and P . T . Tueller . 1973 . Color Aerial Photos for 
Marshland . Photograrnmetric Engineering, 39(5} : 489-499 . 
Color and eIR aerial photographs of waterfowl habitats wer e studied for use-
fulness in evaluating marsh vegetation. Seven large scale photo trans ects were 
selected on fou r Nevada r-1arsh areas managed for wildfowl produc t ion . Detailed 
vegetation maps were made by field studies and compared with 1:1,000 scale and 
1 : 10,000 scale color and eIR photograph s of each transect . Sequential eIR 
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C-12 (cant' d) 
?hotographs were taken during the growing season . Color and erR Dhotographic 
keys were constructed to aid photo interpreters in identifying 10 major types 
of marsh vegetation. I t was concluded that vegetation maps from large and 
intermediate scale photographs were found to be accurate and time saving. 
Best results were obtained with a combination of color and erR film types 
and field checking of vegetation communities before mapping. Most inter-
preters had more confidence with results from the eIR test . Interpretation 
tests indicated that experience level of photo interpreters did not greatly 
change accuracy of interpretation scores , but experienced interpreters took 
less time to complete the test. Field experience in the area photographed 
is desirable for accurat~ results. The larger scales (1:1 , 000) showed 
interpretation results with more accuracy than did smaller scales (1:10,000); 
hm.Jever, coverage is limited with large scale photographs. Early morning 
photographs were most interpretable as reflections of the sun on the water 
were avoided and wave ef f ects were not prominent . Late summer (Aug.-Sept . ) 
was the best time to photograph marsh vegetation . Sequential photographs 
taken during the plant growing season added very little information to 
photographs taken in late summer. Data are given for costs of film and 
processing , for aircraft rental, and for the photographic equipment used. 
C-13 
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Nevada 
Sewell, J . 1. and W. H. Allen'. 1973 . Visible and Infrared Remote 
Sensing in SoiZ Moisture Determination . in Remote Sensing of Earth 
Resources~ 2:689-702. Confer. on Earth Resoure. Observ . and Info . 
Analysis Syst . , Univ . of Tenn . Space lnst., Tullahoma, TN. 
Laboratory and field studies were conducted to determine the relationship 
between light ref lectance and soil moisture content and to evaluate various 
remote sensors ' ea~abilities in detecting soil moisture content. Using a 
spectroradiometer system, 10 samples of fine sandy l oam soil \.Jith different 
known moisture contents, from the Knoxville, TN area were analyzed for their 
percent reflectance of light at six wavelengths in the visible portion of the 
spectrum and one in the near IR. ~esults from regression analyses showed 
that soil surface reflectance as a function of soil moisture level may be 
adequately described by a quadratic function. It was concluded that in order 
to record the entire moisture range additional information from the thermal 
IR wavelengths would be necessary: Three film types (BW, CIR , and black-and-
white IR) and two line scanner ranges (2- 5 ym and 8-14 ~m) were used to acquire 
remote sensing data on six different dates. All sensors were not used on each 
flight. Film density was recorded on magnetic tape for the three film types 
using a x-y scanning microdensitometer . The line scanning data were 
C-13 (cont'd) 
corr e l a t e d \17ith field d ata including so il moisture l ev e l s, radiome t:;r ic tem-
per ature, and incident solar rad iat ion. Color infrared ?hotograohy allowed 
mor e accur a te soil mo i s ture c ont e nt predictions overall t han did the BW 
imagery and the electronic line scanners. ~urther, the data from the 2-5 ~m 
band of the scanner were more c lose l y a ssoc iated with so il moisture content 
than were tho se of t he 8-14 ~m r ang e . 
C-14 
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Tennessee 
Sh ima, L. J., R. R. And er son, and V. P. Carter. 1976. The lise of 
Aerial Color In frared Photography in Mapping the Vegetation of a 
Freshwater Marsh . Chesapeake Science, 19(2):74-85 . 
Spring and fall vegetation maps were prepared for a f r eshwater marsh on the 
Patuxen t River, MD. Color infrared aerial photographs taken June 20 , 1968 
and Sept. 12 , 1968 at an a lt i tude of 1850 m. were corr elated with data 
obtained from extensive ground surveys made between May 12 and Sept. 19, 1972 . 
Twelve vegetation uni t s wer e r ecognized in the spring imagery and 14 in the 
fa l l . Vegetation unit s mapped r efer to areas of homogeneo us color on the 
photos; these areas represent sgecies associations or monospecific s tands 
wh i ch produ ce a dis tinctive tonal signature . Factors affectin~ oho tointerpr e-
tive results are discussed . Color f luctuations within an area having a dis -
tinctive t onal signature a r e primarily caused by a quantitative variation of 
plant s pecies but also are rela t ed to the growth habit , vigor of the ula nt 
species , and environmental conditions which affect the vegetation and henc e 
the color of the r ecorded image . Changes in color over the gro,,,ing season 
reflect plant succession and vege tative de cline. The general but not the 
absolute boundaries of a r ea s of prominent wetland species can be determined 
us ing 1mv altitude erR photography . Seasonal vegetation change from spring 
to fal l was detectable i n the photogr aphs a s changes in color, sa tura t ion, and 
t exture . Comparison of photographs made in ne arby mar shes demons tra t ed that 
thr ee of the 12 spring and fiv e of the 14 f all vege t a tion uni t s can be reli-
ably ident i fied. Low altitud e erR photography is a valuable aid in mapping 
veg~tation of freshwater marshes provi ded the following are cons i dered: 
(1) the s eas on of t he yea r that mapp ing is done r elative to the gr owth of 
plants, and ( 2) the systematic fi e ld Checking o f the study ar ea s es pec i ally 
of species associa t ions whose boundaries are i ndis tinct. 
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D-1 Craib, K. B. 1972. The Cost- Effectiveness of Advanced Remote Sens i ng 
Systems. in Ppoc . IEEE. Inter national Conf. on Communications, 
Philadelphia, PA. 7 pp. 
Ac curate and precise information concerning the location a nd condition of 
natural r esources is necessary for the development and implementation of 
effective management plans. Major pr obl ems associated with co nve ntional 
ground s urveys have been the relatively high cost per unit ar ea and the 
limited availability of skilled fie ld technicians. Also, budgetar y limita-
tions may re s ult in inadequate sampl ing, further resulting in inacc ura t e 
resour c e inve ntories. Data from aircraft and s pacec raft :n.latforms, 1yith 
their higher data acquis ition speeds and larger coverage, often ar e more 
effective tools. Selection o f the most su itable platform, l ow , high, or space, 
can be determined via cost effectiveness analvs i s . In a s tudy comparing s ur-
vey s made from 10,000 ft. and 25,000 ft . it was shown that the high altitude 
imagery provided exactly the same spatial r esolution and four times the s pec-
tral detail at one-half the cost of the low altitude survey . Additionally ~ 
data a cquisit ion time was less for the high altitude mis sion (less tha n one 
week v s . more than a month), as was time needed for photointerpret a tion . At 
higher altitudes, fe'l:..rer frames are needed to cover a unit area , and there i s 
little sacrifice in spatial de tail with the sma Jl p. r scale format. Not onl y 
are the costs in photoacquisition l ess with higher platforms, but so are 
those associated with processing, printing , and interpreting. The cost of 
the actual aircraft platform, however , increase s with altitude. When all 
facto r s are included in total survey costs (acquisition, nrocess ing, i nter-
pretation), the cost effectivenes s of high altitude sensor systems may be 
two to 10 times greater than that of comparable lower altitude s urveys . 
aerial photography 
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D- 2 Craib, K. B. 1972. The Cost Effectiveness of High Altitude 8!1stems f ol' 
Regional Resource Assessment . in Remot e Sensing of Earth Resourees~ 
1:315-337. Conf . on Earth Resourc. Obs. and Info. Analys i s Svs t., 
Univ. of Tenn. Space Inst ., Tullahoma, TN. 
Cost and capabilities of traditional aerial photographic surveys for general 
geological mapping are reviewed and compared with multis pectral surveys con-
ducted at different altitudes. Interpretation time required peT phot oRr aph 
increases directly ~.;rith altitude, since more features of intere s t will be con-
tained in a singl e frame. In ternr e tat ion time ner unit of ground area , however , 
decreases since these same features may be examined mor e easily and efficiently~ 
Higher e l evations require fewer flight lines and fewer photographs to cover a 
given area. Al so an entire area could be covered in a s ingle day , and imoortant 
consideration for areas where clear da ys are infrequent. It wa s · concluded that 
high alt i tude (18, 000 ft. to 60 , 000 ft) multiband r emote sensing surveys for 
r egional reconnaissance and mineral surveys can be much l ess cos tl y and more 
effec tive by two to 10 time s than traditional 101ve r altitude methods presently 
in use. 
D-2 (cont'd) 
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D-3 Craib, K. B. 1977 . The Cost- effec tiveness of Opepational Remote 
Sensing Technology : A CompaPative Analys i s. in Pr>oo . 1st Conf. 
Eeon . of Remote Sensin.g I nfo . Syst. J San Jose State Univ., San 
Jose, CA. pp. 229-244. 
Cost effectiveness analysis involves the comparison of alternate methods to 
reach a particular goal or set of goals with the leas t cos tly, mo s t effective 
approach. In contras t, cost-benefit analysis is used to determine the costs 
and benefits resulting from specific courses of action and, hence , the "net 
s ocial benefits" from those actions . Since operational remote sensin~ pro-
grams have s pecific goals attached to them, cost effectiveness analysis is the 
better approach of the two in comparing alternate remote sensing methods and 
data gathering techniques . In August 1973, r esearch was conducted for the 
U.S . Agency for International Development and the Government of Honduras to 
compare the relative cost, effectiveness, and efficiency of various remote 
sensing methods for soils and land use/cover surveys. Remote sensing data 
studied included BW, color, and eIR and multispectral aerial photography, and 
LANDSAT MSS imagery. Various film and camera combinations were us ed for the 
aer ial missions. The features of interest were delineated through conven-
tional inte rpretation. Study r esults indicated that: (1) color and eIR 
resulted in equally accurate soil surveys and both surpassed BW; (2) soils 
could be interpreted 30% more quickly with eIR than with Bl.J, and 20 % more 
quickly th~n with color; (3) land use/cover classification accuracy was highes t 
wit h CIR, followed by color, then BW; (4) nearl y twice the length of time was 
required to delineate land use/cover on BW than on eIR; and (5) the least 
expensive data collection program , which was BW aerial photography, resulted 
in the mo s t expensive overall program and produced less accurate r esults than 
a ny other alternative studied. The results are described in terms of a cost 
effective ness (C-E) index, which i s the product of an effec tiveness rating 
(Ey) and a cos t rating (Cr ). In this study , Cr for the alternatives was deter-
mined as the ratio of that alterna tive ' s total costs to the BH costs. 
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D-4 Earth Satellite Corporation . 1974 . An Analysis of Benef~ts and Costs 
in FOr'estr'Y Utili zing E'ar'th Resour ces Satelli tes or Air'craft Infor-
mation . Appendix 4 in E'ar th Resour'ces Survey Benefit- Cost Study . 
Econ ., Env., and Soc. Costs and Benefits of Future Earth Res ources 
Surv. 5Y5. Washing ton, D. C. 41 pp. 
A benefit-cos t analysis of r emote sensing of fores t r e sources is presented . 
The study fo c us ed on forest inventory, protec tion, and management practices. 
Benefits from remote s ens ing in forestry were estimated from available infor-
mation. In comparing casts of an actual photo-inventory of fore s t s a s con-
ducted by the Bureau of Land Management with projected cos ts from an earth 
resources satellite survey, it was s hown t hat the cost of the former (photog-
raphy, interpretation. and field work) was $ .1025 per a c r e . The projected 
cost of a simi lar survey from satellite was calculate d to be between $ . 0217 
and $.0580 per acre. It was noted that it had not yet bee n demonstrated, 
however, that an earth resources s atel l i t e s urvey could provide an adequate 
level of information, while the demons trated t echnology of conventional 
aerial photography could . 
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D-5 Eastwood , L. F., T. R. Hays, R. J . Ballard, and C. G. Crnkovich. 1977. 
A Comparison of Photointerpretive and Digital Production Methods 
for Four Key Remote Sens i ng- Based I nformat ion FPoducts . in Proc. 
1s t Symp . on Econ . of Remote Sensing In f o . Syst ., San Jose State 
Univ., San J ose , CA. pp . 213-228 . 
This paper evaluates the costs of producing four information products based on 
r emo t e s ensing: timber volume estimate t ables , land use and land cover maps, 
soil maps and vegetative cover maps. Two production methods for each product, 
one based on digital processing of satell ite data, and the other on conven-
tional photointerpretation of aircraft data were evaluated. For each, produc-
tion cos t s (including data acqui s ition, grounu truth, interpretation, compila-
tion, and printing charges) and performance (a s measured by ac curacy and 
timeliness ) were compared . Eac h of the production methods reviewed has been 
tested and the cost s , timelines s and other per f ormance estimates presented 
are based on observations made in practice . Re sults s how t hat for these pro-
ducts, s atelli te bas ed produc tion resul t s in significant cos t and timeliness 
improvements at the cost of a los s in accuracy. Results of extensive lite ra-
ture searches s how that timber volume e s timates derived from satellite data 
were about 11% more accurate than tho s e from aircraft platforms. However, the 
accuracy for the other three tasks (preparation of land us e, soils , and vegeta -
tion maps) was 5-10% les s accurate than possible with conventional photointe r-
pretation te c hniques . Extens ive cos t data and man- hour e s timates are pres ented 
for each system , eac h of the four tasks, and each cos t compcnent of the tasks . 
D-5 (cont'd) 
A review of thes e data indicates cnat analysis performed with the satellite 
based sys tem are about 60% less cos tly than those prepare~ with conventional 
aircraft based sys tem. 
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D-6 Enslin, lv . R. and R. Hill-Rowley . 1977. Michigan Resource Inventories : 
Characteris tics and Costs of Selected FTojects Using High-Alti tude 
Color Infrared Imagery. Presented at the l st Conf . on the Econ . of 
Remote Sensing Info . Sys t . San Jose State Univ., San Jose, CA. 
pp. 194-212. 
The applications of remote sensing techniques to timber management and land 
use mapping are discussed based upon results of t he Michigan State University 
Remote Sensing Project . A fore s t inventory was conduct ed using 1:36,000 CIR 
aerial photographs [dates not given] . Categories \vere based upon species 
types, stand size c lasses . and stocking levels , and these delineations (photo-
derived maps) were encoded at a fOllr hectare level for computer analysis. 
Industria l f oresters ar e u s ing the maps and computer printouts on a regular 
basis to direct much of their fieldwork s uch as loc ating potentially produc -
tive and marketable timbe r stands. Three land cover/use inventories were pre-
pared for three large tracts in Michigan in 1973. In the first , 2,590 km. 2 
were inventoried in 18 land us e classes by interpre ting 1:60,000 and 1:1202000 
NASA CIR aerial photographs. The second inventory involved some 5,310 krn. and 
22 l and use categories. Color infrared photographs at 1:31,680 were inter-
preted and final maps prepared at 1:63,360. And the third covering some 
4,416 km. 2 , res ulted in 1 :48 ,000 base maps reflecting some 22 categories; NASA 
crR aerial photographs at 1 : 60 ,000 and l:l20,OOO ·wer e used. The costs for 
interpretation, field checking , catography , and area calculations were 
$1 .39/km. 2 , $1.33/km. 2, and $1.98/km. 2, r esoective1y . Complete cost analyses 
for these tasks as well a s for supportive ones such as photoacquisition, 
travel, supplie s and mat erials, administration, and over head, are presented. 
The Res ource Analys i s Program (RAP) of the Remote Sens ing Project i s a com-
puter procedure for resource a ssessment that uses information derived from 
aerial photographs. The sys tem wa s applied to 1Undsor Township (93 lan . 2) to 
generate 11 resource fact or map s . A cost analysis of this test, t h e details 
of which aTe presented in the paper, reveal t hat 212 . 5 man-hours and $ 1~500 
were required to complete the tas k. 
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D-7 Gucovsky , N. M. 1972. Bene fit Analyse s and Deai s Lon Mode l s . in Proc. 
I n tl . Wor kshop on Ear th Re sour aes Surv . Syst ., 1:18 3-184, Ann 
Arbor, MI. 
Two decision models are di s cus sed briefly : type A -- choosing t e chniques and 
procedures to obtain information for inves tment decis ions in the field of 
natural re s ources development, and t yp e B -- improving the effic iency of 
managing existine natural re sources . Airborne and/or s pace borne r emote s en-
sing tec hnique s o f fer e conomies of s cale a nd reduce d time in informatioll 
gathering to meet needs of a large number of comple mentar y e conomic a c tivities 
over a large region. Type A models can be u s ed to deve lop cos t functions for 
different systems of information gathering . Type B models, using real cost 
figures, can serve a s a bas is for comparing conventional data ga the ring a cti-
viti e s with the cost of obtaining the same information us ing spa ceborne 
s ens ors . 
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D-8 Nieuwenhuis , E. 1975. A Disaussion of the Cost , t he Ef fi cienay, and 
t he Choiae of Imager y. ITe Journal. 1:53-69. 
The s election of remote s e nsing imagery i s discussed based upon the image ry 
t ype cos t and efficiency. A projec t involving remote s ens ing applic.aLlons 
has three component s : mapping, planning, and execution. Citing data from a 
drainage and irrigation projec t, the author notes t hat the cost of a e rial 
photography and interpretation is a small percentage of the tota l mapping 
cost. It might be c oncluded that the c os t of t he aerial photography i s an 
insignificant fa c tor; howe ver, its s uitabilit y may affect the entire proj e ct 
and its cos t. The rela tive qualitie s of various image ry types are di s cus sed 
briefly. Scale is one of the fa c tor s af fecting the cos t effective ness of 
aerial photo applications; as scale decrease s , s o does the cost pe r s quare 
kilometer in the photoacquisition phas e . Bas ed upon combined cost da t a for 
the period 1965-1972 , it was found that a e rial pho t ographic miss i ons a t a 
D-8 (cont'd) 
scale of 1:10,000 cost about $4.50/km2 while those at 1:90 ,OOU cos t about 
$ .40 /km2 . In producing s oil surveys, the scale of the aerial photography 
plays a role in mapping efficiency. Produc tivit y is at its maximum at about 
1:70,000, hence, the relative cost of this component is at its minimum at 
this scale . Not only do costs vary with the scal e of photography, but 
effect iveness in terms of information co nt ent does as well. In compar ing 
aerial photographs at two different scales in a forest resour ce inventory. 
it was concluded that fie ldwork can be reduced by as much as 10% when using 
1:20,000 scale photos as contrasted to 1: 40 ,000 . The additional expenditure 
in the acquisition of the larger scale imager y was more than compensated 
for by saving field time and money. Other factors influencing the selec-
tion of a remote sensing imagery type include: (1) the required detail; 
(2) participating disciplines ; (3) s ize of the area ; (4) natural conditions; 
(5) exi stence of an infrastructure (e . g . , transportation ne tworks); (6) demo-
graphic, political, economic pressures; (7) existing imagery coverage; (8) 
cl imatic conditions; and (9) government impleme ntation capacities. Planners 
must identify the f light windows (average number of flying days pe r year) 
for each imagery type and then relate that to t he s ize of area to be covered 
in order to determine if the aerial mis s ion can be accomplished in a given 
time period . The optimum (or neares t to optimum when several inte rests a re 
participating) remote sensing imagery type should be selected since its cos t 
i s small when compared to the cost of the entire s urvey project. 
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D-9 Pa1gen, J. J . O. 1967. Les Aspeots Eoonomiques de la Photo- i nter -
pretat i on . in Pr oc . 2nd Semi nar on Air Photo Interpre tation in 
the Development of Canada. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 9 pp. [in 
French] . 
In December 1966, the staff of the Department of Photogrammetry at Laval 
Unive r sity (Canada) undertook a study into the economic aspects of aerial 
photograph. interpretation . More tha n 130 questionnaires were distributed to 
members of all the Na tional Cartographic Services offIces to sur vey the pro-
fessio nal s ' concept s of the role of economics in the various aerial photo-
graphic disciplines. The responses served as a basis for deve l oping a frame-
work for studying th e economics of photointerpretation . Two possible ap-
proaches were revealed. The first involves the integration of a rationale fo r: 
(1) the empirical parameters of photointerpretation, (2) the extrapolated 
be nefits (both to other disCiplines and over time), and (3) the application 
of econometric principles to the model of photointerpretation a nd it s asso-
ciate d costs and benefits. The second approach involves : (1) the consider-
at ion of various techniques of the analysis of na t ural res ources using aerial 
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0-9 (cont'd) 
photograph interpretation and photogrammetry (a s 'veIl as a critical evalua-
tion of these tp.chniques), (3) a tabulation of the costs associated with 
photointerpretation f r om the viewpoints of the marketplace, and the planning 
sectors , (4) t he es timat i on of the returns (benefits) including direct in-
direct , primary-secondary, and tangible-intang i b l e , and ( 5 ) t he development 
of stat i stical information (at the national l evel ) describing the cost-bene-
fit components of photointerpretation. Although data were not presented it 
was planned that such a study would be und e rtake n. 
0-10 
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Ts u chi gane, R. T ., and K. 1. Chen. 1978 . Economi cs of Remote Sens ing : 
An Al t epnat i ve Apppoach. i n ?roc . 2nd Conf. on Econ . of Remote 
Sensi ng . San Jose State Univ., San Jose, CA. pp. 98-108. 
The authors have (1) examined the cost effectiveness (CE) of various remote 
sens ing aircraft platforms and (2) analyzed the costs and benefits of r emo te 
sens ing by LANDSAT with r eference to the Large Ar ea Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LAClE) . The CE analysis present s t he results of a s tudy of the economics of 
remote sensing in terms of USDA requirements. Acquis i t ion costs of erR film 
positives from different camer a a ircraft combinations ar~ pre sented. It was 
noted tha t the cost of low altitude (7,000 ft . ) eIR imagery was the most 
expensive system ($3.66/mi . 2 ) . For high-altitude systems, s uch as ,v-ith a U-2 
aircraft at 65,000 ft ., the cost was $1 . 15/mi. 2 The l east expens i ve pl atform 
s tudied was at 45 , 000 fee t us ing a Sabre 60 aircraft; cost was found to be 
$ .5 7/mi . 2 Other data for five sys tems are presented including resolut i on , 
aircraft operating costs , and aircraft velocities. When de s ired r esolu tion 
i s between 80-100 m. , LANDSAT MSS data is the most cost effective a t only 
abou t $ . l2/mi. 2 This figur e does not inc l ude capital i nvestment costs - - only 
fi l m processing. A potential economic benefit f rom the use of LANDSAT in 
agricultural s tudies i s the ready availabil i ty of t imely imagery for fore-
casting large area crop production. 
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D-ll Watkins, T. [Moderator1. 
of Remote Sensing . in 
Info . Sys t ., San Jose 
1977 . A Pane l Discussion on the {i)oonom1:os 
Proe . 1s t Conf. on Econ . of Remote Sens ing 
Sta t e Univ., San Jose, CA . pp. 356- 368 . 
A pane l discussion was he ld during the First Conference on the Economi cs of 
Remote Sens ing I nformation Systems , held January 19-21, 1977 at Sa n Jose 
Stat e Univer sity . Each of the five pane lists presen ted an opening state-
ment on wha t he cons idered to be a major prob lem concerning the economics 
of r emote se nsing . This was followed by an open disc ussion . The published 
version of this presentation and discu ss ion has been ed i ted and abridged. 
Some of the key points made were: (1) in the past, a s much a s 80% of remote 
s e nsing needs have been sa tisfactorily f illed , a nd at a r e lative l y low cost , 
by conventional aircraft systems; (2) es tablished aerial survey techniques 
have often provided the same informa t ion fa s ter, more accura t ely , and l ess 
costly than through the use of ground stud ies alone; (3) sa tellite sensor 
sys t ems a re presen tly very experimental and do not prov ide t he s patial r eso-
lution necessary for concentrated environmental a nd engineering studies ; a nd 
(4) economic a nalyses of remote sensing programs should be quantitative 
ra ther than qu a litative , and that the ass umpt ions of the economic mode l should 
be wel l def ined . 
remote sensing economics 
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E-1 Ahl, J . G., M. G. Boylan, D. L . Mokma , W. L. Meyers, S . W. Schar , and 
R. D. V1asin. 1972. Inves t i gat i on of Land Pes oupce Use i n Sout h-
eas t Mi chigan. in ?roc . 8t h Intl . Symp. Remote Sens ing Env . ER1M, 
Ann Arbor, MI. 1: 2J- JJ . 
A Study was undertaken by Mich i gan State Univer s ity , the University of 
Hichigan Willow Run Laboratories , and the Michigan Department of St a te High-
ways to de t e rmine the pote n t ial environmenta l impacts of a proposed express-
way extension of M-14 between Ann Arbor and Plymouth, MI. One of the pro-
blems in assessing the environmental impact o f proposed highway corridors i s 
the l ack of a scientific approach for analyzing the effects of construction 
in an ecolog i cally sensitive a r ea . In this insta nc e , however, a segment of 
M-14 was constructed in 1964 a nd could serve as a r e f er ence in environmental 
impact assessment for the proposed cor ridor. The three agencies involved 
produced a schedule for three major areas of inquiry: (1) analysis of 
vegetation ; (2) analysis of so il and s urface hyd rology ; and (3) analysis of 
land use c ha r ac teris tics . Remote sensing techniques used were aerial photog-
r a phy and multispectral scanning f r om altitudes of 2 , 000 and 7,000 ft . and 
NASA RB-S7 aerial photographs from 60,000 ft . Nine-inch square high a ltitude 
eIR aerial photographs were used to analyze vegetation patterns, identify 
water bodies, ann examine l a nd use . Black-and- white infrared photogr a phs 
t a ke n in 1972 wer e a lso interpret ed. Extensive gr ound truth information wa~ 
co llec t ed t o s uppor t the image a nalysis . To determine the impac t that the 
exis ting sec t ion of M-14 had made on surrounding soils , land use , vegeta-
tion, and surface hydrology , aerial photogr aphs t aken in 1970 were compared 
with t hose taken in 1958 and 1963 prior to c onstruction. Results of the 
ana lyses were projec t ed to the proposed alternate corridors for the M-14 
extent ion, and the extent of environmental impact was extrapolated. It wa s 
concluded that probable changes in pl ant communities and water levels would 
occur, but there would be little change in either soil or land use . 
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E-2 American Socie ty of Photogrammetry . 1975. Ma~ua l of Remote Sens i ng . 
R. C. Reeves , Ed., Falls Chur Ch , VA. 2144 pp. 2 vol . 
This work includes the collected effort s of 242 contribu t ors in the field of 
r emote sensing . Volume I of the Manual entitled "Theory , Instruments, and 
Techniques " in 867 pages provides a de tailed exami na tion of both t he bas i c and 
the more technical aspec t s of r emo t e sensing . Volume I i s organized into 13 
cha pte r s as follow s : 1. Intr oduction; 2 . History of Remo te Sensing; 3. The 
Nature of Electromagnetic Radiation; 4 . Interaction Mechanisms ; 5. Interaction 
Mechani sms Within the Atmosphere; 6. Photographic Systems for Remote Sens ing 
E-2 (cont 'd) 
7. Electro- optical Remote Sensor s with Re l ated Optical Sensors ; 8 . Imaging 
and Nonimaging Sensor s; 9 . Hicrowave Remote Sensor s ; 1-0 . Platforms for 
Remote Sensors ; 11 . Communications for Imaging Systems ; 12 . Remot e Sensor 
Data Systems, Processing, and Management; and 13 . Ground Investigations in 
Support of Remote Sensing . Vo lume II, " Interpretation and Appl i cations ," 
of 1277 pages is organized i nto 13 more chapters : 14 . Fundamentals of Image 
I nterpretation; 15. Cartographic Presentation of Remo t e Sensor Data; 16. 
Terra in and Minerals - Assessment and Evaluation ; 17 . Forest Land s - Inven-
tory and Assessment; 18. Range Resour ces - Inventory, Evalua tion , and Honitar-
ing ; 19 . Hater Resources Assessmen t; 20 . The Harine Environment; 21 . Weather 
and Climate - Measurement and Analysis ; 22 . Crops and Soils ; 23 . Urban 
Environments - Inven tory and Analys i s ; 24. Engineering - Regiona l I nventories , 
Corr idor Surveys , and Site Investigations ; 25. Regional Analysis; a nd 26 . 
People : Past and Present . The Manual provides tables , figures, and both blac k-
and- white and color photographs . Extensive bibliographies are given as is 
an ex t ensive gl ossar y of technical terms . 
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E- 3 Ander son , J. E. 1975. De~ineation of Fores t Cover Types Based On 
ERTS- l MUltispectral Scanner Data . M.S. Thesis, Forest Resources 
Dept., Penn. Stat e Univ ., University Park, PA. 75 pp . 
Two c l assifica tion algorithms (DCLASS and CANAL , both developed a t Penn . State 
Univ.) were investigated for potent ial a pplication to analysis of ERTS-l MSS 
data for delineating fo r es t cover t ypes in an 8 ,100 ha . s tudy a r ea in centra l 
Pennsylvania . Both systems generate classif ication maps of sel ected printed 
symbol s, each representing a particular ground tar get category . Two sets of 
singl e season da t a (Oct. 25 , 1973 and May 16 , 1973) and data mer ged from these 
two s easons were analyzed. Gr ound truth was determined fr om the aerial photo-
graphy (altitude 12 ,600 ft.) with color and eIR transparenc ies , and from tim-
ber type map s from the State Bureau of Fores t ry . Color infrared transparen-
cies were more useful t han those in co l or. It was found that DCLASS, a 
Euclidian class i fication a l gori thm used to analyze untransformed MSS data, 
was of limited value, but it might be used for areas where vegetation i s 
fairly homogeneous . CANAL, a canonica l c l assif ication algorithm using t rans-
formed MSS data , res ulted in a ccurat e classifi cation fo r both sing l e season 
MS S data and for mer ged da t a . The di scriminatory power of this approach i s 
much greater than single Euclidian di s tance classification . CANAL is re-
commended for use in delineat ing forest cover types in areas with mountainous 
topography a nd/or heterogeneous vegetation . 
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E-4 Anderson, J. R., et al . 1976 . A Land Use 
System f or Us e Wi t h Remote Sensor Data . 
964, USGS, Wa s hington, D.C. 28 pp. 
and Land Covel" Classification 
USGS Professional Paper 
The organization of a land lis e and cover clas sification system fo r use with 
remote sens ing information i s di s cussed. The sys tem has been d es i gned to 
meet the needs of Stat e and Federal agencies , and was deve loped with certain 
crite ria: (1) the minimum l evel of in terpretation a ccura cy from r emote sen-
sor data should be at l e as t 85% ( 2) the degree of ac curac y be t\yeen categories 
should be about equal; (3) re sult s should be repea table and r eprod uc ible; 
(4) there s hould be f l e xibility enou gh to allow fo r seasonal da ta a s well a s 
different platforms . The system itself is a hierarchy of four information 
levels according to the data t ype (spaceborne, high, medium, and low alti-
tudes ). Level I has been structured into nine broad l and use a nd cover 
categories with Level II having 37 subcategories . Level s III and IV, r epre-
senting levels of more r ef ined, precise, and ac curat e identification and 
classification, have been l ef t open-ended to allow the user to tailor the 
sys t em to his requirement s . Extensive descriptions of the land use and cover 
types at Level s I and II are given . Also, a colo r coding sys t em us ing Munsell 
notation is suggested for Level I maps . 
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E- 5 Anson , A. 1965. Comparative Photointerpretation from Panchr omatic, 
Color , and Ektachrome IR Photography. in Proc . 31 s t Annual Meeting 
American Society of Photogrammetl"Y , 33 pp . 
In 1964 a cooperative pro ject was undertaken by the Co lor Photography Com-
mittee of the American Society of Photogrammetry and the U. S. Army Engineer 
Geodesy, Intelligence and Mapping Research and Development Agency to compare 
photointerpre t ations from B~.J, color, and CIR ae rial photog raph y . An RC-130 
aircraft f urnis hed by the U. S , Air Force was us ed a s a camera vehicle over 
t he 30 mL2 Bennett sville, SC tes t area. A Fairchild KC-4 came ra, eq uipped 
with a Geocon color corrected lens , was used for the BW photographs. A Wild 
RC-8, equipped with an Aviogon color corrected lens and an anti-vignetting 
filter, wa s used for t he color and CIR photography . The ae rial photography 
was obtained over a three week period at platforms of 2,500, 10,000, 20,000 
and 30 ,000 ft. above mean t e rrain (A}IT). After process ing by the Coast a nd 
Geodetic Survey it was found that only the 10,000 foot aerial photographs were 
s ui table for photointerpretation . Two photo interpreters prepared maps at the 
1:20,000 photo scale for eac h of the f ollowing: drainage, vegetation, soi l s , 
a nd cultural fea tures . Further, they analyzed 42 selected photopoints for 
which ground truth da ta had been collec ted on vegetation (tree he i ght , dia-
meter, spac ing, species, and general ground cover) , soil type, mois ture con-
tent, and s urface drainage. All interpretations , mappings , and analyses were 
E- 5 (cont'd) 
made over a six month period using the BW prints , color and erR transparencies 
in that orde r. It was found that eIR aerial photos revealed the gr ea t est 
amount of draina ge detail a nd afforded a more rapid a nd accurate means than 
either BW or co l or . The conf idence level fo r drainage interpretation was 
highest us i ng eIR photos. The vegeta tion maps prepared from BH and color 
films were nea rly identical ; the ones from e IR s howed a lmost twice t he detail. 
Further, while only two classes of cropl a nd could be mapped from BW and color , 
ther e were four c lasses with GIR. While the cultural maps from each f ilm ty pe 
were comparable, the photointerpreters f ound working with color and eIR to be 
more sat i s factory in s peed and conf idence . Numerical analysis of the infor-
mation from the 42 preselected photo points showed that CIR provided 22% 
greater correct responses than did BW; the color aerial photos compared favor-
ably with the CIR. Re commendations for fu ture s i mi l a r s tudies inc luded con-
siderations toward controlled sens i tome t ry ; analysis of sever a l t est areas; 
and employ ing a group of two or more pho to interpreter s with s imila r exper-
i ence and ca pabili ty . 
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Anson, A. 1970 . Color Aer ial Photos i n the Reconnaissance of Soils 
and Rocks . Photogrammetric Engineering, 37(4):343-354. 
The utility of color aerial photography in geologic and pedologi c applica-
tions is discussed. Several controlled tests were conducted in eastern South 
Carolina and western Arizona to demonstrat e the usefulne s s of color films . In 
June 1964, 1: 20 ,000 scale aerial photography was conducted us ing three film 
t ypes : BW, color, and CIR . A group of photointerpreters wa s asked to analyze 
the imagery type s without ground truth and prepare drainage . vegeta tion, and 
soils maps . They concluded the eIR photogra phs a f f orded a rap i d and accurate 
means of mapping not only drainage , but also moi s t soils . Disc rimination of 
vegetation types was better with eIR than with normal co l or and BW. Soils maps 
prepa r ed from the color and CIR photos provided the maximum number of detailed 
areas. The photointerprete r s were a l so asked to identify 42 presel ected photo 
points (ground truth provided by Army Map Service Engineers). The correc t 
res ponses us ing CIR photos were 22% greater than with BW ; also color provided 
a 20% higher acc ura cy than BW . In a second effort, cartographic cameras 
(Wild RC-8 a nd Fa irchild KC-4) were operated s imul taneously a t 10,000, 20 ,000 
and 30,000 f t. us ing BW, color, and CIR films. Analysis of the photographs 
from the three pla tforms r equir ed 48.5 hour s (225 hrs . for 30 ,000 ft; 13 hr s . 
f or 20 ,000 f t; and 13 hrs. for 10,000 ft). Fea tures identified and recorded 
were soils, vegetation, landf orms, drainage pa tt e rns , land use , s urface 
materials, geology, and cultural fe·atures. At the time of this r eport, wo rk 
was continuing to complete a de tailed ana lys i s of the study area . 
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E-7 An s on, A. 1976. Applications of Color and MUltispectral Techniques . 
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remot e Sens ing , 42(4):513-523 . 
Th e requiremen t s fo r Military Geog r aphic Intelligence are as broad and varied 
a s the disparate elements of the terr a in . The type of information requi red 
cannot always be ex trac ted f rom conve ntiona l aerial s ensors . With color 
aerial photography the dimension of hue i s added to those of length, width , 
shape , t e xture, a nd shadO\v. A newl y fabricated aeria l cartographic camera 
with color correction capabilities (KC-4B) and equipped wi t h Au tomatic Expo-
sure Control is described . An other me thod of collec ting aerial color photo-
graphy , through the us e of BW imager y by multiba nd combination, i s dis c ussed . 
De s i gn a nd fabr i cation of the multiband camera is complete ; a viewe r is under 
contract. A third method for ext racting color information from the terrain 
by c ol or codi ng techniques which are used to make an optical record of the 
s pec tral re flec t a nces is also di s cussed; preliminary re s ults are given . The 
purpose of t he entire program i s to optimize the collection of color aerial 
pho tography fo r man-machine processing with maximum resolution . (Author) 
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E- 8 Avery , T. E . 1 9 77. Int erpretation of Aeria l Photographs . 3rd ed. 
Burgess Publishing Co., Minneapolis, MN . 392 pp . 
This t ex t offe rs a bas ic course in aerial photograph interpreta tion . Products, 
techniques , camera systems, and various applications are desc ribed -- some in 
mor e deta i l than others . The book i s organized into 15 maj or chapters : 
(1) Photogr aphy , Films, and Filters; (2) Orientation and St udy of Aerial Photo-
graphs; (3) Pho to Scale and Ster eoscopic Parallax; (4) Stereograms, Shadow 
He ights, and Areas ; (5) Flight Planning ( i ncluding technical s pecifications 
for aeria l photography); (6) Pla nimetr ic and Topogra phic Mapp i ng; (7) Nonphoto-
gra phic Imaging Systems; (8) Land Information Systems and Land- cover Mapping; 
(9) Prehistoric a nd His toric Archeology; (10) Agricul ture and Soils; (11) 
Fores tr y Applications; (12) Landforms and Phys iographic Fea t ures ; (13) Engineer-
ing Applications and Mining Pat terns; (14) Urb an I ndustrial Patterns ; a nd (15) 
Air I n t e llige nce a nd Mil ita r y Ta rget Anal ys i s . A glossary , conver s ion tables , 
E- 8 (cont'd) 
and a sample short-cour s e outline al s o ar e provided. Black-aod-white 
photographs (some stereograms), figures, and tables are used liberally t o 
illus trate the applications discussed . Some color plates are included . Als o, 
where us ed in the text, measurements are g iven in me tric units. 
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E-9 Cheeseman, C. E., Jr. 19 73 . .4 Per fo rmance and Cos t Ana!ysis of Air-
cr a f t and Sate H i tes f or Operatiana! Earth Resources Systems . in 
Pr oc . Symp . on Management and Uti Zi zation of Remote Sensing Data, 
Sioux Falls, SD. pp . 1-16. 
The development of an a nalysis sys tem to determine airc raft and spacecraft 
cost and performance for survey ing Earth resources is des cribed. Twenty 
variable s of user requirements, ranging from length and width of target in 
km. , to numbe r of s pectral channels required, to maximum total elaps ed time 
for accomplis hing the s e ns ing , are listed for inc lus ion in the model; each 
i s described . A description of the s patial and temporal relationships of 
the carr i ers to target requirements is given and algorithms for obtaining 
values of the cost elements of the system are enumerated . The model was 
applied to two tes t cases , one involving imaging the United States every 18 
days at resolutions betl.Jeen 2 and 5 m.; the other involved s un- synchronously 
imaging varying number s of small (100 km. 2) targets evenly distributed over 
the U. S . with various resolution requirements. It was concluded that satel-
lites r equir e a substantially higher coverage rate than aircraft to bec ome 
efficient; imaging the total U.S . (or a larger area) at a nything bu t the high-
es t resolutions i s better done by satellite . At s ub-U.S. l evels, or with inter-
mittent coverage , aircraft are likely to offer the better solution. Also 
s atellites must be capable of looking obliquely to s ervice small high re s olu-
tion targets. Coupl ing an oblique-look capability with tuning of the orbit 
t o provide both long and short term cycles o f target coverage is re commende d 
as a proml s log technique for satellite coverage of both scattered s mall tar-
gets a nd large contiguous areas . 
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E-10 ehren, W. A. 1975. A Comparative Evaluati on of Pattern Recognition 
Comvuter Algorithms f or Remote Sensing App lications at ORSER. 
M. S-. Thesis 9 Elee . Eng rg. Dept., Peno . State . Univ .• Univer s ity 
Park, PA . 172 pp . 
The objective of this study was to compare analytically and exper imentally 
the various r emote s ens ing data analysis programs developed at the Office 
fo r Remote Sensing of Earth Re sources (ORSER) at the Penns y lva nia State 
University. Genera l discuss ions of patte r n recognition and r emote sensing 
are given , followed by detailed descriptions of the ORSER computer software. 
The actual processing st rategies were te s t ed by applying them to ERTS multi-
spectral sca nner (MSS) data . Nine land classes were determined from low 
a ltitude erR photographs at a sca l e of 1 : 31 , 200. These served a s a source 
fo r ground truth information . In a further s tudy , a eIR photograph t a ken by 
SKYLAB served as ground truth for the ERTS data. All analyses were conducted 
wi th seasonally compatib l e dat a . Preprocessed MSS data r esulted in the mo s t 
accurate c lassif ication (91%) . Other unpreprocessed classifiers resulted in 
accuracies of 76 to 87%, and some c l assif i e r s were more accurate than others 
fo r certain land c lasses . 
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I Coggeshall, M. E. , R. M. Hoffer, and J . S. Berkebile . 19 74 . A Com-
parison Between Digiti zed Color In frared Photography and MUlti -
spect ra l Scanner Data Using ADP Techniques . The Laboratory for 
Applications of Remote Sensing J Purdue University, \,Test Lafayette , 
IN . LARS Info . Note 033174 . 13 pp. 
High altitude (60 , 000 f t.) CIR aerial photographs were compared with MSS data 
using ADP techniques in correctly classifying six land use t ypes (deciduous 
and coniferous forests, wate r , and f orage , co rn , and s oybean cr ops) . A NASA 
RB-57 aircraft was used to collect 1:120,000 aerial photographs . The MSS on 
Lhe ERIM aircraft was used 22 minutes later at an altitude of 5 . 000 ft. The 
test a rea comprised some 6.400 a . and was about 60% fo r ested. The eIR tr a ns-
pare ncies were subjected to a co lor separation process which resulted in 
three BW transparencies which , in turn , were digi t i zed us ing a scanning micro-
densitometer with a 50 ll m perture . The HSS used had twelve channe l s, but 
only the three approximating the wavelength sens itivities of the elR f i l m we r e 
used (.52 to .57 llm, .61 to . 70 llm, and . 72 to . 92 ~m). Using a computer 
operated image analysis sys tem, 62 training s amples were sel ec ted from the MSS 
digital data to develop the classification criteria as were 58 from the erR 
digital data . Overall correct c lassifi ca tion for the six land clas s es was 
80 .5% for the t hr ee HSS channels and only 47.5% for the erR data. There was 
E-ll (cont ' d) 
a s ignificant amount of classification confusion with the eIR data, while 
the re was Boad separation with the HSS data. Result s suggested a gr eater 
potential for accurate identification of terrain features us ing MSS data with 
ADP techniques than us ing digi ti zed, multiemulsion erR aerial photography. 
This can be best explained largely by the greater dynamic r ange and higher 
s pectral resolution of the s canning system . The authors also noted t hat more 
accurate classification r esults were achieved by using other combinations of 
t he MSS channels. 
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E-12 Drackett, K. T., W. D. Gregg, and J . Bale. 1975 . Fraatiaa ~ App ~iaa­
Hons of Low, Mediwn, and /li gh Al t i t ude A':Y'cY'aft Remote Sensing 
Data to Land Us e P~anning . in Remote Sensin~ of EaY'th Res ources , 
4:203- 231. Tenn. Space Inst. , Tullahoma, TN. 
A land use inventory program should incorporate three distinct data s ources 
to provide accurate information f or planning purposes : (1) r emote sensing 
imagery; (2) field surveys; and (3) collateral data. Remote sensing imagery 
can be grouped into three classes : small scale «1 : 60,000) for state , 
regional and o"ther broad- scale appli ca tions; medi~m scale (1 : 60, 000 to 
1:12 , 000) for county wide and moderately detailed s tudies ; and large scale 
(,,::,,1 : 12 ,000) for de tail ed s urveys or for specialized problems. Each scale 
offers particular aqvantages and disadvantages for different types of appli-
cations. Field s urveys , or ground truth, provide supportive data for the 
land use inventory . Preliminary photointerpre t a tion will increa se familiarity 
with the s tudy areas and decrease the amount of fie l d s urvey time required . 
Field surveys also include observations made from ligh t aircraft and he licop-
ter . Collateral data i s defined a s qualitative and quantitative in formation 
ex tracted from previously compiled data whi ch serve as inputs to the land use 
inventory . Collateral data can often be difficult to collect and manipulate 
and s hould be us ed selectively. Four case s tudies demonstrating the use of 
various scales and t ypes of r emot e sensing imagery in land use planning are 
presented. In Maryland, small scale NASA U-2 CIR aerial photographs were us ed 
to generate manuscript land use maps and digital land use dat a . A key a s pec t 
of this study was the utility of r emote sensing as a planning tool in the 
early stages of a s t a t e wid e land us e inventory s trategy development . In 
Louisiana, small scale NASA U- 2 eiR aerial photographs were us ed to delineate 
wetlands and identify s ignificant natural and cultural features in Jefferson 
Paris h. Hultidate low and high oblique photographs were us ed as a decision-
making aid. In San Bernadino, California, medium and large scale eIR aerial 
photographs were used t o prepare land us e maps for regional planning and for 
e l ectric power demand projections. And in New Cas t l e County , De laware, small 
scale erR and large scale BW aerial photogra phs were used in the provision of 
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land cover data f or the identifi cation of non-point water pollution sources 
,gnd penneability coefficien t s to be incorporated i n the EPA Se c . 208 program 
for the county . From the illustrations provided 1n the case studies , it was 
concluded tha t aerial photography plays important roles as a primary da ta 
source by providing inve ntory information during initial processes of goal 
formation or problem identification, a s ource for i nventory data , a graphic 
bas e for i nformation storage , a mean s of dis play ing dat a for communicative 
purpos es, and as a monitoring device. 
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Elifrits, C. D. and D. J. Barr. 1978 . A Ma.nual. fo l' I ne::cpensiv e 
Methods of Analyzing and UU lizing Hemote Sensor' Data . De pt. of 
Mining , Pet roleum, and Geologic Engrg ., Vniv. of Missouri-Rolla, 
Rolla, MO. 26 pp . 
This manual is intended to s e rve as a guide to remote sensing equipment and 
in terpretation techniques. Brief descr i ptions , often including approximate 
cos t informa tion, a re give n f or dif fe r ent s tereoscopes , light tables , addi-
tive and subtract ive color viewers , transfer instruments, and drafting and 
cartographic equipment and supplies. Al s o, a brief dis cuss ion of the analy-
sis of a erial photographs and LANDSAT imagery and their application in land 
us e mapping engineering soils studies , geologic and wa t er r esources mapping, 
environmenta l impact assessment, and agr iculture is presented. 
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Ens l in, W. R., S. E. Tilman, R. Hill-Rowley , and R. H. Rogers . 1977. 
A Procedure for Merging Land Cover/Use Dat a from LANDSAT, Aerial 
Photogr aphy, and Map Sources: Compatibility , Aceuracy , and Cos t . 
Bendix Aerospace Sys t. Div. , Ann Arbor, MI . 10 pp . 
Aerial photog raph, map, and satellite s ensor data sources: each ha s advan-
tages and limitations in the deve lopment of l and use/cov e r information for 
r egional pl anning pu rpos e s . Au tomat ed data process ing (ADP) of LANDSAT MSS 
data is a fas t, low cost , method of producing general land cover maps and 
t abu l ar data. Conventional interpreta tion of and i nformation extraction from 
aer i al photographs and existing resou rc e maps is a more time consuming and 
expens ive procedur e than is ADP of MSS data , but usually provides a more 
detailed c l ass i f ication with a highe r l evel of accuracy and reliability . An 
E-14 (cont' d) 
idea l Natural Resource Informa tion Sys t em (NRIS) would involve a s t r uc tured 
merging of information f rom LANDSAT, aeria l pho tograph~ , and maps . A 13-
t ask progr am for producing geoencod ed l and use / cover maps fr om compute r pro-
ce s s ing of Lfu~DSAT data is discussed , as i s incorporating additional infor-
mation derived f rom aerial photographs and maps . The r equi r ements a r e : (1) 
l a nd use classification with at l eas t an 85% accuracy; (2) ident i ficat i on of 
additional categories or of higher accuracy not achievab l e with LAND SAT; and 
(3) evaluation of the accuracy , time and cos t associated with applying the 
integr a ted invento r y . Such a s tudy i s being undertaken in Michi gan us ing 
t he U. S . Geological Survey Land Use Classific ation Sys t em. The overall theme 
in dev e l oping l and use maps b y mergi ng dat a s ources i s to identify a combina-
tion of data sour ces a nd procedures that provide a more detailed, accur ate , 
and cost effective land cover/use i nv entory compared with deriving a ll the 
data from a singl e s ource . 
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Ed s . 1974. Remote Sensing : Techniques 
Hamilton Publi s hing Co ., Santa Ba r bara, 
Thi s book is a collec tion of papers from var ious disciplines of remot e s ensing. 
The text includes 12 chapte r s each by a diff e r ent author , and addresses the 
state of the art of r emote sensing applications . It was not organized to serv e 
as a comprehens ive tex t in r emot e sens ing. The 12 sec tions , each preceded by 
a synop s i s , a r e a s f ollows : (1) Developing Ge ographi cal Remo t e Sens ing; (2) 
I mag ing with Photograp hi c and Nonphotographic Sens or Systems ; (3) Quantita ti ve 
Data Extrac tion a nd Ana l ys i s of Remote Sens or Imagery; (4) Remot e Sens ing of 
Natural Re s ources ; (5) Geomorphic- Geolog i c Mapping from Remo te Sensor s ; (6) 
Interpretation a nd Mapping of Nat ura l Vege tation; (7) Interpreting Land Us e 
from Remote Sens or Imagery ; (8 ) Remo t e Sens ing of Ag ricultural Resour ces ; (9) 
Urban Applica tions of Remote Sensing ; (10) Remote Sens ing Techniques and Urban 
Da t a Acquis ition; (11) Regional AnalYSi s and Remo t e Sensing ; and (12) Remo te 
SenSing and Evvironmental Qual ity : Problems and Potential. A brief gl ossary 
o f remote sensing terms is given in the appendix as i s a n extensive biblio-
graphy . Al so , U. S . institutions a nd or gani za t i on s engaged in remote s ensing 
r e l ated a ctivities a r e listed . 
r emote s e n s ing 
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E-16 Cold, D. P., S. S . Alexander, and R. R . Parize k . 1974 . Application 
of Remote Sensing t o Natural Resource and Environmental Pl'oblems 
~n Pennsylvania. Earth and Mineral Sc i ences , 43(7):49-53. 
Examp l es of geological applications of LANDSAT data in Pennsy lvani a are given. 
Specific attention was given to geol ogic structu r es , linear features , hydro-
geologic and engineering studies , ore deposits , and strip and a c id mine 
drainage. Using a LANDSAT mosaic for the sta t e, researchers at ORSER demon-
st rated the capability of certain MSS channe l s to depic t geolog i cal phenomena. 
Bedrock structures we r e well defined on midwinter scenes f rom band 7 , while 
band 5 imagery at a scale of 1:250 , 000 depic ted the contac ts of some litho-
logic boundaries in eastern Penns ylvania to a positional accuracy of ! 400 m. 
In combining the infor mation derived from LANDSAT imagery, aeria l photography, 
and f i eld studies, six scales of linear feature s wer e recognized. Other ex-
amples and a general description of remote sens ing t e chn i que s and t he ele ctro-
magnetic spectrum are given . In comparing t he cos t a nd ffi.:tnpower r equi r ements 
needed to compile a statewide mos aic of image r y from various sensor platforms , 
it was found that LANDSAT coverage would require only 14 f r ames, t ake 1. 5 
man-years, and cost onl y $75 , 000; low altitude (6,000 to 10,000 ft.) ae rial 
photogra phy would i nvolve 20 , 000 frame s , 44 man-year s , and $1,000,000. With 
a 9" by 9" frame format , the s cales of each respec tive imagery type would be 
1 : 1 , 000 , 000 and 1:12,000. 
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Haas , R. H. and H. C. HcCaskil l. 19 72 . Use of Large- Scale Aeria l 
Photography in Obtaining Vegetation In f ormation fol' u~ban Planni ng . 
Remote Sensing Cntr., Texas A&H Univ., College Station, TX. Tech. 
Rept . RSC-39. 43 pp . 
A coope rative arrangement was established between personne l of the Vegetation 
Sys tems Laboratory (VSL) at Texas A&M Univers i t y and George Hi t c hel1 and 
Assoc i ates , Inc . in 1971 in order to perform vegetation analysis via remote 
senSing t echniques. A key objective of the s tudy was t o pe r form comp a rative 
evaluations of large scale (1:6,000) BW , color, and eIR aerial photographs 
in forest vege t ation typ ing . This was accompl i s hed through the i n terpreta-
tion of each of the imager y types and the compilation of variou s vegetation 
maps for Hoodlands-Phase 1 developme nt area in southern Montgomery County, 
Texas . Color ae ria l photography was flown over t he test area in February 
19 70; both BW and col or contact p rint s were made from this film . A CIR aerial 
photography mission was cond ucted in November 1971 over eleven 0 . 5 a . valida-
tion si t es crui sed in November 1971 . Overstory and unde r sto r y species 
E-17 (cont 'd) 
were catalogued . A s tudy of these plots us ing all three photog raph types i n-
dicated that certain land featu r es could be distinguished equally well on a ll 
t h r ee ; these fea tures included: (1) water, ( 2) bare gl."'ound, (3) ground 
cover ed with litter, grasses , and forbs , and (4) overall forest vegeta t ion. 
The primary weakness of BW was the poor differentiation be t ween evergreen 
understory a nd s hadow, a nd overs tory separation was limite d large l y to dif fe r-
entiation b e twee n conife r ous a nd deciduous t ypes . Color image ry sat i s f ac t o-
rily pe r mit ted shadow/v ege t at i on differentiation and separa t i on of ove r s t o r y 
into similar morpho l ogical and phenot ypic g roups. Interpretation of eIR 
ae r ial photos provided more accurate informat ion than did either of the other 
two imager y t ype s ; it furthe r permitted s pe c i es identifica tion (especially 
wi th ha rdwoods) ; contributing factors inc luded (1) the fact the CrR trans-
pa r encies were used as opposed to BW and color pr ints whi ch impr oved contrast 
and r:-eso lution, ( 2) CIR provides a bet ter spectral separ at i on , and (3 ) the 
erR aerial photogr aphy wa s conducted in a season when the trees were in l eaf 
whereas t he color a nd BW were no t . Based upon the r e s ul ts from the applica-
tions of BW, color, and CIR in the preliminary s tudy areas, CIR and co l or 
we r e us ed to conduc t a vegetation st rat a s tudy of t he Woodland-Phase 1 area 
(approx . 6 , 232 a .). The canopy and understory s urveys made with eIR a ppe a red 
to be more reliab l e than tho s e made with color . In c ompar ing the vegetation 
identif i ca tions made through inte rpretation of the CIR aerial photos with 
ground t ruth information, it was found that s i mi l a r morphol og ical or pheno-
t yp i c g r oup s were identified with 93% accuracy while species , a more detailed 
l eve l of ident i f ication, were 77% co r rect. 
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Hill-Rowley , R., M. Boy lan, W. Ens lin, and R. Vlasin. 19 75 . Imp~oved 
Resource Use Decisions and Ac tions Through Remote Sensing . in P~oc . 
NASA Earth Resources Surv . Symp . I -C:1747-1767, Houston , TX. 
Stud ies conduc t e d at Hichiga n State Unive r s ity on a ppl ications o f remo te 
sensing to improve management decisions on r esource uses are described. 
Applications a r e divid ed into two ca t egori es : (1) first genera tion --
dire ct a c tion applications , and (2 ) second generation -- indirect , delayed 
a c tion, multi f aceted applicat i on s . Haking s uch a di s tinct i on i s crucial for 
justify ing proposed unde rtakings , r e search des i gn, methodology r equirements , 
budget allocat ions , e tc .. From ac tivities completed in 1974-75 , seven case 
studie s a r e r eported upon: (1) multi agency r iver basin planning , (2) corri-
dor as s es sment for highway r outing a nd improvement of count y leve l planning 
deCision s , (3) developing improved timber management practices , (4) enforce-
ment of a r ecently enac ted So i l Ero s i on and Sed imentation Control Ac t. (5) 
measures and procedures for local imp lementation of t he new Farmland and Open 
Space Preservation Act, (6) appraisal standards fo r land value a s sessment and 
(7) op timizing agribus iness pr oces sing plant locations. Cases 1 and 2 ar~ 
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second generation t ype , case 3 i s a combination, and cases 4-7 are fi r st 
genera tion type . Color infrared photog r aphs at s eve ral scal es from a va r iet y 
of s ources was used i n the s tudies and persounel from the Ilser agencies were 
included a s partic ipants. It was concluded that r emo t e sensing provides 
solid, time ly, relevant compar at i ve intelligence on land, vegetation a nd 
water characteristics developed on a uni fied, r egional bas is . It will be a 
matter of rou tine to update and expand su c h systems . In case study 2, a dua l 
product consisting of a general 24 category land cover inventory and a 34 
group special environments classif ication was developed . The latter group 
provides information about prime ag ricul tural l and s , wetlands , steep slopes , 
fore s t ed areas, critical soil conditions, and areas of prominent s ocial 
values including: (1) developed, comme rcial, res idential and industrial 
areas , (2) s cenic areas, (3) hi s toric areas, (4) unique wildlife areas , and 
(5) precious wilde rness areas . Inventory data wer e derived from 1: 36 , 000 
eIR imager y using a four hectare gr id and re corded on computer coding form s 
especial l y designed so that up to six land cover and seven spec i a l environ-
ment codes could be r ecorded for each cell . A s pecif i c loca tion i ndica tor 
was assigned to each cell . The data wer e used to plan highway corridor loca-
tions with low environmental impact. The land cove~ inventory and particu-
larly the s pe cial environment identifications allow a tremendous variety of 
corridor options to be derived and mad e available for ef f ec tive local dis -
cus s ion and evaluation . 
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Hootsy, J. R. 19 73 . A Pr eprocessing and Classification Sys tem for 
Remotely Sensed Multispectr al Scanner Data. M. S. TheSiS , E1ec . 
Engrg . Dept ., Penn. State Univ., Unive r si t y Pa rk, PA . 177 pp. 
Pr ep rocessing of digital remote sensing data is discus s ed. Preprocessing, 
using s tatistical characteristics ascr ibed to the data, i s described as a 
convers ion of the raw d igi t a l data to facilitate the classification processes. 
Preprocess ing includes functions such a s data dimension r eduction, nois e sup-
preSSion , scale cor rections, r adiometric corrections , e tc. Various prepro-
cess ing te chniques were used with four s upervised ORSER class ification pro-
grams . Evaluations lvere made using di ffe rent combinations of 13 channels of 
MSS data from the University of Michigan scanner system . Color and eIR aerial 
photogra phs provided ground truth and informa tion for se l ec ting classes and 
training samples . It was concluded that, although generally s l ower, quadratic 
E-19 (cont ' d) 
discriminant funct ions provided better class boundary detec tion than linear 
functions . Further, dat a trea ted by preprocessing resulted in better classi-
fication results than did data not so treated . 
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E-20 Jeter, F. P. 1975 . The Color Negative as a MUlti - purpose Tool . 
Photogrammetric Engineering , 41(8):1003- 1004. 
The Oregon State Highway Divis ion (OSHD) has been increasing its use of color 
aerial photography . A prime reason for this is the fact that color film 
diapositives incre ase mapping quality and eff i ciency because of ease in their 
interpretation ; with color, shadows do not appear so dense as in BW and there 
is more detail in the lighter areas, resulting in some increase in vertical 
accuracy. Color infrared film positives have been found to be a good medium 
for hydrological s tudies a nd in urban areas with indus trial haze . However , 
eIR wa s not a good medium for contouring where tree cover exists . Experience 
has shown t hat t he co lor negative can serve as a multipurpose tool to be used 
in map ping , color contact print or enlargement production, as well as fo r BW 
contact prints or enlargement s . In fact, results demonstrate that co lor 
negatives can be used t o generate higher quality half tone fi lm pos itive en-
largements than can be made from BW negatives. On the" average , the total 
cost of co lor aerial negatives is about 30 to 80% higher than BW. Al so , color 
enlar gements are about $4 . 25 to $7.25/ ft. 2 , whereas BW enlargements are 
$1.50/ft2 . The present mapping pr ogram of OSHD includes the use of co lor 
aer ial photography whenever weather conditions permit; however , it is noted 
that the increased cost of co lor over BW must be justified for each mission. 
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Keifer, R. W. 
pl'etation. 
Wisconsin, 
1971. Effects of Date of Photography on Airphoto Inter-
Remote Sensing Program t Dept . of Civil Eng r g ., Univ . of 
Madison, WI. Report No.9 . 24 pp . 
The effects of date of photography on pho tointerpretation using color and CIR 
fi lms are illustrated in this paper . Examples of soil s tudies and flooding 
s tudies have been emphasized . More than 3,000 exposures of co lor and erR 
film on 35 mm format wer e taken of selected s ites in s outhern Wisconsin dur ing 
1969 from e levat ions of 2,000 to 8 ,000 ft. above t e rrain . The subject matter 
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included rural ter rain (c~opland, gr az ing land, and woodland), l akes (showing 
weed and algal": g rowth),. and river f lood plains ( shm.Jing river flooding and 
s ub s equent crop damage). Some photographs taken to study 5011 auJ floods 
are described. Certain intensive s t udy s i tes were photographed on a s many 
as 20 different dates during the year . The striking changes in texture , 
tone , and color that occur from day to day a nd month to month a t selected 
s ites are il l ust rated. Study of the original co l or and elR t ransparencies 
lea d the author to conclude that : (1) color film is superior to eIR film 
for r evealing differences in soil color, especially the color of relatively 
dry soils with low crop cover ; (2) eIR fi lm is supe r ior to color f ilm fOT 
revealing soil moisture differences; (3) eIR fi lm is superior t o color f ilm 
for r eveal ing s ubtle differences in vegetation type and vigor that may be 
caus ed by differences in soil type or moisture cont ent. The results of this 
research show that there are certain da tes dur i ng the year for the procure-
ment of best aerial pho togr aphy for interp r e tive uses and that the dat e of 
photography may not be the same f or all int erpretive uses . Hos t of the 
illustrations contained i n this paper are ob lique aer ial photogr aphs . A 
critical examination of vertical s tereo aerial photography taken for the 
purposes described should enable more precise evaluations and conc lus ions 
abollt t he effects of data of photography on photointerpretation. The au thor 
s ugges ts that f urther s tudies along t h i s line include the use of vertical 
s tereo aerial photography using color and erR f ilms . 
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Keifer, R. W. 1972 . Sequential Aerial Photography and Imagery for 
Soil Studies . Remote Sensing Progr am , Univ . of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI. Rept . No . 10. 25 pp. 
A s tudy area a few miles west of Hadison, WI , was selected as a s ite in which 
to contrast t he soils interpretations made from different t ypes of aerial 
imagery taken on several dat e s. Black-aod-white aeria l photographs taken on 
June 15 , 1962 and J une 4, 1968 were acquired from the Agricultural St abil i za-
t i on and Cons ervation Ser v i ce (AS eS ); the author conduct ed 30 aerial photo-
graphi c missions from May 1969 through September 1971 using both 35 mm. color 
and eIR films. Additiona lly, thermal inf rared (IR) image r y was collected on 
8 different dates in September 1971, using a Texas Ins trumen t s RS-3l0 scanner. 
Th e 35 mm. photography was conduct ed with Minolta SRT-IOI and motor driven 
Nikon- F cameras. The soil features of particular inte r es t included a beach 
ridge, consisting of fine sandy l oams underlain by sandy mater ials , and sur-
rounding lakebed soils o f silt loams with a seasonally high water table. The 
BW reproductions of the col o r and eIR photographs demons trate that the beach 
ridge and l ake bed s oils are more c learly emphasized on particular da te s . 
.. 
E- 22 (cont ' d) 
The a u t hor concluded tha t the bes t times of the year for conducting soil 
studies in s outhern Wisconsin via aerial photography appeared to be Hay 1 
to J une 15 a nd Sep tember 1 to 30. The IR imagery, along with proper radio-
me tric ground truth, a ppea red to be able to depict t emper ature differ ences 
a s small as 2°F . The apparent t empe r ature of t he beach ridge was 63°F and 
that of the l a ke bed soil s about 58° F. On the imagery, the warmer s andy 
r i dge can b e c l early dis tinguished from the cooler, wet t e r, s ilty l a ke bed 
soils . Furthe r , t hi s difference was mor e dramatic on daytime ther mal IR 
imagery due t o the diffe r ential thermal heating by solar rad ia tion. From 
t hese ob servations, the author concluded that a erial thermal IR imagery may 
be a be tt er sens or t han aeri a l photography (col or or eIR) for soil type 
mapping and evaluation. 
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Kiefer, R. W., S . D. Johnson, a nd A. W. Voss . 1 975 . A Computer-
based Remote Sens ing Literature Cataloging System. in Remote 
Sensing of Earth Res ources, 4 : 675-690. Univ. of Tenn . Space 
Inst., Tullahoma , TN. 
An inexpensive computer a ssis t ed sys t em for the storage and retrieval o f 
remote sen s ing information deve loped at the University of Wis cons in at Madison 
i s discussed. At the time of this publication, approximately 1,000 articles , 
mostl y f rom Photogrammetric Engi neering , we r e classified in four ways , 
ac cord i ng to : (1) platform; (2) remote sensing teChniques ; (3) sensor type ; 
and (4) applic ation . Ther e are 9 pl a t form categories , 8 technique categories , 
24 sen s or cat egories , and 72 application categories. Each bibliographic entry 
in t he s ys tem inc l udes the following: (1) author and title; (2) identifica-
t ion number ; (3) platform code (two possible); (4) technique code (two pos -
sible); (5) sensor code (three possible); and (6) application code (three 
possible) . The user prompted compu ter progr am is prima rily a s orter a nd 
li ster and does not perform cross r eferencing in reference retrieval. The 
coding l ists used a r e presented i n the r e port . 
remote sens ing l i t erature 
information storage and retrieval 
computer progr am 
Wi sconsin 
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E-24 Leupold, R. C., R. P. Herbs t, J. B. Ma thies , and R. J. Kohut. 1978 . 
Use of Color Infrared Aerial Photography for Dooumenting Baseline 
Vegetation Stres s in Environmental Impact /.sseSBemnt . in Proc . 
Syrrrp . Remote Sens ing fop Vegetation Damage Assessment -' Sea t tIe , 
WA. pp. 369-380. 
Aerial photography is widely utili zed in preparing vegetation maps for 
environmen ta l impac t assessments . Low a ltitude erR aeria l photogr a phy pro-
vides excellent species di ffe rent iat ion for mapping plant communitie s and 
can be effectively us ed for documenting preoperational vegetation stres s . 
Analys is of e rR photos i ncreases the efficiency of field s urvery a t t empting 
to doc ument exis ting stress over larg e a reas . Based on ou r studies in the 
Northeas t, Midwes t, and Southeastern United Sta te s , elR photography a t scales 
of 1:7,200 to 1:12 , 000 can be used to de t ect insect outbreaks , tree disease, 
f rost damage , weed competition , and crop planting s uccess . Studies have in-
c luded annual monitoring to s urvey the development of s tress. This paper 
disc usses t he r esolution of eIR positive trans paren c ies based on s t e reoscopic 
interpreta tion at magnif icat ion r anges of 1. S to 9X . Class if ication of st res s 
t ypes a re present in evalua ting the effec tive ness of r emote sens ing . Othe r 
environmental condi t ions evaluated by remote sens ing , such as s oils , erosion, 
drainage, f l ooding , and water turb i dity a id in unde rstanding existing stress 
or a ssessing impact. When correla ted with ex i s ting and predIcted air quality , 
eIR photos provide a data base for assess ing emission impac t s . (Au thors) 
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Link, L. E., Jr. 1976. ~ocedures f or the Systematic Evaluation of 
Remote Sensor Per formance and Quanti tative Mi ssion Planning . u.s. 
Army Engr. Waterways Exp . Sta ., Vic ksbu rg, MS. Tech . Rept. M-76-8 . 
287 pp. 
Techniques for quantita tively evaluating photographic and thermal IR remote 
sensor systems are presented. The mode l s inc lude cunsiderations of the source 
of electromagnetic rad iat i on, atmospheric interactions , sensor al titude, time 
of day and year, latitude, sensor s pectral and s patial character i stic s , and 
feature and background s pec tral r e flect a nce or emittance charac teri s tics . A 
detailed exp lanation of the theory behind the pho to graph ic and the therma l IR 
model s is given. Each mode l can be implemen ted by us ing e ithe r a computer 
progr am or nomograms . The computerized version was written in Fortran IV 
language. A dis cussion of the opera tion of and the inputs to the program is 
provided . A de tailed description of the nomogram construc tion procedure is 
also given. In t he photogra phic s ensor system mode.l, BW, black-and-white IR , 
col or, and erR films , with various f il ter combina tions, can be evaluated. 
E-25 (cont ' d) 
The main output of this model is a 
i s a measure of how well images of 
ous film and filter combinations. 
feature/background contrast value which 
features can be sep~rated u s ing the vari-
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Mairs, J . W. 1976 . 
PotentiaZ NaturaZ 
9:259-266 . 
The Use of Remote 
Areas in Oregon . 
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Sensing Techniques to Identify 
Biologica l Conservation, 
In July 1974, a joint proj ect between Oregon' s Natural Area Preserve s Advi-
sory Committee and the Environmental Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory 
at Oregon State University was begun t o provide a vegetation resource 
inventory of potential natural areas within state owned lands in s elected 
Oregon counties using r emote sensing techniques . The searc h for potential 
na tural rese rves with varied environments ca n be both time consuming and 
costly . Therefore, high altitude (20 km . ) U-2 aircraft elR aerial photographs 
were used to provide analysts with a synoptic view of the s tudy areas, ex-
cept for small strips in northern and western Malheur County where imagery 
was not available. The survey of the 208,400 ha. of s tate owne d land was 
done by inte rpreting 1:130,000 elR film positives on a light tabl e with the 
aid of an 8X magnifying lens . Cr iteria used to identify or eliminate a s ite 
as a potential natural area included: degree of vegetation modification or 
disturbance; character of the vegetation ; dominant species; and other environ-
menta l fac tors such as the presence of natural water features of s ce nic land-
forms. Field checks requiring 15 days were conducted to clarify uncertain 
photointerpretations. The survey required about 1,000 man- hours over a seven-
month period. One hundred- five units having a tota l area of 25,700 acres 
were catalogued as po tent ial natural areas. Plant communities were identified 
in environments ranging from moist coastal headlands to dry s alt deserts. 
The suitability of high altitude erR aerial photography in conducting such a 
survey i s discus s ed. 
aerial photography 
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E-27 May, G. A. 19 76 . Use of LANDSAT- J Digita~ Mu~tispectpa~ Scannep 
Data f op Land Covep Mapping . Ph.D. Thes i s Agron. Dept. , Penn . 
St a te Univ., University Pa rk, PA. 117 pp. 
Nine water s hed s with in the Susquehanna River Bas In of southeaste rn 
Pennsylvania s erved a s the test areas for determining the applicability of 
automatic data processing (ADP) of LANDSAT MSS data i n r eg i onal l and cover 
mapping . LANDSAT MSS digital da t a were acquired for the s tudy a r eas in 
Oc tober a nd July 197 3 . The image proces~ing facilities a t ORSER were used 
to derive computer generate d l a nd cover maps which delineated major cate-
gories such as bare soil, s tubbleland, hayland/ gr a s s , woodland, urb an areas , 
disturbed lands, a nd water bodies. Ground truth was provided primarily by 
topogra phic quadra ngl es a nd aerial photographs . A Bausch and Lomb Zoom 
Tra ns f e r Scope was used t o superimpose the " ground t r ut h" on the compute r 
c l assificat ion maps . Overall, a 75 % co rrec t c l ass i f i ca tion was r eali zed by 
the ADP of the two -season, merged LANDSAT data. Only 68% correct c l assifi-
cation was achieved us ing the Oc t ober data alone . It was a l s o shown t ha t 
whil e mapping data set s provided better overall r esults , some ca t egor ies wer e 
best clas sif i ed by t he sing l e season charac teriza tion. The s pec tral group 
centroids in each of t he fo ur HSS bands were calcula t e d f or each l and cover 
ca t egory to deve lop a s pe ctral s i gnature bank . The feasibility of a pplying 
signature extens ion (the transfer of predetermined s i gna tures through s pace 
a nd time) was explored . In orde r to c lassify and lIIap r e l iably and acr:uratel y , 
it wa s found that spatia l and atmospheric variables mus t r ema in s omewhat 
cons tant. Different t ype s of computer generated map s were produced including 
l i ne printed character maps as well a s color coded maps, and at scales from 
1:15,000 to 1:50,000. It wa s noted that the t ype and scale of c lass i f i cation 
map depends on the user' s needs . 
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HcKim, H. L., C. J. Herry, S . Cooper, D. M. Ander son, and L . W. Gatto. 
,1975. App~ications of Remote Sensing f op CoPps of Enqineeps Ppo-
gpams in New Eng~and . in Pr>oc . . 1Oth Intl . Symp . Remote Sensing of 
Env . ERIM , Ann Ar bor, MI. 19 pp. 
The utility of satell i te, high altitude and low altitude ae rial imagery wa s 
evaluated by the Corps of Enginee rs. The mos t s i gnificant contribution t o 
dat e has been to increase confide nce by more accurately e s timating parameters 
us ed in mode ls . Several new coope r a tive r emo t e senSing prog rams address ing 
environmental and hydrologic. problems were i mplemente d by t he Cold Region s 
Res earch and Enginee r ing Labora tory and the New England Divi s ion of the Corps . 
E-28 (cont' d) 
The fir s t objective of these programs was to determine the avai l ability, type, 
s cale and resolution required . The second objective was to s hot\! how remote 
sensing method s can be utilized to a ugment or update conventional procedures . 
For the analys is of LANDSAT da t a, imager y f rom each band wa s enlarged t o 
1:200,000 with a spatial resolution of 70 m. This image r y provided valuable 
inf ormation fo r site evalua tion , de fini t ion of geologic lineaments and monitor-
ing s now and i ce accumulat ion a nd ablat i on. Thi s in fo rma tion can in f lue nce 
design of new Corps facilities or on flood forecasting procedures . Skylab 
S190A (multiband photography) , Skylab S190B (earth terrain camera) , and 
RB-57/RC8 (high altitude aircr aft ) photographs wer e enl arged to 1:63,600 
with r esolutions of 25 , 12.5, and 5 m. respe c tive l y . Us ing a modified ver -
sion of the USGS land us e classificat ion system for use with r emote s e ns ing 
da t a , the erR image r y was interpreted and l and use categories del ineated . 
The Sky lab program has defined the detail of l and us e mapping that can be 
accomplished fr om th e S190A a nd Sl90B pho tography . The re s ul ts from the S190B 
imager y compared favorab l y with those obta i ned from high altitude aircraft 
photogra phy . The LANDSAT Sl90A data products were not cons i dered ad equa te 
fo r detaile d land use mapping although the p roduc t s wer e useful fo r rapid 
regional land use inve n tories . Low altitude air cr aft pho togr aphy (scale 
1: 33 , 600) was used t o determine the l ocation of ma t er i als a t a potential dam 
construc tion si t e l oca t ed on the St. John River i n Aroos took County , Ma ine , 
approximately 30 mi . west of t he town of Ft. Kent . A 335 ft . earthen dam 
will be designed primarily fo r hydroel ectric power, with secondary use f or 
flood cont r ol. The study s howed tha t the materia l needed for cons truction of 
the earthen dam and dikes ca n be obtained within a s ix mil e r adiu s of the 
primary dam and f our mile r adius of the thr ee dike s ites . This should a llow 
~ l a rg e cos t savi ng fo r trans portation of mate r ial as compared t o orig i nal 
design es timates . In a no ther program , th e effect of i nundat i on at s ix New 
England flood control r eservoirs was inves tigated . The ef f ects of the 1973 
s umme r f lood wer e assessed from low a l titude crR photography and corrobora-
tive ground s urveys . The extent a nd sever ity of tree damage was mapped and 
analyzed statis t ically . These resul ts will be us ed by the Corps in the r e-
ser voir management program. 
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Merry , C. J . and H. L. McKi m. 19 76 . AppZi eati ons of Remote Sensing 
in t he New Eng Zand Urban Studi es Program. in Proe . of t he Soe . 
Seientists Conf.: 214- 215 . Memphis , TN. 
A s tudy was conduc t ed to compare t he accuracy and cost e f fectivenes s of using 
aerial photographic techniques to derive data t o be used in t he STORH (storage , 
treatment, overflow runoff model) hydrologic model. These t echniques we re con-
trasted with the more conventional met hods [not described] of the New Engl a nd' 
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E-29 (cont' d) 
Division, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers in extracting information on (1) area 
of watershed , (2) land use type in wiltersherl, (3) impervious sur.face a 'rea for 
a given land use type, and (4) curb length for a land li s e type . Photomosaic s 
covering six selected 7- 1/2 minute USGS topographic quadrangle s in the 
Boston metropolitan area were prepared from NASA RB- 57 RC-S high altitude 
BW aerial photographs enlarged to a scale of 1 : 24,000 . A total of six Level 
I, 17 Level II, and 18 l.evel III land lise categories were delineated on the 
aerial photos, costing $2,890 for the six quadrangles ($0.014/a.) compared 
to $600 ($0.003/a.) for the conventional techniques . Watershed boundaries 
could not be determined from the imagery and had to be delineated and the 
areas meas ured from topographic maps . Impervious surfaces were mapped from 
low altitude aerial photography (1:3,500; type not given] for two selected 
sites . The results we re comparable to those of the conventional me t hod; a 
comparison of the cost e ffectiveness of the two methods was no t poss ible 
because of insufficient data. More than 64% of all curbs in the Newton test 
site were identified on the low altitude photography. The cost of c urb den-
sity mapping with photointerpre tation was $0.899/a. compared to $1.200/a. 
by the conventional method of using residential density as an index. Although 
not always less expensive than conventional procedures, photo interpretation 
was recommended to derive uata input for the STORM nodel becaus e of (1) higher 
accuracy, (2) increased confidence , and (3) greater amount of detail. 
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Miller, L. D., C. Tom, and K. Nualchawee. 1977. Remote Sensing I nputs 
t o Landscape Mode[s Which Predict Future Spat ia[ Land Use Patterns 
for Hydro[ogic Mode [s . Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenb elt, MD . 
NASA-X-923-77- llS. 41 pp. 
Lands cape mod e ling organizes and overlays data from existing maps , analys i s 
of r emote sensing imagery, and tabular data into a computer fr amework. The 
overlays of map and image derived data provide a basis for computer simula-
tion or modeling of the future s patial behavior of the landscape to anti c i-
pated natural events or human, activity. A typical application of s uch a 
procedure to hydrology is the prediction of future land us e patterns of an 
urban area as input into the simulation of the urban hydrograph. The appli-
ca tion of landscape mod e ling to the Denver, CO metropolita n a r e a provides an 
illustration of thi s technique. A tropical forest area of northern Thailand 
provides a te s t ca s e of the application of the approach in more natura l 
surroundings. Combining the available remote s ensing imagery with available 
map information in the landscape model provides a basis for substantial 
improvements in s tudies of land us e and hydrology. Visual display of 
E- 30 (cont'd) 
land use changes was accomplish ed by a cell b y cell comparison of the u se 
and cove r c ategories as existed in 19 63 and 1970 . One technique discussed 
fo r the projection of f uture land use patterns i s the Markov Trend Model, 
which assumes that f u ture l a nd use can b e predicted , in the s hort run , by 
observations on recent past changes. Another method d iscus sed is discrimi-
nan t analys is , which considers t he probability of land use change from one 
ca t ego r y to a nother on a cel l by cell bas i s (i . e ., preser v ing s patial in teg-
r ity) . In t he text, s ome attent ion i s g iven t o i mproved LANDSAT HSS image 
cl as s if i cation . Comparisons a r e made fo r classifications based (1) solely 
on the four MSS band s , (2) the fo ur ba nd s plus the s ix rations of these 
bands , and ( 3 ) inc lusions of various combinations of o ther data pla nes ( e . g . ~ 
census data, t opography , freeway location, e t c .). 
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Poulton, C. E. 1972 . A Comprehensive Remote Sensing Legend Sys tem f oY' 
the Ecological Characterization and Annotation of Natur al and 
Altered Landscapes . in Pr oc . 8th Symp . Remote Sensing of Env ., ERIM 
Ann Arbor, MI . 1:393-408. 
An integrated legend s ystem is presented for use i n multis t age earth r e-
sources i nve ntory and land use classification. The program was developed by 
preparing a hierarchical classifica t ion a nd appl ying it to sa t e llite i mager y , 
and high and low alti t ude ae rial photography. The b roader categories are 
especially s ui table to s paceborne a nd high altitude sensor s , while the more 
detailed classes are fo r use with low al titude sys tems with their improved 
resolution. The detailed format for a comprehensive ecological legend in-
cludes information for: (1) gross r esource and land use ; ( 2) phys iognomic 
type or secondar y l and use ; (3) s pecific ecosys tem or detailed land use; ( 4) 
macro relie f ; (5) landform; (6) surfi cial geology ; and (7) soil type or 
characteristics . Desc riptions and symbo l s are presented for f i ve of these 
c lasses . Sugges tions a re made a s to how t he o t her t wo (geo l ogy and soils ) 
could be coded in a s imil ar mann er . A faul t of the legend system, as not ed 
by the autho r, i s tha t it does not prov i de for dir ec t assessment of s uch 
land uses (or activities) as gr azing , fore s try , water s hed , wi ldli fe produc-
tivity, aes thetics , or rec r ea tion. 
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E- 32 Rambert, c . E. 19 73 . AnalQg t o Digital Conver s i on Sys t em faY' Mu lti -
spectral Scanner Data . M. S. Thesi s El ee. Engrg . Dept . , Pen n. State 
Univ., University Park, PA. 104 pp. 
The resear ch desc r i bed involved the design and use of a ser i es of compute r 
programs that would convert MSS da ta in its a na l og magne tic tape format to 
a computer compatible digital format (IBH/ 360 , 9 track, 800 bpi). Eight-
channel Bendix MSS data wer e us ed to create and tes t the program s . A hybrid 
compu t er, co nsisting of an EAl 680 analog computer and a DEC PDP-IO digital 
computer, comprised the processing system hardware . Proce ss ing th e MSS data 
pr oduces digital data outpu t in ORSER format. The programs neces sary to use 
t hi s system are presented in appendices . The author concluded tha t the 
advant ages o f this hybrid conve r s i on system over simple bulk digi tizing are : 
(1) more precise pixel sampl ing; (2) va riabl e output f ormat ; ( 3) no s pecial 
equipment ; ( 4) geometric corrections can be pe rformed s imultaneously wit.h 
pixel s ampling; a nd (5) pr eproces sing c an be pe r fo rmed prior t o s i gna l con-
version. Dis advantages cited are : (1) the hybrid system requir es mor e 
hardware; and (2 ) bet t e r unde r standing o f computer techniques is r equired 
than with a simple bulk digitizer. 
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Rinker, J . N. a nd R. E. Fros t. 
Sensing~ and Education . in 
Ann Arbor, HI. 2 : 709- 711. 
digita l computer 
multis pectr a l s canne r 
1966 . Envir onmental Analysis, Remote 
Proe . 4th Symp . on Remote Sens ing Env . 
The criteria for efficient and accurate e nvironmental ana l ysis via r emote 
sensing are discus s ed . Profess i ona l inte r est in r emote sensing fall s i nto 
three ca t egories : (1) sensor s ystems engineering; (2) application of s ensor 
sys t ems for terrai n a na l ysi s , de lineation, targe t identification, e t c . ; a nd 
(3) e nvironmental a nalysis in the broad sense . I n systems engineer ing, a 
foundation in physics and mathematics , with specializat ion i n other di s cip-
lines , i s required. In the s econd category , emphas i s must b e pl aced on the 
applied natural a nd physical sc ience s . I n t he third ca t egor y , a t e am effort 
is r equired with coordinated effort f r om individuals from the o the r two cate -
gories. The t e am approac h t o env ironme ntal analysis i s empha sized because 
the various physical, natural , and cultural c omponents of the e nvironment a re 
interre l a t ed; t he diSCipl ines o f ge ology, bi ol ogy , geogr aphy, ecology , hydro-
logy, etc . , are man- made divisions of the env ironm en t . Ther efor e , while spe-
c i a l ization i s r equired to a certai n extent, t he abil ity of a remote sens ing 
a na l yst to per ceive t he need for inte r act ing with o t her disciplines is neces-
sa ry. 
remote senSing 
ed uca t ion 
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E- 34 Rinker , J . N., J . Ehl en , A. E. Krusinger , T. R. Cur rin , A. O. Poulin, 
and P. B. McCracken . 1976. CapabiLities of Remote Sensors to 
Determine EnvironmentaL Information for Combat . u.s. Army Engr . 
Topo. Lab ., Res. Ins t . , Fort Bel vo i r , VA. Rept . No. ETL-OOSI. 
242 pp. 
U.S. Army Field and Tec hnical Manua l s we r e used t o deve lop a lis t of 313 
environmenta l information needs required by the Army to a ccompli s h i ts vari-
ous mili tar y tasks . Eac h item was evaluated agains t a l ist of r emote sen-
s ing systems t o deter mine the exten t t o which each sys tem could provide the 
information . The systems eva luated were LANDSAT (ERTS), radar, thermal IR , 
l ow al ti t ude oblique aer ial photography, standar d photo index sheets , a nd 
ster eo 1:20,000 and 1 :100 ,000 scal e vertical aeria l pho tographs . Ea ch sys t em 
was rated for its usefulness in identi fy ing each of the e nvir onmental f eatures . 
The eva luations al so include t he l eve l of skill r equi red to obtain the neces -
sar y information from the r emo t e sens ing i magery . Also, comments and di s cus-
s ion on the definit ion of f ac tors, limitations with ref e r e nce to both the 
fac tors and procedure s , and pos sible use of other r emote sensor systems a re 
presen t ed . 
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E-35 Robinove , C. J . 1972 . Remote Sensing ~n Geo~ogy, Hydro~ogy, and 
Geography . i n Pr oc . IntL . Workshop on Earth Resources Survy . 
Sys t . 1:55-66, Ann Arbor , MI. 
Remote sensin g from satel lites a nd a ircra f t has many applications to the 
sc i enti fic disciplines of geology , hydrology , and geog r aphy . The fea s i bili ty 
of r emo te sensing f or geologi c purposes has been demons trated by t he discovery 
of signi f i cant a r e as for mineral explorat ion in the s outhwes t ern Uni ted States 
fr om space photographs , the delineation of r ock s tructures favorable f or oil 
and gas expl orat i on, a nd the description of changes in landforms caus ed by 
geologic event s such as volcanic erupt ions and ear thq uakes. Hydrologic uses 
of r emo te sen sing i nclude the explor ation fo r ground water in both arid a nd 
humi d r egions, t he a sses sment with r epe titive images of the status of peren-
nial and in termit tent lakes , the mapping of flooded a r eas , a nd t he de l i neation 
of coas t a l a nd inland wetlands . Geogra phy i s both a disc i pline in it s el f and 
an integrat ion of o the r disc iplines. Geographic uses o f r emote sensing data 
inc lude land lis e mapp i ng in urban and r ura l areas , mapp ing of sequential 
changes in cultura l feature s and t he ir rela tio n to the env ironment , and t he 
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s ynthes i s of other res ource information with geograph i c dat a to f orm informa-
tion systems f or management u s e. Ba s i c a THl a pplied r esearch in each disc ipline 
coupled with increas ing operational use of space and aircraft colle cted remote 
s ens ing data in information and re s ource management s ys tems will provide a 
f uture capability for be tter resource a nd e nvironmenta l management. (Author) 
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Roger s , R. H., J . B. 
Schec t er. 1975. 
t al App l ications . 
17 pp. 
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Mckeon, L. E. Reed, N. F. Schmidt, and R. N. 
Computer Mapping of LANDSAT Da t a for Envir onmen-
Bendix Aerospace Sy s t. Div., Ann Arbor, MI . 
As part of the national effort to deal with water pollution, Sec . 208 of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Ac t Amendments of 19 72 (PL 92-500) provides 
regiona l planning agencies with the opportunity and fundin g t o undertake 
regional wate r quality pl anning . A requirement o f the 208 program i s to pre-
dict water quality in the rivers and l a ke s resulting f rom exis ting and poten-
tial l a nd use. To achi eve this capability, the Triangl e J Council of Govern-
ments (North Carolina) is deve l oping det e rminis t i c mode ls capable of predict-
ing s ediment and nutrient flow into the waterways . An e s s ential input to 
these models i s an accurate inventory of land cover within the watersheds of 
the region . Such an inventory was obtained f or a 1,750 mi. 2 208 s tudy area 
through the comput e r proce s s ing of LANDSAT compu t er compatible tapes us ing 
the Bendix Aerospace Sys t ems Divis ion Multispec tral Data Analysis System. Te n 
land cover categories were interpreted for the study ar ea at a resolution of 
1.1 a . These included three urba n de ns ity categories , four for est types, 
agricultural-managed lands , ba r e soil construction sites , and wate r. The 
r esulting products inc luded color coded overlays for each of the 10 categor i e s 
for a 1:96,000 s cale base map (photographically enlarged fr om 1:576,000 com-
puter-generaged film negatives), a color composi t e map of the same categories 
and scale , and a computer t a pe c ontaining 54 quadrangl e!": (7 1/ 2 mjnute) whe r e 
each 50 m. grid cell was coded as to the 10 land cover types . The overall 
c lassi f i ca t ion accuracy was estimated to be bette r than 90%. The s e taped data 
were aggregated into 10 a. grid cells a nd merged wi th s oils and slope data to 
comput e s ediment a nd nutrien t flows in the drainage areas . The complete inven-
tory was accomplis hed with in a pe riod of 60 days at a cost of l e s s than one 
cent pe r a c r e , a s i gnif i cant improvement in dollar s and time ove r conventional 
photointe rpr e t a tion and mapping technique s. 
E- 36 (cont'd) 
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E-37 Rogers , R. H. and S. E. Tilman. 19 76. A Strategy f or Land Use/Cover 
Data FiZe and Map Preparation . Bendix Aeros pace Sys. Div. Rept . 
BSR 4239 . Ann Ar bor, HI. 21 pp. 
A conceptual framework for produc ing digital land use/cover files and maps is 
discus sed . Developed t o be used i n coordination with s tudies ass ocia ted wi th 
Sec . 208 of the 19 72 Water Quality Act , the program s uggests a. plan for com-
bining the result s of ADP of LANDSAT data and manual interpreta tion of aerial 
photograph s and maps . Des igned to be used on a regional planning level , the 
system combines informa tion form 14 land use and cover ca t egories in matrices 
of lO-ac r e ge ocoded cells . Of those 14 types , 10 of the more homogeneous ones, 
such as rangelands , woodland s , water, and we tlands , would be de linea ted from 
LANDSAT informat i on . The other ca tegories r equi r ing improved s patial/ s pectral 
resolution, such as commercial services , industries, tr ans portation, communi-
cation, utility corridors, and tr ee and bush fruits, would be delineated by 
aerial photograph interpretation . A system for geocoding these data i s pre -
sented. A s eries of 11 tasks , fr om ground t ruth acquisition to fina l co lor-
coded map gene ration (at 1:125,000) a nd fil e creation i s r ecommend ed . 
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Sellman, B. 1972 . High Altitude Aerial Photography a s an 
Source for Urban &1ndscape Analysis . i n Remote Sensing 
Res ources , 1:206-218. Conf . on Earth Resourc . Ob s . and 
sis Syst. , Uni v. of Tenn. Space lns t., Tullahoma, TN. 
In formation 
of Earth 
Info . Analy-
Photographic i magery (BW , color, and erR) o f a seven county region (4000 mi . 2) 
in southeastern Hichigan collec t ed from a NASA RB-S7 aircraft at 60,000 ft . 
was evaluated for use in urban landscape analysis. Pho tomosa i cs were pre-
pared fr om the three kinds of imager y . Color r endition was not uni f orm a cros s 
a f ull frame even though a n a nti-vignett i ng filter was used. Using just the 
cent ral port i on of a f rame i s reconunended a s in the use of band pass filters 
to separa t e color film positives into di s crete monochromatic images . Wrat ten 
61 (green) a nd 29 (red) fil ters were used to e nhance images of r esidential 
development and vegetation detec tion, r espec tivel y . The broad coverage 
of high altitude photographs permits studies of t he s pat i al se tting o f 
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land use features. Some of the more important changes in urban structure ca n 
be detected readily, The quantity and quality of in formation in the imagery 
can be increased through color interpretations a nd t he us e of s pecia l pro-
cessing techniques . The possibility of using fil t ered monochromatic nega-
tives produced from a erR film positive to determine approximate populations 
i s discussed. 
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Shamburger, J. H. and H. K. Woods. 19 75. Applicati on of Remote Sen-
S Ol'S to Al'my Facility Management . Appendix B: Va Udation of 
Envil'onmental Maps Produced Through Air- Photo Inte l'pl'etation. 
Mobility and Env. Sys . Lab . • U.S. Army Engr. Waterways Exp . Sta ., 
Vicksburg, HS. Tech . Rept. H-74-2 . 40 pp . 
Field studie s were conducted to determine the accur acy ot environmental map s 
produced through interpretation of Sl.J aerial photographs (scal e not given] 
t aken in the Fort Belvoir , VA area in 1972 . Data on vegetation type, height , 
and density , wildlife habitat, soil type , and six other fac t ors were collected 
in 36 samp l e si t es . In the ana l ys i s phase, the val ues on the single factor 
ma ps prepared using aerial photograph interpretation wer e compared with the 
overlays reflec ting the f i e ld stud i e s . Subj ective evaluations showed that t he 
origina l photomaps we re fairly accurate bu t required a few minor alterations 
in line shifting , factor class c ha nge , and the add ition of new areas. Factor 
maps are presented for a ll the fea tures investigated. Generally , accurac i es 
derived via photointerpretation were grea ter than 90%. In studying the rela-
tive expe nses associated with gathering remote sensing data, it tv-as found 
that panchromatic black-and- white IR aerial photographs, at 1 : 30,000 t o 
1:40,000, were the most cost effective ( $2 . 00 to $4.50/mi. 2 ) of those inves-
tiga ted. Mult ispec tr a l camera imagery acquired from 16,000 ft . was the mos t 
exp ensive ($30 .00/mi. 2 ). It was noted , however, that data acquisition is 
only one component of the successful use and applicat i on of remote sensing 
methods. Other cons iderations include the type of probe lm to be analyzed , the 
cos t of ground control data, data manipulation, and i nf orma tion extracLlon and 
presentation. 
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E-40 Sher z , J. P . 1972. FinaZ Report on 
Research Program. Inst. fo( Env. 
Univ . of Wis consin, Hadi son , WI. 
Jnfpared Photogpaphy AppZied 
Stud i es , Remote Sensing Prog ., 
Rept . No . 1 2 . 62 pp. 
The feasibility of using s pecia l a e rial photogr aphic f ilms for water pollu-
tion monitoring of the outfall from the U. S. St eel Hill at Calume t, I L was 
s tud ied . Both color a nd eIR films we r e used . Laboratory tests were made on 
water samples take n at various po int s on both s ides of a breakwater , on one 
s ide of whi ch the wate r s r ece ived the s t ee l mill outf all . Total solids , 
iron and phenol concentrations wer e meas ured . Ref l ectance ana l ys is of these 
water samples was conduc t e d with a spec trophotometer. The laboratory s tud y 
indicated that there were apparent correlations between various concentration 
levels of total solids , iron , and phenols and the p er cent r eflectance of the 
\.Jater s amples. The films were t ested with a mic r odens i tometer . White styro-
f oam pa nels were c ompar ed with barium s ulfate standards in terms of percent 
reflectance t hr oughout the 0 . 4 ~m to O. 73 ~m range of the e l ect r omagneti c 
s pect r um . Ther e was a high degr e e of correlat i on; styrofoam was then adopted 
as the reference s tandard ( 1 00% reflect i vity) . Two methods \oJ"e r e used to cor-
relate water qua l ity with photographic i mage re f l ectances : (1) absolu te r e-
f l e ctance vs . pollution concentration a nd (2) r ation of two wavelength reflec-
tances vs . pollution concentration. It was conc l ude d t hat the wavelength ratio 
t!'!ethod correlates we ll with poll ution concen t r ation . Two other areas inves-
tigated were (1) effect s caused by l e ns fal l off and angle of i ncidence and 
(2) depth pe ne tration of various fi l ms . Diffe r e nces in tone on e ither side of 
the U. S. Steel br eakwater a ppeared more pronounced on color aer i al photographs 
than on CIR . This was verified by the microdens itometric ana l yses . It was 
concluded that this was the case becaus e col or ha s more water " pene tration 
power" than ,does eIR (i . e ." crR f i l m did not record tonal differ ences due to 
iron presence on e ithe r s ide of breakwater because the iron s ol i ds wer e up to 
15 feet below the water surface) . Another conclus i on was tha t correc t ions 
mu s t be made to r aw microdens itometr ic data be cause of the ef f ects of lens 
falloff and c hanges o f angle of inc idence with the water. An a rray of ca libra-
t i on panels throughout the sampling area would provide localized reference 
standards , however . 
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Smedes , H. W., A. K. Turne r, a nd J . C. Reed, Jr, 1976. Oblique Air'-
photos for Mapping , Edueating Users , and Enhancing PubZio Paritoipa-
tion in Envir onmental Planning . in FhotogY'ammetY'Y" IvateY' Quality" 
Sa f ety AppuY'tenanoes" and Shou ldeY' Desi gn. National Res . Coun., 
Transp . Res . Board , Transp. Res. Rec. No . 594:1- 5 . 
The u tility o f oblique color aerial photographs in var i ou s environment a l plan-
ning pr ocedures i s dis cussed . In a study i n Jeffer s on County , CO it was 
demonst r ated that l ow altitude oblique aerial photographs could bridge t he gap 
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betwe pn on site observations a nd map r epresentations . A citi zens a c tion 
group was organi zed to assist in the devel opment of all ope n s pace program. 
Us er g roups , consisting of citizens, were formed to play an integral role 
in the decis i on making processes. It was realized e arly in the study, how-
ever, that map and point informa tion for natural and cultural parameters was 
not easily communica ted to those laymen participating in the plan' s develop-
ment; maps and ver tical aer ial photographs used by profess i ona l s were found 
to be unfamiliar to users. Therefore, oblique aerial photographs were used 
to train the citizen s in map comprehension by illustrating the relationship 
between real world phenomena a nd map content. Afte r thi s initial bridge was 
crossed , the participants ,.,rere introduced to computer mapping techniques; 
they agreed t hat the oblique aerial photographs contribu ted s ignificantly to 
their understanding of maps of na tural resource s . Further, oblique color 
aerial photos were used to assist in environmental ana l yses and scenic 
evaluations . The cost of acquiring about 100 oblique color aerial photo-
graphs was $59. 
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Simpson , R. B., R. S . Yuill, and D. T. Lindgren. 1972. Upban-Fie ~d 
Land Use From RB-57 Photography: The Boston and New Haven Areas . 
Proj . in Remote Sensing, Dept . of Geography , Dar tmouth Colle ge, 
Hanover , NH. 84 pp. 
This study reports on \vork undertaken between June 1971 and June 1972 on the 
us e of high altitude RB- 57 CIR aerial photography in the preparation of land 
use maps and compu t e r data bases of the Boston and Ne\ ... Haven metropolitan 
areas. A pr i me purpose was to compare information derived from the aerial 
photogr aphs with U. S . Ce nsus information. The photography used was primarily 
NASA RB-S7 high altitude (50 , 000 to 60,000 ft.) erR po s itive transparencies 
(1:100,000) acquired with a \~ild RC-8 camera . The imagery was v i ewed over a 
light table wi th a ster eoscope; however, frames were interpreted monoscopi-
cally . The land us e classification scheme was taken [rom the EROS Atlas of 
Urban and Regional Change and included 12 different categories. Aerial photo-
interpretation of the New Haven area (nine topographic sheet equivalents) 
r equired seven man-weeks. Interpre tations were coded a t the 1/25 km . 2 cell 
l e vel and put onto computer card s . Various computer g raphic techniques were 
us ed to gener ate land use map s (water areas , multifamily and mixed resid ential , 
single fami l.y residential, industrial , commercial, t ransporta tion and utili-
ties, institutional, recreational, agri culture , forest and vacant) in th e 
Boston and New Haven areas . Comparisons were made between this digital data 
base and others from the northeas tern United States . Studi e s correlating 
percentage of urban land us e (5 km . 2 cell s i ze) a nd transportation network 
E- 42 (cont'd) 
char.acter i stics in the Bos ton metropolitan area re s ulte d in a regress ion 
model utilizing three transportation variables; the model had a correlation 
coefficient of 0. 76 at the 0.01 confidence l evel. 
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Comparison of Color, Color In frared and 
Photogpaphy . Photogrammetric Engineering 
42(10):1273- 1277. 
This paper compares the ease of interpretation and the amount of in f ormation 
content of three types of aerial photography. Using a 3Smm . Asahi Pentax 
Spotmatic Camera, t he investigator [located in New Zea l and] acquired pan-
chromatic St.] ( II fo r d F P4), co lor (Kodachrome X), and CIR (Kodak Ektachrome 
Infrared) aerial photography , all a t 1:18,000. Th e f ilm po s itives of these 
ima gery types were assessed for ease of recognizing and identifying selected 
terrain features s uch as a lignments, fault plug zones and seepage areas , 
eroded s urfaces, eros ion t ype s and proces ses, vegetation types and condition, 
and drainage patterns . The BW photography was interpreted fir s t, f ollowed 
by the color, then the CIR; further, a one wee k lapse was allowed before 
moving from one imagery type to the next s o tha t they could be evaluated a s 
objec tive ly as possible . erR aerial photography was r a nked highest; overall , 
color wa s second, and BW was rate d third. In one instance, however, the 
analys i s of drainage patterns, BW was equal or superior to either co lor or 
CIR. This was due primarily to the greater detail s hown in shaded or partially 
obscur ed ground areas . It was concluded that , based upon costs and informa-
tion contents , a combination of eIR and BW aerial photography provided best 
photo interpretive res ult s with eIR being the best single sensor . 
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E-44 Tanner , C. E. 19 77 . Gui de to Preselect7:on of Training Samp les and 
Gpound Truth CoZleotion. Env. Nonitoring and Support Lab ., Env. 
Protection Agency , Las Vegas , NV. EPA- 600/7-77-100. 32 pp. 
Automated data process ing (ADP) of digi tal remote s ensing imagery can be a 
cost e ffective me thod for image classification . However , to ensure accurate 
processing via pattern recognition techn iques, training samples must be 
properly selected and adequat e ground truth must be provided . Schemes are 
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pre.sented for t he selection of training samples for both LANDSAT and airc r aft 
multispectral s canner (H5S) data . In general, it was recommended that 36 
training samples per class be c hosen for each LANDSAT scene. A theoretical 
s ituation is presented fo r a n a ircraft MSS scene . Two criteria of training 
s amples are that they be homogeneous and uniformly distributed . These samples 
should be selected initially from color , erR , or BW aerial photographs. 
Fi eld inves tigations of the training samples to be used in the ADP of the MSS 
data should be conducted to determine how \vell a preselected s it e actually 
t ypifies the class of interest. It was noted that s uch field verification 
may re sult in as much a s a 20~~ attrition rate . lfuether conducting conven-
tional image analyses (i . e . ., photointerpre tation) or ADP image analys e s , 
f i eld studies are necessary to provide the analyst with the valid ground 
cover c lassification. Ground truth operations, although highly necessa ry, 
are usua lly expensive and are rarely performed properly . Techniques are 
outlined and a sample ground truth form i s presented that permit s coll ecting 
necessar y field i nformation efficiently a nd accurate l y . 
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Thompson, I,. 1. 1971. Ear t h Sur vey BibUography : A KWIC Index of 
Remote Sensing Informati on . Transportation Systems Center, 
Cambridge, MA. Rept. No . DOT-TSC-NASA-70-1 . 265 pp. 
This bibliography contains 1 ,650 literature citations on remote s ensing of 
earth resources . The bibliography is divided into three part s : (1) a list-
ing of the bibliographic citations by an access ion numberj ( 2) a 
keyword-in-context (KWIC) index; and (3 ) an alphabetized author index. The 
KWIC index is a pe rmuted ti tle i nd e x generat ed through computer manipulation 
of citation titles . Keywords are extracted from the titles and an index is 
prepared automatically. A alphabetical keyword listing is generate d with much 
of the title (or c.ontext) surrounding the keyword field. I n formation i s 
provided on how document s can be acquired . 
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E-46 Valentine , K. W. G. and J. F. Hawkins . 1975 . A Quantitative Compari -
s on of Color Photogr aphy and LA NDSAT Imagery f or a Small Seale 
Land ResoUI'ce Map of Nor thern British ColumMa. in Pmc . Jrd 
Canadian Symp . on Remote Sensing, 1:489-494. edmon t on , Albe rta , 
Canada. 
Thirteen s oil s urveyors produced a terra in map of a n 800 mi. 2 a r ea j u s t e as t 
of Telegr aph Cr eek in northern British Columbi a . The mapping was done on 
three adjacent co lor photogr aph s a nd a LANDSAT image fo r compari son. The 
percent age agr eement with ground t ru th maps was measure d and t he t ime and 
cost calculated t o estimate how accura t e l y a small scale r esource map of 
northern British Columbia could be made t how muc h it would cost , and how 
long it would t ake . There was nearly 60% a gre ement with ground truth on the 
photogra phs and about 50% on the LANDSAT image (u s ing a s i mplified l egend). 
Sources of bias in the r esults may mean t hat t hese f i gures are lowe~ than 
absolute levels of accuracy attainable . The r esults we~e sati s factorily 
consi s t ent between individuals on each image . Using photogr aphy ( co s ting 
approx . $442 , 000) a 1:1 million re sourc e map of northe rn Britis h Columbia 
would t ake 4 1/ 2 years to produce . Using LANDSAT imager y enlarged to 
1:500 , 000 (costing about $2 , 000) with a simpl i fied legend, a map could be 
produced in six months. The latter alternative i s r ecommended. (Author) 
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VanGenderen, J. L., B. F. Lock, a nd P . A. Voss . 1977 . Te s t ing the 
Proc . 11th Symp . 
1: 615- 623 . 
Accuracy of Remote Sensing Land Use Maps . in 
Remot e Sensing of Env . ERIM, Ann Arbor, MI. 
A t ec hnique f or ground truth sampling and data a na l ys i s i s di scussed f or 
test ing the a ccuracy of land u s e and cover maps prepared f rom remote sensing 
imager y . The main aspects considered in de s i gning the r emote sensin g s amp l i ng 
procedu~e included : (1) the fr eq ue ncy that anyone l a nd use t ype is erron-
eous l y class ified into another category ; (2) t he f r equency that the wr ong 
land use i s er r oneously included in anyone class ; (3) the proportion of a ll 
land incorre ctly class ified; and ( 4) t he de t e rmina tion of whe ther or not 
c l assification e rror s are random. A stra t i fied s ampling technique was selected 
ov er a s trictly r a ndom sampling procedure so t hat smalle r a r e a s a nd i nfre-
quently occurring land us e t ypes would be adequ a t e l y sampl ed. The majo r dif-
ference between the t wo a pproac hes i s t hat s tratifie d s ampling cons iders each 
land use cate gor y , or stratum , a s a n inde pendent s ubsample in which random 
s ampling is employed . Pure l y random sampling of a n entire study are a does 
not break the area into s eparate groups . Within eac h stratum , r a ndom sampling 
points are s e lec t e d on the basis of a random number genera t or a nd s ome corre-
s ponding grid r e f e r e ncing sys t em. Probability s t a ti s tics show that in order 
to achieve a n 85% overall accuracy i n the l and use and cover classifica t ion 
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map, at least 20 sample points per catego r y are required. For a 90% level, 
at l east 30 such points are ne~d.ed , and better than 60 for a 95% accuracy. 
Contrasting ground checked land use of sampling points with the categories 
der ived from remote sensin g will permit a n estima tion of: (1) the correc t 
and incor r ect classification (matrix) of individual categor i es (2) the ave"c-
all correctness of the entire land use map and (3) trends in the misclassi-
fication of certain land us e and cover types. 
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Way , D. S. 1973. Te rr'ain Anal ysis : A Guide to Site Selection 
Using Aerial Photographic I nterpretation. Dowden, Hutchinson , 
and Ross, Inc., Strouds burg, PA. 392 pp. 
Terrain analysis is defined a s the identification and interpretation of land-
forms r esulting from geological processes. A sytematic approach to t errain 
analys is i s presented for use by planners in analyzing na tur al ~ystems and 
making decisions . The approach is in t erdisciplinary with dis cuss ions of 
general geology, soils, rock types, glac ial, fl uv ial, and aeolian landforms . 
Numerous graphic examples are given by use of figures, maps, and BW aerial 
photogra ph stereo models. Specific issues of site development, including 
sewage disposal, excavation and grad ing , soil compaction, highway construc-
tion, and other areas , a re discussed briefly. Also, various remote sensor 
systems are described and sources for aerial photographic information are 
given. 
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Weeden, H. A. and N. B. Bolling. 1975. Reconnaissance Mapping from 
Aerial Photographs . OR SER/SSEL, Penn . State Univ ., University Park, 
PA . Tech . Rept. 17- 75 . 18 pp . 
A t e chnique for reconnaissance mapping as opposed to " s pot problem" mapping 
of rock and soil is presented. Five terrain parameters were used to des-
cribe the mapping units and fully describe the th ree basic situat i ons of rock 
dominated, soil dominated, and inter gr ade landscapes . These five include : 
soil texture, s l ope , water table position, dep th to bed roc k , a nd specia l 
features (strike a nd dip, landslide areas etc .). It was conc luded that : (1) 
aerial photo analysis to determine soil texture is not feasible beca use of 
E- 49 (can ' t) 
the fine grading s ystem and requires fiel d and/or laboratory a na l ysis ; (2) 
degree of slope can be derived direc tly from an aerial photograph stereo 
model; however, r e finement a nd a ccuracy is a func tion of the photo analysis 
equipment used as well as the experience of the photo in terpreter and mappings 
s hould be checked against exis ting topograph ic maps ; and (3) determination of 
depth to bedrock us ing aerial photo analys i s is an es tima tion a t best a nd 
is usually ac complished by utili z ing the landform information present in t h e 
s tereo mode l . A technique fo r doing this is given. Afte r ident ifying and 
mapping s i milar landform uni ts , each was assigned a s et of five symbol s 
describing each of the landform e l ement s . In a pplying this procedu re to a 
USDA BW aerial photogr aph (1:20,000 and covering some 5 ,000 a .) t aken on May 
25 , 1957, t he photointerpreter took six hour s t o map the unit s . However , 16 
ho ur s of background study wer e needed to prepare th e area s tudy guide (keys ). 
I t was noted tha t greater s peeds a nd higher acc uracy could be obtained f r om 
co l or transparencies studied on a light table , and tha t CIR would reveal the 
most informat ion with r egard to soil moistur e . In regards to evaluating cer-
tain criteria used in highway l ocation s tudies , including depth to bed r ock , 
depth to water table and de s ign objectives, the a erial photographic e lemen ts 
o f landform, drainage , e ro s i on , tone or color, land use, and vege t at ion were 
i dentif i ed as being useful indica tors . I t was also c onc luded that the s uccess 
of the results depend s on individual background and s ki l l and i s inf luenced by 
the availability of mul t i scal e and co l or pho tography. 
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Wee kelic, G. E., J . G. Stephan, H. E. Smail, a nd T. F . Ebbert . 1 977 . 
A Survey of User s of Earth Res our ces Remo·te Sensing Data. in Proc . 
11th I ntl . Symp . Remote Sens ing of Env ., ERIM, Ann Arbor , MI . 
3 :1067- 1076. 
Batte lle Columbus Laboratories conducted a s urvey to assess Ear th Resources 
Survey ( ERS) data use. The survey was intended t o determine the use of 
LANDSAT (or other sa t ellite) and high altitud e ( > 60,000 ft.) air cr aft imager y 
a nd da ta. The f i r s t phase of the s tudy involved i denti fy ing, obtaining , a nd 
reviewing information on ERS data and users from direct s ources such as (1) 
the three ERS centers, (2 ) structured a nd unstruc tured personal and telephone 
co nve r s ations , (3) t ailo r ed and compre hensive questionnaires , a nd (4) sel ec ted 
ERS pre sentations and publications . The second phase involved the aggrega tion 
a nd anal ys i s of data user r esponses from five user ca t egories: (1 ) i ndus try ; 
(2) s t a te, regi onal , and l oca l government s ; (3) federal gov ernment; (4) 
academic institutions; and (5) non-U . S . user s . Three di ffe r ent t ypes of surveys 
wer e conducted : (1) quest i onnaires s ubmit t ed to parti cipant s i n the 1975 ERS 
sympos ium held in Houston , TX (37 3 responses) ; (2) telepho ne a nd pers onal 
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interviews from July 1975 and March 1976 (about 400 interviews) ; and (3) mail 
surveys of remote sens ing users (389 responses). Care was taken that r es pon-
dents (1161 in all) were not included in more than one of the three s urveys. 
It was found that geologically related and land use applications represented 
the largest class of data use. Other high use areas included agricultur e and 
forestry . Industry was the largest user of ERS data (particul arly LANDSAT) 
primarily for mineral and fossil fuel exploration . St ate a nd l oca l govern-
ments were the group least frequently using LANDSAT data. Academic institu-
tions used lJU~DSAT for a variety of research applications. It was conc luded 
tha t the llse of satellite acquir ed data would increase as fu ture LANDSAT 
systems capabili ties improved, particularly in terms of grea ter spatial reso-
lution, more s pectral coverage, more regular repe t itive coverage, be tter data 
turn around, and more technical a nd fi nancial ass i stance to potential LANDSAT 
data user s . ~.]ith r espec t to greater spatial resolu tion, most users commonly 
reconunended 20-40 or 10- 20 m. while some , especially at the state and local 
leve l s, sugges ted 1-10 m. spatial resolution. Also , another impor tant r ecom-
mendation was that more high altitude aircraft i magery be required to supple-
ment LANDSAT i magery . 
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Hilson , J. E. 1969 . Sensor Detection Capabi li ties Study . USGS eirc. 
616 . 25 pp . 
Ten remote sensor systems were evaluated for their relative capabilities in 
representing each of 98 c l asses of bo th man-made and natural features. The 
t en sensor imagery types were: (1) BW photography, (2) color photography, 
(3) CIR photography, (4) black- and- white IR photography, (5) 2 to 14 ~m 
ther mal IR imagery , (7) side- looking airborne radar, (8) imag ing microwave 
radiometer , (9) electro-optical (telev i sion) imagery, and (10) nonimaging 
scat t erometer. Based upon the c urrent state of the art in sensor technology , 
each system was subjectivel y rated from 1 to 8 in its effec tiveness in 
characterizing each of the 98 features . Such comparisons were made for day 
and night low a l titude (1,000 to 5,000 ft . ) and day high a ltitude (10 to 100 
miles) condi tions. ~.Jhere no evalua tion was given, it was assumed that no 
detection of that particular target was possible with that system given the 
specified conditions. The r atings, whi ch were based upon s tudies of imagery 
(or data) from the various sensors a nd /or reviews of pe rtinent literature, 
a re relative and do not indicate the degree of accuracy or precision with 
which a feature could be detected , identified , and characterized . It was 
concluded that photographic remote sensor systems hold the gr eatest promise 
for 89 of the 98 features studied . 
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